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Abstract

RAID systems (Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks) have dominated back-

end storage systems for more than two decades and have grown continuously in size

and complexity. Currently they face unprecedented challenges from data intensive

applications such as image processing, transaction processing and data warehousing.

As the size of RAID systems increases, designers are faced with both performance and

reliability challenges. These challenges include limitedback-end network bandwidth,

physical interconnect failures, correlated disk failuresand long disk reconstruction

time.

This thesis studies the scalability of RAID systems in termsof both performance

and reliability through simulation, using a discrete eventdriven simulator for RAID

systems (SIM RAID) developed as part of this project. SIM RAID incorporates two

benchmark workload generators, based on the SPC-1 and Iometer benchmark specifi-

cations. Each component of SIM RAID is highly parameterised, enabling it to explore

a large design space. To improve the simulation speed, SIM RAID develops a set of

abstraction techniques to extract the behaviour of the interconnection protocol without

losing accuracy. Finally, to meet the technology trend toward heterogeneous storage

architectures, SIM RAID develops a framework that allows easy modelling of different

types of device and interconnection technique.

Simulation experiments were first carried out on performance aspects of scalabil-

ity. They were designed to answer two questions: (1) given a number of disks, which

factors affect back-end network bandwidth requirements; (2) given an interconnec-

tion network, how many disks can be connected to the system. The results show that

the bandwidth requirement per disk is primarily determinedby workload features and

stripe unit size (a smaller stripe unit size has better scalability than a larger one), with

cache size and RAID algorithm having very little effect on this value. The maximum

number of disks is limited, as would be expected, by the back-end network bandwidth.

Studies of reliability have led to three proposals to improve the reliability and scal-

ability of RAID systems. Firstly, a novel data layout calledPCDSDF is proposed.

PCDSDF combines the advantages of orthogonal data layouts and parity declustering

data layouts, so that it can not only survive multiple disk failures caused by physical in-

terconnect failures or correlated disk failures, but also has a good degraded and rebuild

performance. The generating process of PCDSDF is deterministic and time-efficient.

The number of stripes per rotation (namely the number of stripes to achieve rebuild
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workload balance) is small. Analysis shows that the PCDSDF data layout can signif-

icantly improve the system reliability. Simulations performed on SIM RAID confirm

the good performance of PCDSDF, which is comparable to otherparity declustering

data layouts, such as RELPR.

Secondly, a system architecture and rebuilding mechanism have been designed,

aimed at fast disk reconstruction. This architecture is based on parity declustering data

layouts and a disk-oriented reconstruction algorithm. It uses stripe groups instead of

stripes as the basic distribution unit so that it can make useof the sequential nature of

the rebuilding workload. The design space of system factorssuch as parity declustering

ratio, chunk size, private buffer size of surviving disks and free buffer size are explored

to provide guidelines for storage system design.

Thirdly, an efficient distributed hot spare allocation and assignment algorithm for

general parity declustering data layouts has been developed. This algorithm avoids

conflict problems in the process of assigning distributed spare space for the units on

the failed disk. Simulation results show that it effectively solves the write bottleneck

problem and, at the same time, there is only a small increase in the average response

time to user requests.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) were introduced to meet the perfor-

mance gap between main memory and hard disks in the late 1980’s [77]. Due to

their high performance and reliability compared with Single Large Expensive Disks

(SLEDs), RAID systems have been the dominant products for back-end storage sys-

tems for more than two decades, including both primary storage systems and near-line

systems (backup and archival storage systems). Currently they face unprecedented

capacity challenges from data intensive applications suchas image processing, trans-

action processing and data warehousing, so the scale and complexity of RAID systems

are growing at an unprecedented rate. For example, the EMCTM Symmetrix DMX-4

can be configured with up to 2400 disks [29], and the NetAppTM FAS6000 series can

support more than 1000 disks per node, with up to 24 nodes in a system [74]. Such

large RAID systems usually consist of one or two specialisedRAID controllers (soft-

ware or hardware), a number of hard disks and the back-end network (backplane). The

controllers transparently partition I/O requests over multiple disks to make them ap-

pear like a single large logical disk to users. They also provide resiliency mechanisms

to tolerate failures in the storage subsystems. The RAID controllers are connected to

the disks through a Host Bus Adapter (HBA) and the back-end network. It becomes

increasingly challenging to build high performance and reliable RAID systems as the

scale of systems keeps increasing. For instance, as more disks are added into a system,

higher contention for the back-end network can limit systemperformance. Using more

HBAs means adding more expense to the system design. Moreover, a system needs

more interconnection components such as shelf enclosures and network connections

to accommodate such a large number of disks, leading to reduced system reliability

caused by component failures. Furthermore, due to rapid increases in disk capacity

1
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and the slow improvement in disk access speed, RAID system are facing much longer

disk reconstruction times than before, which can also reduce system reliability. All of

these factors will eventually limit system scalability. Traditional RAID systems use

scale up architecture, which is one big system. Next generation of RAID systems uses

scale out architecture [72], which consists of multiple small storage system and these

small storage system are connected together to provide unified and protected storage

space. The scale of these small systems are still limited by aforementioned factors.

This dissertation studies both performance and reliability aspects of the scalability

of RAID systems through simulation. A parameterised simulation model of RAID

systems called SIM RAID has been created using HASE, a Hierarchical computer

Architecture design and Simulation Environment developedat the University of Ed-

inburgh, and appropriate simulation experiments have beencarried out. In terms of

performance, the dissertation studies the scalability of back-end networks. In terms

of reliability, it proposes three approaches to improve system reliability, including a

novel parity declustering data layout that can survive physical interconnect failures or

correlated disk failures, a system architecture and rebuilding mechanism for fast disk

reconstruction, and an efficient distributed hot spare allocation algorithm for general

parity declustering data layouts.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 1.1 briefly intro-

duces the architecture and basic concepts of RAID systems; Section 1.2 describes the

technology trends in RAID system architecture design; Section 1.3 discusses the chal-

lenges that modern RAID systems are facing; Section 1.4 proposes the PhD project

objectives; Section 1.5 highlights the dissertation contributions; and Section 1.6 pro-

vides an overview of this dissertation.

1.1 RAID Systems

A RAID system is a storage system that combines a number of hard disks together

to achieve higher performance, reliability and data volume. Figure 1.1 shows a basic

architecture of a mid-sized RAID system. A RAID system consists of one or two

specialised RAID controllers (software or hardware), a number of hard disks and the

back-end network (backplane). The controllers transparently partition I/O requests

over multiple disks to make them appear like a single large logical disk to users. They

also provide resiliency mechanisms to tolerate failures inthe storage subsystems. The

RAID controllers are connected to the disks through a Host Bus Adapter (HBA) and
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the back-end network. In mid-sized or large-sized RAID systems, disks are mounted

in shelf enclosures that provide power supplies, cooling services and pre-wired back-

planes for the disks. One or more shelf enclosures can be connected via cables to

the HBA. In high-end RAID systems, there are usually redundant back-end networks

connected from the controllers to the disks to provide higher reliability, as shown by

the dashed lines in Figure 1.1.

Switch Switch

SBOD

Backplane

Shelf Enclosure

AC
power

Fan

SBOD

RAID 

Controller

RAID 

Controller

I/O path to hosts I/O path to hosts

HBA HBA

DiskDisk Disk Disk

Figure 1.1: A basic architecture of a mid-sized Fibre Channel (FC) conne cted RAID

system. SBOD refers to Switched Bunch of Disk.

Two basic concepts used in RAID systems aredata stripingto improve perfor-

mance andredundancyto improve reliability.

1.1.1 Data Striping

RAID systems improve system performance by serving multiple disk commands in

parallel. This process is called data striping. There are two aspects to this parallelism.

Firstly, individual large requests can be served by separate disks acting in coordina-

tion, which increases the effective transfer rate for a single request, as shown in Fig-

ure 1.2 (a). Secondly, multiple, independent small requests can be served in parallel

by multiple separate disks, which decreases the queueing time for each I/O request and
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increases the I/O rate, as shown in Figure 1.2 (b). Potentially, the more disks there are

in a system, the higher the performance [61, 44].

(b) Serving multiple small individual requests

(a) Serving a large single request

Disk

Disk Disk DiskDisk

DiskDisk Disk

Figure 1.2: Data Striping. (a) illustrates the disk array serving a large single request;

and (b) illustrates the disk array serving multiple small requests in parallel. (figure from

[77])

1.1.2 Redundancy

System reliability is measured by themean time to fail (MTTF)of the system. Using

a large number of disks decreases the overall reliability ofthe disk array. Assuming

the failures of each disk are independent, 100 disks collectively have only 1/100th

reliability of a single disk. To overcome this reliability challenge, redundancy is de-

ployed to tolerate disk failures and to avoid data loss. In particular, the disk arrays

are divided intoprotection groups, with each group having one or more extraredun-

dancy diskscontaining the redundant information, as shown in Figure 1.3 (a). When

a disk fails, it will be replaced by a new one and the information on the failed disk

will be reconstructed using the redundant information (seeFigure 1.3 (b)). The time to

reconstruct a disk is called thereconstruction time.The expected reconstruction time
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is calledMean Time To Repair (MTTR).With one redundancy disk in each protection

group, the MTTF of a RAID system is the mean time to two disks failing at the same

time in one protection group. Assuming there areN disks in a RAID system and each

protection group containsG disks, the MTTF of such a RAID system is calculated in

[77] as:

MTTF system=
MTTFdisk

2

N∗ (G−1)∗MTTRdisk
(1.1)

A protection group

(a)

(b)

P =

D1 =

PD1 D2 D3

PD0 D1 D2 D3

D0

D0 D2 D3 P

D0 D1 D2 D3

Figure 1.3: Illustration of redundancy. ‘D0’, ‘D1’, ‘D2’ and ‘D3’ represent data, and ‘P’

represents redundancy information.

1.1.3 Orthogonal RAID

The MTTF described above only considers disk failures. However, in real systems

the failure of other components can also lead to data serviceloss. Schulzeet al. [87]

showed that the failure of the HBA, the power supplies and fans cannot be ignored.

In order to survive these component failures, they proposeda data layout calledOr-

thogonal Data Layoutto improve system reliability, as shown in Figure 1.4. In this

orthogonal data layout, protection groups are mapped onto the disk array that is or-

thogonal to the interconnection cable, the AC power, and thecooling groups, so that

no single hardware failure will cause data loss. Because loss of any hardware affects

only one hard disk in each protection group, each of these is recoverable. Moreover,

this orthogonal data layout has the benefit of minimizing network conflicts when mul-

tiple disks from a protection group transfer data simultaneously.
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A protection group

HBA HBA HBA HBA HBA

Fan

AC power
a physical interconnect

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Figure 1.4: Orthogonal data Layout.

1.1.4 Degraded/Rebuilding Performance and Parity Declust ering

Data Layouts

Many applications require continuous service from storage, which means that the

RAID system must be able to serve user requests even in the presence of disk failures

and during the process of rebuilding the failed disks. In theorganisation described in

Section 1.1.2, when a disk fails, the system needs to read from all the other data disks

and the redundancy disk to serve requests to the failed disk,which increases the work-

load to the surviving disks by 100%. During the process of disk reconstruction, on the

one hand the system needs to read from all the rest of the protection group to rebuild

the content on the failed disk. On the other hand, the system needs to serve requests to

the failed disk. Both of these operations significantly affect system performance. To

improve the performance of the system whilst it is degraded/rebuilding and to shorten

the disk reconstruction time, Muntz and Lui [73] proposedparity declustering data

layouts1. Parity declustering data layouts separate the issue of protection group size

(namely the number of disks in a protection group) and the disk array over which the

groups are distributed. In particular, they set the number of disks in a disk array to

1They initially called itclustered data layouts. Holland and Gibson later renamed itparity declus-
tering [41], which is more popularly accepted.
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be larger than the number of disks in a protection group and distribute the protection

groups over all disks. Figure 1.5 compares a non-parity declustering data layout with

a parity declustering data layout. In the non-parity declustering data layout, the size of

the protection group and the number of disks in the array are both equal to five. When

a disk failure occurs, the extra workload for the degraded read and for the rebuilding is

spread over the four surviving disks. However, in the paritydeclustering data layout,

the protection group size is equal to four and they are distributed over five disks. Thus,

there are
(5

4

)

choices for placing the protection groups. When a disk failure occurs,

the extra load needs to read the three surviving disks of thatgroup and they are evenly

distributed over four surviving disks. In this way, each surviving disk is able to serve

more requests. At the same time, the system can reconstruct
5
4

groups at the same

time, so that the disk reconstruction time is reduced.

P5

D1_0 D1_1 D1_2 D1_3

D4_0 D4_1 D4_2 D4_3

D5_1 D6_2 D6_3

D0_3D0_0 D0_1 D0_2

D2_0 D2_1 D2_2

D3_0 D3_1 D3_2

P0

P1

D0_0 D0_1 D0_2

D1_0 D1_1 D1_2

Disk 0 Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3 Disk 4

(a) non−declustering data layout (b) parity declustering data layout

Disk 0 Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3 Disk 4

group type 1

group type 2

group type 5

P1

P4

P6D5_0

P0

P3

P2

D4_0

D5_0

D4_1

D5_1

D4_2

D5_2

P4

Figure 1.5: Non-declustering data layout vs. parity declustering data Layout. In

(b), each group type corresponds to one way to select four disks out of the five. The

blank block in (b) means that type of group does not reside on that disk. (figure from

[73])

1.2 Technology Trends in RAID System Architecture

Although the basic concepts behind RAID systems have remained unchanged for many

years, in order to achieve higher performance and efficiency, their architectures have

evolved. In particular, current RAID systems show the following technology trends:

1. Disk capacity is increasing dramatically: As the areal density of hard disk
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platters keeps increasing at an amazing rate, disk capacityis increasing at an

accelerating rate. According to Shugart’s law [46], disk capacity is increasing at

50% each year. The average disk capacity of a 3.5” disk was 0.15 TB in 2000,

and increased to 1 TB by 2006. The average disk capacity of a single disk is

expected to increase to 2 TB in 2010.

2. The number of disks is increasing:Although disk capacity has increased dra-

matically, the volume of data is increasing at an even higherrate. Therefore, the

number of disks in storage systems has to be increased to dealwith the increas-

ing data volume. Increasing the number of disks not only increases the storage

capacity but also improves system performance [61]. Therefore, the trend is to

use large numbers of disks in a single system. For example, the number of disks

in a 3U2 shelf-enclosure in 2003 was 14, whereas this is expected to increase to

84 in a 4U shelf-enclosure in 2009.

3. Less impressive growth in back-end network bandwidth:Although back-end

network bandwidth is also increasing, compared with the dramatic increases in

disk capacity, the volume of data and storage system size, the growth in back-

end network bandwidth is less impressive. The average bandwidth of a Fibre

Channel (FC) cable in 2002 was 2 Gpbs. This increased to 3Gpbsin 2007, and

is expected to reach 6 Gpbs in 2009. On average, back-end network bandwidth

is increasing by 30% every year.

4. RAID controllers are becoming increasingly sophisticated: As communica-

tions networks become faster, it is necessary for storage controllers to perform

their tasks faster to service the incoming traffic stream. Since Gilder’s law states

that communication bandwidth and usage doubles in 12 monthswhile Moore’s

law states that silicon capabilities double in 18 months [39], increases in the rate

at which storage controllers must deal with requests are outstripping increases

in their processing power. So storage controllers are increasing in complexity

to overcome this discrepancy. Moreover, due to the increasing demands on data

service performance and reliability, the complexity and functionality of RAID

controllers keep increasing. These new complexities are highlighting new bot-

tlenecks in storage controllers that require further investigation.

5. Storage systems are becoming heterogeneous:As new high speed serial in-

2‘U’ is the unit for height of shelf-enclosures. 1 U = 1.75 inch.
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terconnection technologies are introduced, such as SerialAttached SCSI (SAS)

[94], full systems no longer have the luxury of being based ona single standard

with the associated advantages that this brings. This can lead to a capability

mismatch between the communication networks on either sideof the storage

controller. There are also new storage technologies being developed to interop-

erate seamlessly with disks or to replace them, such as SolidState Disks (SSD)

[2]. There is increasing interest of shipping hybrid systems containing both hard

disks and SSDs. Simulated performance analysis of these hybrid systems will

enable manufacturers to optimise cost/performance of their systems.

1.3 RAID Systems Challenges

Because increasing the number of disks not only increases the storage capacity but also

improves system performance [61, 44], the scale of RAID systems in disks keeps in-

creasing. However, as the scale increases, RAID systems arefacing both performance

and reliability challenges.

1.3.1 Performance Challenge - Limited Back-end Network Ban d-

width

As described in Section 1.2, the technology trend is to use a large number of small

disks rather than a few big disks, since increasing the number of disks not only in-

creases the storage capacity but also improves system performance. However, there

are system bottlenecks that limit the number of disks that can be added to a system.

The back-end network is one such bottleneck. Because the back-end interconnection

networks are shared by all the disks and the RAID controllers, the more disks that

are added to the system, the higher the contention for the shared media. Beyond a

certain threshold, adding more disks will give no further gain in performance, due to

saturation of the back-end network. As described in Section1.2, although network

bandwidth has been increasing rapidly, the growth rate of network bandwidth is less

than the scale of storage systems. In addition, the design ofbackplanes at and beyond

6-7 Gbps is very complex and expensive due to interference between links [43], in-

creasing the cost penalty for either increasing link speed or increasing the number of

pathways. A Qlogic 2Gb Dual Fibre Channel HBA is asked for more than 1300 dollars

[83] and a 8G Fibre Channel HBA is asked for nearly 3000 dollars [84]. Adding more
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HBA to the systems means adding more expense to the systems. It is thus essential to

study the scalability of the back-end network to help designa cost-effective scalable

storage subsystem. As technology moves towards a service oriented model, it is also

necessary to be able to understand the service levels achievable by a given device. In

the case of storage, this is, or can be in some scenarios, governed by the back-end

network.

1.3.2 Reliability Challenges

It has been increasingly challenging to build reliable RAIDsystems as the scale and

complexity of RAID systems grows. In particular, designersface the following chal-

lenges:

• Physical Interconnect FailuresA comprehensive study of RAID system fail-

ures conducted by Jianget al.shows that disk failures are not the only factors that

contribute to RAID system component failures - physical interconnect failures

(including shelf enclosures) also account for significant percentages of failures

[49]. In near-line systems, physical interconnect failures make up 27% of system

failures, whereas that number is 68% and 43% for low-end and high-end primary

storage systems respectively. These interconnect failures are usually caused by

HBA failures, broken cables, shelf enclosure power outage and shelf backplane

errors.

As a cable or a shelf enclosure connects to multiple disks, their failures affect

all the disks connected to (or mounted in) them. When a physical interconnect

failure occurs, the affected disks appear to be missing fromthe system. From the

controller’s point of view, multiple disks from the same loop or shelf are unavail-

able. The widely used RAID protection algorithm RAID 5 can only protect at

most one disk failure from one protection group. Even RAID 6 [79], which has

been extensively researched recently, protects against atmost two disk failures.

As physical interconnect failures cause multiple disks from the same protection

group to be unavailable, these failures result in loss of data service during the

period of the failures. The orthogonal RAID described in Section 1.1.3, which

selects at most one disk (or two for RAID 6) from each loop to form a protection

group, could survive such loop failures. However, as described in Section 1.1.4,

such data layouts suffer from poor degraded performance andrebuilding perfor-

mance. Although parity declustering data layouts [41] haveexcellent degraded
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and rebuilding performance, most existing parity declustering data layouts do

not consider the situation where multiple disks are unavailable. Thus, under

physical interconnect failures, the parity declustering data layouts will lose data

availability. It is obvious that as the scale of systems increases, the possibility

of having physical interconnects failures also increases.Physical interconnect

failures will eventually limit system scale. Therefore, itis important to combine

the advantages of orthogonal data layouts and parity declustering data layouts

to design a new data layout that can not only survive multipledisk failures re-

sulting from loop or shelf failures, but also has good degraded performance and

rebuilding performance.

• Correlated Disk Failures. To simplify analysis, it is traditionally assumed that

disk failures follow an exponential distribution and that they are independent of

each other. However, more and more research indicates that there is a high cor-

relation between disk failures. Schroederet al. [86] studied the disk replacement

log collected from a large number of storage systems. They found that the time

between disk failures in the same machine room exhibited significant levels of

correlation. Jianget al. [49] also found that disks failures have high temporal

locality and disks from the same shelf enclosure show a bursty failure pattern.

There are several explanations for this high correlation: (1) disks from the same

machine room/shelf-enclosure are usually the same age and the same model -

[86] shows that disk replacement rates grew constantly withage; (2) disks from

the same machine room/shelf-enclosure operate in the same environment, such

as the same temperature. Pinherioet al. [78] show that at high temperatures

(> 45o) the disk failure rate grows as the temperature grows.

Like physical interconnect failures, correlated disk failures can cause multiple

disks from the same protection group to become unavailable.The solution to

this problem is to design a new data layout that combines the advantages of

orthogonal data layouts and parity declustering data layouts.

• Long Disk Reconstruction Time. As shown in Equation 1.1, system reliabil-

ity is inversely proportional to the disk reconstruction time. The longer the disk

reconstruction time, the longer the system vulnerability window, which means a

higher possibility of data loss. Hence it is important to reduce the reconstruction

time. In addition, this time has become more important with higher demands on

scalability. Increasing the capacity of RAID systems increases the probability
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of disk failures, resulting in more frequent disk reconstructions. The disk recon-

struction time is determined by the time to read data from thesurviving disks

and the time to write the reconstructed data to the replacement disks. However,

two factors limit the data read and write speed: the slow diskaccess speed and

limited back-end network bandwidth.

Compared with the dramatic increases in disk capacity, improvements in disk

access speed have been much smaller - while disk capacity is more than 1000

times greater than two decades ago, disk access times have just halved. There-

fore, much longer time is needed to reconstruct a disk than before. For instance,

assuming that all the disk bandwidth is used for disk reconstruction and the re-

building speed stays at 40MB/sec, it takes at least 10 hours to build a 1 TB

disk. Although a variety disk reconstruction algorithms have been investigated,

there has been no research on accelerating the disk reconstruction speed from

the aspect of system architecture design. In addition, mostresearch assumes that

a dedicated replacement disk is used during reconstruction, which means that

the overall reconstruction speed will be restricted by the speed of a single disk.

Distributed hot sparing [68] allows reconstruction of several disks at the same

time so that the rebuilding speed is not restricted by the disk write bandwidth.

However, there is no efficient algorithm for assigning distributed hot spare space

for a parity declustering data layout. Thus, it is importantto review the disk

reconstruction problem and to design and evaluate a system architecture that can

provide a fast disk reconstruction speed.

Moreover, in an Online Transaction Trocessing (OLTP) environment, most of the

requests to disk are random accesses in normal operation mode. However, disk

reconstruction involves sequential reads and writes, which means that a larger

data rate is transmitted over the back-end network during the disk reconstruction

process and more network bandwidth is required. A back-end network which is

adequate in normal operation mode might become a bottleneckduring the disk

reconstruction process. How to reduce the effect of this problem while designing

a system architecture for fast disk reconstruction is also of interest.
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1.4 Research Objectives

In order to address the aforementioned challenges and meet the scalability demands

of RAID systems, this dissertation studies both performance and reliability aspects of

scalability of RAID systems through simulation. In particular, it pursues the following

objectives:

• From the aspect of performance, it investigates the scalability of the back-end

network, namely the capacity of the back-end network in terms of the number of

disks that can be attached to one link.

• From the aspect of reliability, it pursues the following sub-tasks:

– the design and evaluation of a parity declustering data layout that can not

only survive multiple disk failures caused by physical interconnect failures

and correlated disk failures, but also has good degraded andrebuilding per-

formance

– the design and evaluation of a system architecture for fast disk reconstruc-

tion

– the design of an efficient distributed hot spare assignment algorithm for

parity declustering data layouts.

1.5 Thesis Contributions

The major contributions of the work described in this dissertation are as follows:

• Co-development of a discrete-even driven storage simulator SIM RAID. I am the

main contributor to the SIM RAID simulator software. My work has included

verifying the network abstraction technique and designingand developing the

SIM RAID software.

• Studies of the scalability of the back-end networks of RAID systems. In par-

ticular, two problems have been solved: (1) determining thefactors that affect

the back-end network bandwidth requirement of the storage system; (2) identi-

fying the network scalability and saturation points for a number of conventional

system configurations. The major results achieved for this part include:
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– the bandwidth requirement per disk is primarily determinedby workload

features and stripe unit size. Cache size and RAID algorithms have very

little effect on this value.

– the number of disks that a system can scale to is limited by theback-end

network bandwidth. A smaller stripe unit size has better scalability than a

larger one.

• The development and evaluation of a novel parity declustering data layout which

not only survives multiple disk failures caused by physicalinterconnect fail-

ures or correlated disk failures, but also has a good degraded performance and

rebuilding performance. Its generating process is simple,deterministic and effi-

cient in terms of both storage and time. The size of a rotationis small. Deploying

this data layout can significantly improve the system reliability compared with

those only deploying RAID 5 systems. The performance of thisdata layout is

comparable to other parity declustering data layouts.

• Design and evaluation of a system architecture and a rebuilding mechanism for

fast disk reconstruction.

• A proposal for an efficient distributed hot spare allocationand assignment algo-

rithm for general parity declustering data layouts. This algorithm avoids conflict

problems in the process of assigning distributed spare space for the units on the

failed disk. Simulation results show that it effectively solves the write bottleneck

problem. At the same time, there is only a small increase in the average response

time of user requests.

The publications that are related to this dissertation include:

• Y. Li, T. Courtney, R. N. Ibbett and N.Topham, “On the Scalability of the Back-

end Network of Storage Sub-Systems”, inSPECTS 2008, pp 464-471, Edinburgh

UK.

• Y.Li and R.N. Ibbett, “SimRAID-An Efficent Performance Evaluation Tool for

Modern RAID Systems”, inPoster Competition of University of Edinbrugh In-

formatics Jamboree, Edinburgh, 2007. the First prize

• Y. Li, T. Courtney, R. N. Ibbett and N.Topham, “Work in Progress: On The

Scalability of Storage Sub-System Back-end Network”, inWiP of FAST, San

Jose, USA, 2007.
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• Y. Li, T. Courtney, R. N. Ibbett and N. Topham, “Workin Progress: Performance

Evaluation of RAID6 Systems”, inWiP of FAST, San Jose, USA, 2007.

• Y. Li, T. Courtney, F. Chevalier and R. N. Ibbett,“SimRAID: An Efficient Per-

formance Evaluation Tool for RAID Systems”, inProc. SCSC, pp 431-438,

Calgary, Canada, 2006.

• T. Courtney, F.Chevalier and Y. Li, “Novel technique for accelerated simulation

of storage systems”, inIASTED PDCN, pp 266 - 272, Innsbruck, Austria, 2006.

• Y. Li and A. Goel. ”An efficient distributed hot sparing scheme in a parity

declustered RAID organization”, under US patent application. (application num-

ber 12247877).

1.6 Thesis Overview

This introductory chapter has briefly introduced the research presented in this disserta-

tion. The remainder of the dissertation explains in detail the research background, the

related work and the simulation model, SIM RAID. Following that, it presents research

on the scalability of back-end networks of RAID systems and how to improve RAID

system reliability.

The dissertation outline is as follows:

Chapter 2 provides background information about RAID systems. Firstly, RAID

system implementation issues are discussed, including thedefinition of RAID levels

and some terms, data layouts on disk arrays, the read and write operations, and disk

reconstruction algorithms. Secondly, the physical components of RAID systems are in-

troduced: hard disk drives, RAID controllers, back-end networks and shelf-enclosures.

Chapter 3 presents a survey of other research work that is related to this disserta-

tion. This includes storage system performance modelling and evaluation, RAID sys-

tem reliability studies, parity declustering data layout design, distributed hot sparing

and simulation of storage systems.

Chapter 4 presents the design and implementation of the RAIDsystem simulation

model SIM RAID. Firstly, the simulation model development environment, HASE, is

introduced, including its facilities and ability to model RAID systems. Secondly, the

design and implementation of SIM RAID are presented. Thirdly, the validation of

SIM RAID is described. Lastly, the model’s performance is discussed.
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Chapter 5 studies the scalability of the back-end networks of storage sub-systems

in terms of the number of disks that can be linked to the network. In particular, Fibre

Channel (FC) Switched Bunch of Disks (SBOD) [30] has been chosen as the research

subject, since it represents the current state of the art in scalable back-end storage

sub-systems. This chapter aims to answer the following two questions: first, given a

number of disks, which factors affect back-end network bandwidth requirements of

disks; second, given an interconnection network, how many disks can be connected to

the system.

Chapter 6 proposes several approaches to improve the systemreliability and scal-

ability. Firstly, it proposes a novel parity declustering data layout that can survive

physical interconnect failures and correlated disk failures. Secondly, it presents the

design and evaluation of a system architecture and a rebuilding mechanism for fast

disk reconstruction. Lastly, it develops an efficient distributed hot spare allocation and

assignment algorithm for general parity declustering datalayouts.

Chapter 7 presents a summary of the findings and contributions of this dissertation

to the field of storage system design. This chapter also outlines future prospects and

directions of this research.



Chapter 2

RAID Systems

This chapter provides background information about RAID systems. Firstly, RAID

system implementation issues are discussed, including thedefinition of RAID levels

and some terms, data layouts on disk arrays, the read and write operations, and disk

reconstruction algorithms. Secondly, the physical components of RAID systems are in-

troduced: hard disk drives, RAID controllers, back-end networks and shelf-enclosures.

2.1 RAID System Implementation Issues

As introduced in Chapter 1, the two basic concepts of RAIDs are the use of data strip-

ing to improve the performance and redundancy to improve reliability. In practice,

there are numerous ways of implementing a RAID system and theimplementation de-

tails have a significant effect on system performance and reliability. This section dis-

cusses the issues involved. Firstly, the definitions of basic RAID levels are introduced

and their performance and storage efficiency are compared. Secondly, data layouts on

disk arrays are introduced. Thirdly, the read and write operations are described. Lastly,

disk reconstruction algorithms are discussed.

2.1.1 Basic RAID Levels

Based on the granularity of data interleaving and the methods and patterns in which the

redundancy data are computed and distributed across the disk array, RAID systems are

classified into seven basic levels [21]. This section brieflydescribes their definitions

and compares their performance and storage efficiency.

17
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2.1.1.1 Definitions

Figure 2.1 illustrates the seven basic RAID levels schematically.
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Figure 2.1: Basic RAID levels. White blocks refer to data and grey blocks refer to

redundancy information. For RAID 6, pink blocks refer to the second independent

redundancy information. Lower case letters refer to bits and upper case letters to

blocks.(figure from [21])

Their definitions are as follows:
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• RAID 0 (Non-redundancy) Data are interleaved across multiple disks, but no

redundancy is provided.

• RAID 1 (Mirrored) There are two copies of all information. This scheme, also

calledData Mirroring , uses twice as many disks as RAID 0.

• RAID 2 (Memory-Style ECC) RAID 2 uses Hamming code [62] as the re-

dundancy information to protect data disks, which is similar to the protection

scheme in semiconductor memory. RAID 2 provides recovery from data disk

failures with less cost than RAID 1. For instance, four data disks require three

redundancy disks. Upon a disk failure, among these three redundancy disks, only

one is used to recover the failed disk with the other two beingused to identify the

failed disk. However, in the RAID environment, the RAID controller can easily

identify which disk failed. Hence, the redundancy information for identifying

the failed disk is just a waste. For this reason, RAID 2 is not apopular level.

• RAID 3 (Bit-interleaved Parity) Data are spread over disks by using bit-wise

interleaving. Only one redundancy disk is used to tolerate any single disk failure.

The redundancy disk is called aparity diskand stores the exclusive OR (XOR) of

the data in the same position as the data on the data disks in the same protection

group.

• RAID 4 (Block-interleaved Parity) Like RAID 3, RAID 4 also just uses one

dedicated parity disk to protect data. The difference from RAID 3 is that it

uses block-wise interleaving instead of bit-wise interleaving. The unit of data

interleaving is called astripe unit. The data stripe unit is called adata unitand

the redundancy stripe unit is called aparity unit. The minimum collection of the

stripe units (including both data units and parity units) over which the parity unit

is computed is called astripe.The number of disks in a stripe is called thestripe

width.

• RAID 5 (Blocked-Interleaved Distributed-Parity) Like RAID 4, RAID 5 also

adopts block-wise interleaving but instead of using one dedicated parity disk,

RAID 5 distributes redundancy units over all of the disks.

• RAID 6 (P+Q Redundancy) RAID 6 is essentially an extension of RAID 5

which allows for additional fault tolerance by using a second independent parity

unit. Data are striped over disks in RAID 5 style. Two independent parity units
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are provided to tolerate a minimum of two disk failures. There are a number of

encoding methods for RAID 6, such as EVENODD [15] and RDP [26]. Nor-

mally, the first parity, also calledP parity, is the same as RAID 5 parity. The

second parity, also calledQ parity, is independent of the first.

These basic RAID levels can be combined together to form morecomplex RAID

levels to provide higher performance and reliability, for example RAID 0+1 (mirrored

stripes)and RAID 1+0 (striped mirrors). RAID 0+1 creates two RAID 0 stripes, each of

them mirroring the other. RAID 1+0 creates RAID 0 stripes over two sets of mirrored

disks.

2.1.1.2 Comparisons

Table 2.1[21] tabulates the throughput and storage efficiency of these basic RAID lev-

els1 relative to RAID 0. To simplify the comparison, it compares systems with equiva-

lent file capacity, which is the amount of information that the file system can store on

the device and excludes the storage used for redundancy.

Small Small Large Large Storage

Read Write Read Write Efficiency

RAID 0 1 1 1 1 1

RAID 1 2 1 2 1 50%

RAID 3 1/D 1/D 1 1 D/(D+1)

RAID 4 1 D/2(D+1) 1 1 D/(D+1)

RAID 5 (D+1)/D max(1/D,1/4) 1 1 D/(D+1)

RAID 6 (D+2)/D max(1/D,1/6) 1 1 D/(D+2)

This table compares the throughput of various RAID levels for four types of I/O request.Small

refers to I/O requests of one stripe unit.Largerefers to I/O requests of one full stripe.D is the

number of data disks in each protection group. The entries inthe table only account for major

performance effects, not somesecond-order effects.

Table 2.1: Throughput and Storage Efficiency Relative to RAID 0

As shown in Table 2.1, RAID 0 offers the best write performance since there is no

need to update any redundancy data. However, as there is no redundancy, disk failures

will lead to data loss.
1As RAID 2 is seldom used in practice, it is not listed in this table
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RAID 1 has the best read performance. Because there are two copies, when data

is read, the disk with the shorter queue will respond [20]. However, compared with

other RAID levels, RAID 1 has the highest redundancy overhead. RAID 1 is widely

used in environments in which the transaction rate is critical but the storage efficiency

is less important. In addition, RAID 1 is also used quite a lotin very small RAID

systems where there are just two disks since it is the only RAID scheme one can be

implemented by adding one disk to a single-disk system.

RAID 3 has high read and write performance comparable with RAID 1 but it has

the worst small read performance. Because even small requests in RAID 3 need to

access all data disks (including the parity disk in case of write requests), only one

request can be served at a time. Nevertheless, RAID 3 is easy to implement, therefore,

RAID 3 is frequently used for applications that require highbandwidth but not high

I/O rate,i.e. ones involving small numbers of large requests.

RAID 4 has the same throughput as RAID 0 under read workloads and large write

workloads but its small write performance is restricted by the group size because of

the dedicated parity disk. For each write request, the requested data units and the

corresponding parity disk need to be updated, therefore, this parity disk can easily

become a performance bottleneck.

RAID 5 eliminates the performance bottleneck of RAID 4 by distributing the parity

over all disks. In addition, by so doing, RAID 5 allows all disks, including the parity

disk, to participate in small reads. Thus RAID5 has the best small read performance.

However, compared with RAID 0 and RAID 1, for each small writerequest, RAID 5

needs to perform four disk operations, including reading the data and parity unit and

updating the data and parity unit, resulting in poor performance. This performance

problem is calledsmall-write problem; there is extensive research on how to improve

small-write performance [69, 67, 93].

The performance of RAID 6 is similar to that of RAID 5 except that for each small

write request, RAID 6 needs to perform 6 disk operations because two parities need

to be updated. Therefore, the small-write problem for RAID 6is even worse than for

RAID 5.

2.1.2 Reading and Writing Operations

There are three operation modes for RAID systems:normal mode, degraded modeand

rebuilding mode. Normal mode refers to the state in which all disks are available for
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reading and writing. Degraded mode refers to the state in which one or two disks have

failed. Rebuilding mode refers to the state in which a new disk has replaced the failed

one and the data on the failed disc are being reconstructed from the surviving disks and

written to the replacement. The reading and writing operations are different in these

three modes. Since RAID 1 operations are straightforward and RAID 2, RAID 3 and

RAID 4 are not so popular, this dissertation focuses on the operation of RAID 5.

2.1.2.1 Normal mode

Reading operations in the normal mode are simple. Based on the address of the user

request, the RAID controller first calculates the disk number and the disk address of

the stripe units being requested and then reads them from thedisks (see Figure 2.2 (a)).

Writing operations are more complex since the RAID controller needs to update not

only the data units but also the corresponding parity units.In order to reduce the

number of disk operations, there are two methods to compute the parity units. The first

is calledparity increment.When the stripe units to be written are less than half a stripe

(usually called small write), the RAID controller first reads the old data on the units to

be written and the old parity units of that stripe from the disks. The new parity units

are then calculated by XORing the new data with the old data and old parity units (see

Figure 2.2 (b)). Namely,new parity= old data⊕new data⊕old parity.

The second method is calledreconstruct write.When the stripe units to be written

are more than half a stripe (usually called large write), instead of reading the old data

units, the RAID controller reads the other data units (unitsnot to be written) on that

stripe. Using these data units and the new data, the RAID controller computes the

parity units (see Figure 2.2 (c)).

2.1.2.2 Degraded mode

In degraded mode, reading from the surviving disks is the same as in normal mode.

Read requests to a failed disk are served by reconstructing the data from the other stripe

units of that stripe, including both data units and parity units, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a).

Write operations are even more complicated. Small write requests to a failed disk need

to read the rest of the stripe to compute the parity; writes tothe failed disk in degraded

mode are just suppressed (see Figure 2.3 (b)). If the parity unit happens to reside on

the failed disk, as shown in Figure 2.3 (c), the controller just writes to the data disks

without computing the parity. For large writes, there are three cases to be considered.
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Figure 2.2: Read/Write operation in normal mode. Striped blocks refer to the data

units to be read/written; grey blocks refer to the parity unit.

If the data units to be read for use in computing the parity reside on the failed disk, the

RAID controller will read the old data and the old parity to compute the new parity,

as shown in Figure 2.3 (d); if the data units to be written reside on the failed disk, the

controller will compute the parity as in normal mode and justsuppress the write to

the failed disk, as shown in Figure 2.3 (e); if the parity unitresides on the failed disk,

then as for small writes, the controller will just proceed with the write to the data units

without computing the parity.

2.1.2.3 Rebuilding mode

RAID systems are able to serve user requests while rebuilding the failed disks. For

operations on data on the surviving disks, the operations are the same as in normal

mode. For user read requests to data that has not been rebuilt, the array operates as in

degraded mode. For user write requests to the data being rebuilt, the controller will not

write to that unit until it is rebuilt. In order to reconstruct the data on the failed disk,

for each stripe unit, the RAID controller needs to read the rest of that stripe from the

surviving disks, XOR them and send the reconstructed data tothe replacement disk, as

shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Read/Write operation in degraded mode. Stripped blocks refer to the

data units to be read/written; grey blocks refers to the parity units. The failed disk is

marked by a cross.

(a) Disk reconstruction in the rebuilding operation mode

XOR

ParityD D D D

Figure 2.4: Disk reconstruction operation. Grey blocks refers to the parity units. The

replacement disk for the failed disk is marked by a cross.

There are two methods to reduce the workload on the survivingdisks during the

reconstruction.

• Read redirection: User accesses to data that has already been rebuilt on the re-
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placement disk are redirected to the replacement disk rather than invoking on-

the-fly reconstruction. This optimisation reduces the number of disk read ac-

cesses during the rebuilding.

• Piggybacking of read: User data that is reconstructed on-the-fly is written to the

replacement disk. This optimisation aims to speed up the reconstruction.

Holland & Gibson estimated the effect of these two method [41]. Their simulation

results show that read redirection helps to reduce the user response time when the

workload is heavy but the combination of piggybacking with read redirection leads to

little difference in performance. Thus, this dissertationonly exploits read redirection.

2.1.3 Data Layout

Data layout refers to the ways in which the data units and parity units are distributed

over disks. It has a significant effect on system performanceand reliability. A good

RAID layout should not only be able to recover from disk failures but also be able

to provide high performance. Holland & Gibson identified thefollowing six desired

properties that an ideal data layout should have [41].

1. Single failure correcting: no two stripe units in the sameparity stripe may reside

on the same physical disk.

2. Distributed parity: parity units should be evenly distributed over all disks.

3. Distributed reconstruction: the workload to rebuild a failed disk should be evenly

distributed over all the surviving disks.

4. Efficient mapping: the function that maps user logical addresses to the stripe

units in the array should be efficient in terms of both time andmemory.

5. Large write optimization: a write to a contiguous full stripe data should not

require pre-reading of the previous contents of any disk.

6. Maximal parallelism: requests that readn contiguous user units (wheren is the

number of disks in the array), should access alln disks.

However, Alvarezet al. later proved that ideal data layouts that satisfy all these six

properties only exist under some special array configurations [11]. For most configu-

rations, the data layout can only satisfy some of these six properties.
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Early research on data layout were restricted to cases wherethe stripe width is

equal to the number of disks on which the stripes are placed. Lee & Katz first studied

the effect of the parity placement of RAID 5 on system performance [55]. Extending

the RAID 4 data layout, Lee & Katz proposed six different parity placement schemes:

right asymmetric, right symmetric, left asymmetric, left symmetric, flat left symmetric

and extended left symmetric, as shown in Figure 2.5. The RAID0 and RAID 4 data

layouts are drawn here for comparison. Simulations were then carried out to study the

performance of these six placements. Among them, the left symmetric placement has

the best read performance under a low workload, whereas the right asymmetric has

the best write performance under a low workload. Under a highworkload, they have

a comparable performance. Compared with other placement, the right asymmetric

placement is easy to implement.
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Figure 2.5: Parity placement. Each row is a stripe. White blocks represent data units

and the numbers denote their logical addresses. Grey blocks represent parity units. Pi

means that the parity belongs stripe i. (figure from [55])
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However, as described in Section 1.1.4, setting the stripe width equal to the num-

ber of disks limits system performance in degraded and rebuilding operation modes.

In the degraded operation mode, when a read occurs on the failed disk, the RAID

controller has to read the surviving disks of that stripe to reconstruct the failed data

(see Figure 2.3). In the rebuilding operation mode, the RAIDcontroller has to read

from the surviving disks of that stripe to reconstruct the failed disk (see Figure 2.4).

In both cases, the workload on the surviving disks is increased. Increasing the user

workload to the surviving disks leads to a reduction in the rebuilding rate, resulting

in a longer reconstruction time. On the other hand, increasing the rebuilding rate will

limit the user workload that the system can serve. To reduce the reconstruction time

and support higher workload during reconstruction, Muntz &Lui [73] proposedclus-

tered RAIDdata layout (Holland & Gibson later renamed it asparity declustering[41],

which is more popularly accepted.) The parity declusteringdata layout sets the number

of disks to be larger than the stripe width and distributes the stripes over all the disks.

By so doing, the workload to the failed disk in the degraded mode only need access

part of the disk array, therefore, it has a better degraded performance than RAID 5. In

addition, the reconstruction workload of the failed disk just needs to access part of the

surviving disk set. Thus the reconstruction workload on thesurviving disks is reduced,

resulting in a higher user workload under such a reconstruction workload. On the other

hand, reducing the ratio of stripe width to the overall number of disks allows a higher

reconstruction workload, leading to a shorter reconstruction time. A detailed review of

existing parity declustering data layout is presented in Section 3.3.

2.1.4 Reconstruction Algorithms

To minimize the probability of losing data, RAID systems usually use on-line spare

disk drives (called hot spares) so that data on the failed disk can be immediately rebuilt

to the spare disk. A fast (online) reconstruction algorithmis crucial to RAID systems.

A good reconstruction algorithm should not only shorten therebuilding time of the

failed disks but also have as little effect as possible on thesystem performance seen by

the users.

The simplest reconstruction algorithm is stripe-orientedreconstruction [41]. In

a single process stripe-oriented reconstruction algorithm, a process associated with a

stripe sendsread commands to the surviving disks. After reads to all surviving stripe

units belonging to that stripe are completed, this process will execute XORing over
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these units and send write commands to the replacement disks.

The drawback of the single process stripe-oriented reconstruction algorithm is that

it cannot fully use the disk bandwidth that is not used by userrequests. Two approaches

have been proposed to overcome this drawback. The first approach is to rebuild mul-

tiple stripes in parallel [41]. In this approach, there are multiple independent recon-

struction processes rather than one, each running the single process stripe-oriented

algorithm with a different starting point. Parallel reconstruction substantially reduces

the rebuilding time. The second approach is to exploit the disk-oriented reconstruction

algorithm proposed by Holland & Gibson [42]. Instead of having a number of par-

allel reconstruction processes associated with stripes, the disk-oriented reconstruction

algorithm createsN (the number of disks in the RAID system) processes, each of them

associated with a disk. The process associated with each surviving disk reads the data

units on that disk in order and submits the data to the RAID controller. Once all the

data belonging to a particular stripe is ready, the RAID controller executes the XOR

operation on all these data. The process associated with thereplacement disk contin-

ually issues write commands to send the reconstructed data to the replacement disk.

With this disk-oriented approach, the recovery process fully uses the array bandwidth

and also reduces the time to reconstruct the failed disk significantly.

Compared with the parallel stripe-oriented approach, the disk-oriented approach

is better at using the disk bandwidth during the process of reconstruction. Therefore,

it leads to shorter rebuilding time but longer user responsetime. When the number

of parallel reconstruction processes is large, these two approaches have very similar

performance.

Beside these two basic reconstruction approaches, there has been extensive re-

search trying to reduce the reconstruction time. One of the earliest proposals isdis-

tributed sparing[68]. Distributed sparing distributes the capacity of a spare disk across

all the disks in the disk array. The distribution of spare capacity is similar to the dis-

tribution of RAID 5 parity units. Instead of having N data disks and one spare disk,

distributed sparing has N+1 data disks, with 1/(N + 1) of each disk containing the

spare capacity. When a disk fails, the units on the failed disk are reconstructed to the

corresponding spare unit. Because there are N+1 disks participating in the operation,

distributed sparing has better performance in normal mode.Moreover, because each

disk is only partially full due to the spare units, it takes less time to rebuild the failed

disk. However, in order to maintain the original data layout, after rebuilding, the re-

constructed data will eventually be copied to a permanent replacement. This process
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creates extra work for the disk array. Furthermore, after rebuilding (before copy back

to the permanent replacement), the reconstructed data thatwere originally on one disk

are distributed across all disks, resulting in a concern forI/O intensive applications.

Tianet al. proposed Popularity-based multi-threaded Reconstruction Optimization

(PRO) [98] to shorten the rebuilding time by exploiting the temporal and spatial local-

ity of the workload. PRO divides the failed disk into a numberof consecutive zones

and rebuild the zones that contain high-popularity units prior to rebuilding other zones.

After the data are rebuilt on the replacement disk, read requests to those data will be

redirected to the replacement disk, as described in section2.1.2.3. As data accesses to

these zones are very frequent, PRO reduces the workload on the surviving disks, lead-

ing to shorter reconstruction time and smaller user response time. However, PRO is

only suitable for read dominated workloads. For a workload that is not read-dominated,

PRO does not seem to work well. Q. Xin has proposed a distributed recovery scheme

called FAst Recovery Mechanism (FARM) [104] which reduces the recovery time by

parallelising the rebuilding of the failed disk. An important feature of FARM is that

the parity data and the spare space are required to be evenly distributed throughout

the storage system. Once a disk has failed, the data on that disk will be reconstructed

using several disks at once. It has only been applied to mirrored data layout (namely

distributed RAID 1) so far.

2.2 Physical Components of RAID Systems

A RAID system consists of three basic physical components: hard disk drives, RAID

controllers and back-end networks. Usually, these components are mounted in shelf-

enclosures. This section briefly introduces these three physical components and shelf-

enclosures.

2.2.1 Hard Disk Drives

Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) have been the dominant non-volatilestorage medium since

1965 [38]. As the detailed description of HDDs can be found inmany books and in

many disk manuals, this section only describes the essential feature of HDDs and the

technology trend.
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2.2.1.1 Physical Components

A modern HDD consists of three basic components: a communication interface, a disk

controller and a set of platters. The communication interface manages the communica-

tion with clients. The market dominant interface protocolsinclude Advanced Technol-

ogy Attachment (ATA), Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) and Fibre Channel

(FC). ATA is mainly used for personal disks, whereas SCSI andFC are mainly used

for enterprise disks. The disk controller manages the interpreting and scheduling of

the disk commands. A disk controller consists of a microprocessor and an embed-

ded buffer which stores the disk commands to/from clients, enabling multiple request

queuing at disks at a time. The buffers can also work as a read-ahead cache. The

platters are the recording medium for storing information.

A platter is a metal or glass disc covered with magnetic material on both sides,

rotating on a spindle at 3600 to 15,000 revolutions per minute (RPM), as shown in

Figure 2.6 (a). Each platter is divided into a number of concentric circles, calledtracks

and each track is further divided intosectors, as shown in Figure 2.6 (b). A sector is the

smallest unit that can be read or written. Sectors usually have fixed size of 512 bytes or

520 Bytes. The collection of tracks that have the same diameters on different platters

are calledcylinders. The disk controller reads or writes data through the heads (see

Figure 2.6 (b)). Each head is connected with an arm and all these arms are connected

together and move in conjunction.

platters

arm
head tracks

cylinder

sector

(a) Side view of a disk (b) Top view of a platter

Figure 2.6: Magnetic disk components. (a) depicts the side view of a disk; (b) depicts

the top view a disk.

The disk controller first stores the received disk commands in the buffer and then

schedules them one by one according to its scheduling scheme, usually First Come
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First Served (FCFS) or Shortest Seek Time First (SSTF) [40].Reading data from or

writing data to the disk media consists of three operations.First, the arms are moved

to the track on which the data is located; the time to move the arms to the right track is

called theseek time. Then, as the platters rotate, the first sector to be read comes under

the head; this takes an amount of time that can vary between zero and the time for a

complete rotation, so the averagerotation latencyis normally characterised as half the

rotation time. Lastly, data are read/written from/to the disk media. The time to transfer

data from/to disk media is called thetransfer time. This time is a function of the data

block size, the disk size, the areal density and the rotationspeed. In summary, the disk

access time is:

taccess= tdisk controlleroverhead+ tseek+ trotation+ ttrans f er

Table 2.2 lists the main parameters of a Seagate 15.3 FC disk [90]. For sequential

disk accesses, the access time is determined by the transfertime but for random ac-

cesses, the access time is dominated by the seek time and the rotation latency (2 ms

for a disk rotating at a 15,000 RPM). Therefore, the average disk access time is around

5.8 ms.

Drive capacity 73.4 Gbytes

Rotation speed 15,000 RPM

Bytes per track 377, 770 Bytes

Transfer bandwidth 51.8-86.0 MBytes/s

Disk controller overhead 0.2 ms

Average seek time for read 3.6 ms

Average seek time for write 3.9 ms

Table 2.2: Disk features of a Seagate FC disk (2003)

2.2.1.2 Disk Technology Trends

Over the last two decades, disk capacity has increased dramatically. In contrast, the

improvement in disk rotation latency and seek time is far slower [12]. Figures 2.7

shows the leading disk capacity and average access time overthe last two decades.

Disk capacity has increased more than 2000 times, whilst thedisk access time just

improved less than one order of magnitude. Compared with theCPU and memory

latency, there is still a large performance gap between memory and hard disks.
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Figure 2.7: Disk technology trends. (a) depicts the disk capacity against the introduc-

tion year; and (b) depicts the average access time against the introduction year. The

figures are generated from the data in [39], Chapter 1, page 16.

Over the last decade, numerous novel technologies which provide better perfor-

mance have been introduced to replace hard disks, such as Solid State Disks (SSDs)

[2] and Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) based storage [18]. SSDs use

DRAM memory backed by battery or flash memory to store persistent data, leading to

higher bandwidth and smaller access time. The average access time of DRAM-based

SSDs is less than 0.15 ms access time, which is 250 times faster than HDDs. In con-

trast to SSDs, MEMS-based disks still use magnetic media to store data, but the access

time is much faster than HDDs. Instead of rotating the surface, MEMS-based disks

use an array of very small MEMS position probe tips which movelinearly along X and

Y directions to seek the data. The average access time of a MEMS-based disk is 0.67

ms [18], which is about 5 time faster than hard disks. However, performance is not the

key factor to determine the future, and cost plays the most important role in the mar-

ket. Due to their extremely high cost, there are still no MEMS-based products being

shipped in large quantities. The price of SSDs is lower than MEMS-based disks and

has kept decreasing since they appeared in the late 1990s. Due to decreasing of their

price, there is increasing interest in using SSDs in RAID systems. They could be used

in several ways: as a new layer of large cache, to store hot data or simply as substitutes

for hard disks. However, compared with HDDs, they are still much more expensive.
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Figure 2.8 compares the price of HDDs and SSDs over the last two decades. It can be

seen that SSDs are about 1000 times more expensive than HDDs.Therefore, SSDs are

now only used for applications that have critical requirements on performance but do

not require large storage space. For large capacity storagesystems, HDDs are still the

first choice.
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Figure 2.8: Historical price comparison between hard disks and SSDs. Data are

quoted from [4] and [36].

2.2.2 RAID Controller

The function of the RAID controller is to make the disk array appear as a single big

disk to hosts and to provide resilience mechanisms. RAID controller implementations

contain components such as RAID tables defining the configuration of RAID arrays,

data structures to store the descriptors for cached data, engine(s) for calculating redun-

dancy information and the logic for handling I/Os to and fromRAID arrays. They can

be implemented in software, in hardware or in a hybrid way [8]. This section first dis-

cusses the difference between hardware RAID and software RAID. The architecture of

hardware RAID controllers is then presented. Following that, the XOR operation im-

plemented in hardware is described. Lastly, the write data mirroring process between

RAID controllers is described.

2.2.2.1 Software RAID vs. Hardware RAID

Software RAIDs do not need any additional hardware and are usually implemented

within the operating system of the host processor. Many operating systems (such as

Windows XP/NT/Vista, Linux, Free BSD and MAC OS X) provide RAID function-

alities. The main advantage of software RAID is its low pricesince it does not need
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any extra hardware. However, as it shares the same CPU and memory resource with

the operating system and other applications, the redundancy information calculation

has a significant impact on the overall system performance. Hardware RAID requires

special purpose hardware to run the RAID functionality. It costs more than software

RAID but offers better performance. There are two main typesof hardware RAID: (1)

discrete RAID controller cards and (2) integrated hardwarebased on RAID-on-Chip

(ROC) technology [9]. A discrete RAID controller card is a plug-in expansion card

that usually has a built-in RAID processor (I/O processor) and its own interface to the

disk drives. It usually plugs into the PCI-X or PCIe slots of the computer system’s

motherboard. This kind of hardware RAID is usually targetedat low-end application.

The second type of hardware RAID, ROC, integrates the RAID processor, memory

controller, host interface, I/O interfaces for hard disk drives and memory into one sin-

gle chip. ROC-based RAIDs usually integrate two or more chips in one motherboard.

These two chips are powered by two separate power supplies toimprove reliability. In

the case of one chip failing, the other one can take over its duty. In addition, the in-chip

memory is usually protected by battery so it can work as a write-back cache to improve

system performance. Due to their high performance and high reliability, ROC-based

RAIDs are targeted at higher-end applications.

2.2.2.2 RAID Controller Architecture

A typical RAID controller chip [48] includes a main processor, a memory controller,

an internal bus, two Direct Memory Access (DMA) controllers, an XOR engine, an

Address Translation Unit (ATU), PCI-to-PCI bridge and PCI buses. Its architecture

is shown in Figure 2.92. The main processor is the core of the chip. It processes the

incoming user commands and decomposes them into disk commands. The memory

controller connects with an external memory subsystem and the RAID controller ac-

cesses the memory system through this memory controller. Toimprove performance,

there is a direct high-speed interface between the main processor and the memory con-

troller. The external memory usually works as controller memory and data cache. The

XOR engine implements the XOR algorithm in hardware and performs XOR opera-

tions and parity calculations. The DMA controller allows low-latency, high-throughput

data transfers between PCI bus agents (connected to I/O interfaces) and the local mem-

ory. The message unit/ATU allows PCI transactions direct access to the local memory.

2Modules that are not directly related to RAID functionalities are not introduced here
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Figure 2.9: Typical RAID Controller Architecture (figure from [48]).

The PCI-to-PCI bridge and primary/secondary buses connectthe I/O interface to hosts

and disk drives.

2.2.2.3 XOR Operations

The XOR engine is the hardware dedicated to perform the XOR operations and parity

calculations. It performs XOR operations on multiple blocks of incoming data and

stores the result back in the local memory. The source and destination addresses are

specified throughchain descriptorsthat reside in the local memory. The chain descrip-

tors contains the information about source addresses, destination addresses, number of

bytes to transfer and some control information. Multiple source addresses can be spec-

ified by a chain descriptor. The chain descriptor also contains anext chain descriptor

addressfield enabling multiple chain descriptors to be used for one operation.

The XOR engine consists of a boolean unit, a data queue, a packing and unpack-

ing unit, a bus interface unit and some control registers, asshown in Figure 2.10. The

boolean unit performs the XOR operation. The data queue is used for holding the result

temporarily. The packing/unpacking unit enables data transfers from and to unaligned

addresses in the local memory. The bus interface unit provides a low-latency connec-

tion with the internal bus. The control registers are used tocontrol the XOR engine

operation, including the status register, the address register etc. The XOR operation

follows a seven-step operation as follows.
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Figure 2.10: XOR engine diagram (figure from [48]).

1. The system software write the address of the chain descriptor to the XOR engine

address register.

2. The XOR engine reads the chain descriptor at the address contained in the ad-

dress register.

3. The XOR engine initiates the data transfer from the address pointed to by the

first source address. The number of bytes transferred each time is 1 KBytes.

4. The boolean unit performs the XOR operation on the data currently existing in

the store queue with the data being transferred from the memory.

5. The XOR engine initiates the data transfer from the secondsource address and

XORs this data with the existing data.

6. The above steps are repeated until the first 1 KBytes of all source addresses are

XORed and stored in the data queue. The XOR engine transfers the XOR result

to the first 1 KBytes of the destination address.

7. The above operations are repeated until the data specifiedby the length register

are all XORed and transferred back to memory.

2.2.2.4 Write Data Mirroring Between RAID Controllers

As introduced in section 1.1, usually there are two or more RAID controllers in one

RAID system. To prevent data loss due to RAID controller failure, the write data

received in the RAID controller is copied to the other controller before its acknowl-

edgement is sent to the client. This process is called “writedata mirroring”. Unlike the
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cache coherency protocol in a distributed shared memory system, write data mirroring

of RAID systems focuses on preventing single point failures. Under different caching

policies, different write mirroring protocols will be applied.

2.2.2.4.1 Write Data Mirroring under Write-back Policy The advantage of the write-

back policy is that the controller can acknowledge the completion of a write command

before sending data to the disks. In order to prevent data loss due to a controller fail-

ure, before acknowledging the data as complete, the data areplaced in two places in

battery backed memory, one in each controller. Once it is confirmed that the system

cannot lose data, the controller will acknowledge the command as complete. This is

the so-called “write data mirroring process”. Assume R1 is the controller that receives

write data from the host and R2 is the other controller. The write mirroring protocol

for a write-back cache policy works as follows:

1. R1 receives data from a host, sends data to R2.

2. R2 receives data from R1; places it in memory and sends an acknowledgement

to R1.

3. Once R1 gets the acknowledge from R2, R1 is able to inform the host that the

volume-level command is complete.

4. R1 has all the read stripe units for one stripe that are usedto compute the parity;

R1 computes the parity unit and sends it to R2.

5. R2 gets the parity unit, puts it in cache and sends an acknowledgement to R1.

6. R1 gets the acknowledgement and is free to send write data to the disks.

7. Once all writes are complete, R1 sends a message to R2 to inform it that the

volume command has completed.

8. R2 receives the completion message and sends an acknowledgement to R1.

9. R1 gets the acknowledgement; the command is complete.

2.2.2.4.2 Write Data Mirroring under Write-through Policy Under the write-through

cache policy, the RAID controller acknowledge the completion of a write command af-

ter it receives the response from the disks. The data that need to be copied to the other

controller are the disk-level write commands. Assume R1 is the controller that receives
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write data from the host and R2 is the other controller. The write mirroring protocol

for a write-through cache policy works as follows:

1. R1 receives write data from the host, decomposes the command into a sequence

of reads and writes and forms the required read operations.

2. R1 receives all the read operations, generates the disk write commands and sends

them over to R2.

3. R2 receives the disk level write commands from R1, stores them in cache and

sends an acknowledgement to R1.

4. R1 the receives the acknowledgement, then starts sendingdisk-level write com-

mands to the disks.

5. R1 receives responses from all the disks indicating that their write commands

are finished, sends a command-completed message to R2 and acknowledges the

completion of the volume level command to the host.

2.2.3 Back-end Networks

Enterprise class RAIDs typically use the Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL) pro-

tocol [50] to move SCSI commands between disks and RAID controllers. The basic

unit of an FC-AL communication is a 40-bit long FC word which is 8B/10B encoded

and represents four 8-bit bytes [50]. The payload data is broken into frames with a

known structure. Each frame contains up to 2048 bytes of payload data with a frame

header and footer, each of pre-determined length. Each loopallows up to 127 attached

devices, including one fabric element or 126 devices if there is no fabric element. In

a storage sub-system, as each of the two controllers takes one port, at most 124 disks

can be connected to the loop.

2.2.3.1 Topology

Initially, disks were organised in a daisy-chain style loop, known as Just a Bunch Of

Disks (JBOD), as shown in Figure 2.11 (a). This architecturesuffers from a single

point of failure, as failure of any disk or link in the system results in the overall system

being unavailable. To overcome this, a hub containing port-bypass and management

functionality can be placed in the system. This architecture is commonly referred to

as a Managed Bunch of Disks (MBOD), as shown in Figure 2.11 (b). This results in a
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Figure 2.11: JBOD, MBOD and SBOD architectures.

system that is tolerant to failures at the expense of an additional delay introduced by the

hub. In systems containing many devices, there is already a large delay as communi-

cations travel around the loop. To overcome these delays, a Switched Bunch Of Disks

(SBOD) configuration was recently introduced [30], as shownin Figure 2.11 (c). In

SBOD, a simple cross-bar switch replaces the port-bypass function of the hub. When

two devices wish to communicate, the switch is used to createa virtual loop, just

consisting of these devices with the switch as an interface.With such a system, the ob-

served loop delay no longer scales with the number of devicesin the loop but remains

constant.

2.2.3.2 SBOD Operations

While the operation of the MBOD is fully defined by the FC-AL standard, the opera-

tion of the SBOD is not so intuitive, although it is designed to be fully interoperable

with devices using the FC-AL standard. As opposed to the MBOD, the SBOD switch

design considered in this dissertation is not transparent to the Fibre Channel protocol

and plays an active part in the FC-AL arbitration process.

When a disk/controller wishes to arbitrate, it transmits ARB (arbitration) words

to the SBOD switch. After a short delay, the switch returns these ARB words to the

arbitrating disk/controller, thereby allowing that device to gain tenancy of the loop and

to transmit an OPEN (open) word. This disk/controller is known as the Initiator. When

the switch receives an OPEN word, it first determines whetherthe port of the target

controller/disk is busy or not. If the target port is busy theswitch is able to transmit a

CLS (close) to the initiator to terminate the connection. Ifthe target port is not busy,

the switch will connect the initiator port and the target port together and forward the

OPEN to the target device. This forms a virtual FC-AL with twodevices in the loop,

with a delay in the transmission path reduced to the latency across the switch.
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2.2.4 Shelf-enclosures

Most RAID systems are rack-mounted, and the rack is called a shelf-enclosure. Fig-

ure 2.12 shows the diagram of a shelf-enclosure. It providesbackplanes, power sup-

plies, cooling system and other electronics for the disks and RAID controllers mounted

in it. Note that the RAID controllers are optional. For smallstorage systems, the RAID

controllers are also embedded in the shelf-enclosure, while for large storage systems,

the RAID controllers are usually separated. In order to improve reliability, in a shelf-

enclosure the non-disk components, such as power supplies and fans, have n+1 redun-

dancy. For example, if the shelf needs 1.5 KW power and supplies are 1.5 KW, there

are 2 supplies (1 for normal running plus 1 spare). If the supplies are 750W, there are 3

of them (2 for normal running plus one spare). The same principle applies to fans and

any processors. However, even though redundancy is provided in shelf-enclosure, it

is still possible that the shelf-enclosure fails because ofa broken cable, power outage,

etc. When a shelf-enclosure fails, all the disks mounted in it appear missing to the

RAID controller.
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Figure 2.12: Diagram of a shelf-enclosure.
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Figure 2.13: Background Summary.

2.3 Summary

This chapter has described the background material relatedto RAID systems. Fig-

ure 2.13 shows a chart summarising the contents presented.

The RAID system implementation has a significant effect on system performance.

The issues involved in selecting RAID levels, read/write operations, data layout, and

reconstruction methods have been discussed. Firstly, seven basic RAID levels were

introduced. Among these seven levels, RAID 1 and RAID 5 are the most popular two

levels. RAID 1 has better performance than RAID 5 but has lower storage efficiency.

Because RAID 6 can protect against at least two disk failuresat one time, it is expected

to be used in large scale storage systems. Secondly, read/write operations in the three

operation modes (normal mode, degraded mode and rebuild mode) were described.

Thirdly, data layouts on disks were discussed. Because of its advantage in rebuilding

mode, a declustered data layout is preferred. Lastly, reconstruction algorithms were

discussed.

RAID systems consist of three basic physical components: hard disk drives, RAID

controllers and back-end networks. Hard disk drives have been used as the non-volatile

storage for a long time. A disk access operation includes a seek, a rotation and a trans-
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fer operation. Over the years, disk capacity has increased dramatically, but there has

been only a small improvement in disk access time. Compared with the processor

and memory latency, there is a big performance gap between disk and memory. Al-

though new technologies have been proposed to replace hard disk drives, because of

their high price, hard disk drives are still the first choice for large capacity storage

systems. The RAID controller makes the RAID system look likea single large disk

and provides a single address space to hosts. RAID controllers can be implemented

in software or in hardware. Hardware RAIDs cost more but havebetter performance

than software RAIDS. High-end hardware RAIDs are usually implemented using the

ROC technology. A dedicated XOR engine is included to accelerate the XOR opera-

tion. The back-end network connects the disks with the RAID controller. Enterprise

RAID systems usually use FC-AL to move SCSI commands betweencontrollers and

disks. To meet the increasing performance requirement of data intensive applications,

the topology of the back-end networks has evolved from JBOD and MBOD to SBOD.

Disk Arrays are usually mounted in shelf-enclosures, whichprovide backplane, power

supplies and a cooling system for the disks.

The background material introduced in this chapter will later be applied to the

simulation model design in Chapter 4.



Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter presents a survey of research work related to the study of the scalability

of RAID systems. Due to their high popularity, there is a vastbody of work on RAID

systems. These studies roughly fall into four categories: system performance mod-

elling and evaluation, system reliability, data layout design and system performance

optimisation. Among them, system performance modelling, system reliability studies,

and data layout design are related to the work presented in this dissertation.

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 gives a summary of the work

that has been done on modelling and evaluating storage system performance, includ-

ing studies of the overall performance of RAID systems and ofthe performance of FC

networks; Section 3.2 describes work on RAID system reliability, including work to

analyse system reliability and work to improve system reliability; Section 3.3 reviews

previous parity declustering data layouts; Section 3.4 reviews distributed hot sparing

schemes; Section 3.5 presents a summary of previous storagesystem simulators; Sec-

tion 3.6 summarises all the related work and identifies research gaps.

3.1 Performance Modelling and Evaluation

This section reviews prior work on modelling and evaluatingstorage system perfor-

mance, including studies of RAID system overall performance and that on FC network

performance. This section focuses on performance analysiswork while simulation

work is reviewed in Section 3.5.

43
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3.1.1 RAID System Performance

Since the invention of RAID systems, performance modellingof these systems has re-

ceived a lot of attention. A survey of relevant papers reveals a progression of increasing

complexity, as researchers attempt to model more features of real systems.

Early performance modelling work focused on parallel disksand ignored the array

cache. Kim [51] derived the response time equation for synchronous byte-interleaved

disk arrays by treating the entire disk array as an M/G/1 queuing system,i.e. the entire

disk array is modelled as an open queuing system with an exponential interarrival

distribution and a single server consisting of all the disksin the disk array. Kim &

Tantawi [52] then presented an analytic method for approximating the disk service

time of requests striped acrossn asynchronous disks (disks rotate independently of

one another) and derived a service time equation. In this study, the disk seek time was

assumed to have an exponential distribution and the rotation latency was assumed to be

distributed uniformly. In these early papers, redundancy and queueing of outstanding

requests were not considered.

Chen & Towsley [22, 23] subsequently incorporated both redundancy and queue-

ing into their performance model of RAID 5 disk arrays in normal operation mode.

In their study, they modelled RAID 5 performance using queuing analysis and deter-

mined the mean overall, mean read and mean write I/O request response times. They

considered write synchronization, the effect of differentrequest size distributions, and

disk access skewing. Merchant & Yu [70, 107, 71] then analysed RAID 5 and RAID

1 disk arrays in both normal and rebuilding modes. Thomasian& Menon [96, 97] and

Kuratti & Sanders [54] then extended to normal, degraded, and rebuilding modes in

their RAID 5 performance model. Bachmat & Schindler [13] analysed reconstruction

in RAID 1 disk arrays. Lee & Katz [56] extended the analysis ofdisk arrays to include

synchronous I/O workloads.

After the fast cache architecture was proposed [67], research interests shifted to

studying the effects of caching policies [66]. Menon [66] models explicit read-ahead

and write-back by the array cache of a RAID 5 disk array. Uysalet al. [99] present an

analytic model that predicts the mean throughput of disk arrays under asynchronous

I/O workloads when the mean queue length at the disk array is known. Varkiet al.

[100] developed an analytical model that analyses the effects of caching policies and

the effects of parallelism of disks along with the effects ofarray controller optimisa-

tions on the performance of a disk array when read-only and write-only workloads are
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submitted to the array.

Although these models have involved increasing levels of complexity, none of them

has considered the effect of the back-end network on RAID system performance. This

dissertation is concerned with performance modelling, using back-end network band-

width as the dependent variable.

3.1.2 FC Network Performance

The performance of storage area networks (SANs) has also been studied. Heathet

al. [37] studied the performance of SANs connected by fibre channel arbitrated loop.

Their results show that the fibre channel arbitrated loop is the performance bottleneck

for a SAN under a large file transferring workload. However, since the FC network

is used here as the front-end network, the controller and SCSI bus also affect network

scalability. Moreover, the workloads on the front-end network and the back-end net-

work differ significantly. Therefore, their results cannotbe directly used for back-end

networks. Ruwartet al. [82] focused on the effect of increasing the number of nodes

and the physical length of the loop on overall performance. The results also indicated

that 10 disks will saturate a 50-m long 1 Gbps FCAL under file transfer workload.

However, this sequential workload does not represent a normal workload and a 50-m

loop is very unusual for storage sub-system back-end system. Chevalieret al.also [24]

studied the back-end network saturation point under sequential accesses, but again, un-

like SPC-1, this does not represent a ‘normal’ workload. In the client/server research

field, Son & Kim [92] suggest that the approach to matching thenumber of clients to

servers in a network is a matter of watching and learning. Their work introduces a way

to do this matching in a fully switched network, but the RAID back-end network is

not a fully switched network as the number of clients (RAID processors for our pur-

poses) is smaller than the number of servers (disks). Therefore the problem addressed

is distinct from that addressed in this dissertation.

3.2 RAID System Reliability Study

There are generally two categories of RAID system reliability study: analysis of sys-

tem reliability and work to improve this reliability.
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3.2.1 RAID System Reliability Analysis

Work on analysing RAID system reliability includes studiesof disk failure character-

istics, other system components failure characteristics and overall system reliability.

3.2.1.1 Disk Failure Characteristic Studies

Most RAID system reliability analysis work focuses on analysing disk failure charac-

teristic. These work including both vendor studies and userexperience studies. Seagate

& Quantum studied long-term reliability characteristic through accelerated life tests of

small populations and collecting statistics from their return unit database [34, 106].

Based on such test, they estimated the MTTF of disks to be morethan one million

hours. However, the disk reliability experienced by users is totally different. Pinheiro

et al. [78] studied the failure trends in large disk populations byanalysing disk re-

placement logs and they found that disks are replaced 2-4 times more frequently than

the time specified by vendors. Schroederet al. [86] found that the time between disk

replacements in the same machine room does not follow the exponential distribution

and exhibits significant levels of correlation.

Some research analyses the characteristics of disk latent sector errors (i.e. errors

that go undetected until the corresponding disk sectors areaccessed), which can po-

tentially lead to complete disk failures. Bairavasundaramet al. [14] analysed data

collected from production storage systems over 32 months across 1.53 million disks

(both near-line and enterprise class). They found that disksize, disk age and disk ven-

dor are factors that impact latent sector errors. They also found the there is a high

correlation between latent sector errors,i.e. once a disk drive develops a latent sector

error, it is very likely to develop a second one.

3.2.1.2 Other Component Failure Studies

Compared with research on disk failure characteristics, less work has been published

on failure characteristics of other components. Schulzeet al. [87] presented a reliabil-

ity analysis on disk arrays. This study showed that besides disks, the rest of the system

components, such as the host bus adapters, power supplies and fans cannot be ignored.

However, their study was not based on real-world data but based on formula and data-

sheet specified MTTFs of each components. Jianget al. [49] did a comprehensive

study of the failure characteristics of components of RAID systems based on data col-

lected from 39,000 commercially deployed storage systems.These systems consist of
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about 1,800,000 disks hosted in 155,000 shelf enclosures. They found that in addi-

tion to disk failures that contribute to 20−55% of storage subsystem failures, other

components such as physical interconnects (broken wires, shelf enclosure power out-

ages, HBA failures,etc.) and protocol stacks (software bugs and compatibility issues)

also account for significant percentages of storage subsystem failures. Their research

indicates between 27-68 % of storage subsystem failures come from physical intercon-

nects. Between 5-10 % are a result of protocol stack errors. Moreover, each individual

storage subsystem failure type and storage subsystem failure as a whole exhibit strong

self-correlation. In addition, these failures exhibit “bursty” patterns.

3.2.1.3 System Reliability Modelling

The overall reliability of RAID systems is most frequently modelled using continuous-

time Markov chains. The failure and recovery of components in the system cause

transitions from one state to another. Gibson [33] presented an analytical model for the

MTTF of disk arrays and analysed the reliability of several alternative RAID designs.

3.2.2 Improving System Reliability

As described in Section 2.1.1.1, RAID 5 is the most commonly deployed RAID level.

However, RAID 5 can only protect the system from one disk failure. If the system

encounts a medium error during the reconstruction of the failed disk, the system will

not able to recover that stripe. Therefore, much research has been carried out to design

efficient RAID 6 code so that the system can survive two disk failures at the same

time. These codes include Reed-Solomon (P+Q) erasure codes[79], EVENODD [15],

RDP [26], Liberation codes [80], RM2 code [76] and X code [105]. Among these

codes, Reed-Solomon (P+Q) erasure codes, EVENODD, RDP, andLiberation codes

are horizontal codes, which store parity on separate disks from the data (not accounting

for parity rotations). RM 2 and X code are vertical codes, which store the parity on the

same disk as the user data.

Reed-Solomon (RS) code, also known as P+Q, is a very popular error control code.

It has been used in a variety of applications, including communication, distributed

computing and RAID systems. When it is deployed to protect against multiple disk

failures in RAID systems, it is always optimal in terms of thenumber of redundancy

disks. That is, it only usesm redundancy disks to protect against the failure ofm

disks. However, computing the RS code is time consuming as itinvolves Galois Field
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[81] multiplications. EVENODD, proposed by Blaumet al. in 1994, is the first dou-

ble disk failure protection scheme using only simple XOR operations. Thanks to this

factor, EVENODD can be implemented on standard RAID level 5 controllers with-

out any hardware changes. In addition, EVENODD employs onlytwo redundancy

disks. It is hence the optimal redundancy storage for protecting against double disk

failures according to the theory of Singleton bound [62]. Row-Diagonal Parity (RDP)

was proposed by Corbettet al. in 2004 to protect against double disk failures. Like

EVENODD, it stores all data unencoded, and uses only XOR operations to compute

parity and requires only two redundant disks. In addition, compared with EVENODD,

it is more efficient in terms of computation complexity. Liberation codes, recently pro-

posed by Plank, are a new class of RAID 6 codes. These codes encode, update and

decode either optimally or close to optimally. Their modification overhead is lower

than all other RAID 6 codes, and their encoding performance is often better as well.

Having been proposed by C. Park in 1995, RM2 [76] transforms the double disk

failure protection problem into the data/parity placementproblem. Given the number

of disksN and the redundancy ratep, the question is how to place data and parity

evenly across disks in order to tolerate double disk failures. The X-Code [105] pro-

posed by Xu & Bruck is another vertical code. X-Codes depend on a primep. The

number of disks isp and the number of rows isp as well. Of these rows, two are

parity units andp−2 are data units. The two rows of parity units are computed from

diagonals (one up, one down) through the stripe.

These RAID 6 codes provide a variety of choices for implementing RAID systems

that can survive two disk failures. However, they still cannot solve the data service loss

problem caused by a physical interconnect failure.

3.3 Parity Declustering Data Layout Design

The basic idea of parity declustering is to set the number of disks to be larger than the

stripe width and distribute the stripes over all disks. By sodoing, the workload to the

failed disk in degraded mode only needs to access part of the disk array, therefore, it

has a better degraded performance than RAID 5. In addition, the reconstruction work-

load of the failed disk just needs to access part of the surviving disk set. Thus the

reconstruction workload on the surviving disks is reduced,resulting in a higher rate

of user workload servicing during reconstruction. In addition, setting the stripe width

less than the overall number of disks allows a higher reconstruction workload and par-
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allel reconstruction of different stripes, leading to a shorter reconstruction time. The

fraction of each surviving disk that must be read during the reconstruction of a failed

disk is called theparity declustering ratio. Because of its advantage in degraded and

rebuilding mode, parity declustering data layouts have been the subject of extensive re-

search. This section reviews and compares five parity declustering approaches: BCBD,

BIBD, PRIME(and RELPR), PDDL and string parity declustering data layout.

To facilitate the discussion, the variables listed in Table3.1 are defined.

Variable Definition

n Total number of disks

k stripe width, namely the number of disks per stripe

f number of redundant stripe-units per stripe

m number of data disks per stripe,m= k− f

a logic unit number of client data unit

α Declustering ratio,(k− f )/(n− f )

Table 3.1: Variable Definitions

3.3.1 BIBD and BCBD

Using Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) to solve the parity declustering lay-

out problem was suggested by Muntz & Lui [73], but they did notgive any implemen-

tation examples. Holland & Gibson first demonstrated how to apply BIBD as a way of

implementing parity declustered data layouts [41].

BIBD is a term in combinatorial mathematics. Hall [35] describes a BIBD asan

arrangement of n distinct objects into b tuples such that each tuple contains exactly

k distinct objects, each object occurs in exactly r different tuples, and every pair of

distinct objects occurs together in exactlyλ tuples.

As opposed to BIBD, Balanced Complete Block Design (BCBD) contains all com-

binations of exactlyk distinct elements selected from the set ofn objects. It is apparent

that the result of a BIBD layout is a subset of BCBD. A BIBD can be represented by an

n×b incidence matrix, which contains only 0’s and 1’s. The rows are labeled with the

objects of the design and the columns with the blocks. The (i,j)-th cell is 1 if object i is

contained in block j and 0 otherwise. Each row of the incidence matrix has r 1’s, each

column hask 1’s and each pair of distinct rows hasλ common 1’s. These observations
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lead to a useful matrix identity. IfA is the incidence matrix of a(n,b, r,k,λ)-design,

thenAAT = (r−λ)I +λJ whereI is thev×v identity matrix andJ is thev×v matrix

of all 1’s. A BIBD can be found by using this matrix identity,

BIBD and BCBD algorithms are applied to the data layout problem by associating

disks with objects and associating stripes with tuples. Figure 3.1 illustrates the proce-

dure of using a BIBD table to construct a data layout withn = 5 andk = 4, namely

the number of disks is 5 and the stripe width is 4. Firstly, each stripe is associated

with a tuple in the BIBD table by considering each object as a disk. For the purpose

of simplicity, the i-th stripe is associated with tuplei. Thus, the disks are allocated

to each stripe. Then, allocate the first available stripe unit (i.e. one that has not been

allocated to any stripe) on the disk to the corresponding stripe. According to this rule,

stripe 0 is associated with tuple 0, which contains objects 0, 1, 2 and 3. Taking the

first available stripe unit on each disk, stripe unit 0 on disks 0, 1, 2 and 3 are allocated

to stripe 0. The selection of the parity unit is arbitrary at this stage. In this example,

the last element of each tuple is chosen as the parity disk. Therefore, stripe unit 0 on

disk 3 is allocated as the parity unit of stripe 0, whereas stripe unit 0 on disk 0, 1 and

2 are allocated as the data units of stripe 0. Following this rule, stripe unit 1 on disk

0, 1, 2 are allocated as the data unit of stripe 1 and stripe unit 0 on disk 4 is allocated

as the parity unit of stripe 1. This procedure is repeated until stripes 2, 3 and 4 are all

placed on the disks, as shown in the first quarter of Figure 3.1. These stripes will have

a distributed rebuilding workload over all disks when one disk fails. Such an iteration,

which contains the minimum number of stripes that form an evenly balanced parity

declustering data layout, is called arotation.

In Holland’s paper, in order to meet the distributed parity criterion, this allocation

procedure is repeatedk times, with the parity disk assigned to different elements of

each tuple in each rotation (see the right side of Figure 3.1). The whole data layout in

Figure 3.1 is further repeated until all stripe units on eachdisk are mapped to stripes.

One iteration of the data layout in Figure 3.1 is referred to as theblock design table

and the complete cycle (the entire data layout in Figure 3.1)is referred as thefull block

design table.

BIBD meets the first three of the six properties that an ideal data layout should

have: single failure correction, distributed parity and distributed reconstruction. De-

pending on how the client data units are mapped to stripes, they can be made to satisfy

either the large write optimisation or the maximum parallelism property. Although

compared with BCBD, BIBD reduces the number of combinations, as the disk array
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Figure 3.1: Parity Declustering using BIBD table, n = 5, and k = 4. (figure from [41]).

size increases, the block design table is still very large, which means that the RAID

controller needs a large amount of memory to store it. Furthermore, BIBD layouts are

not available for arbitraryn andk. Whenn is large, known BIBDs are rare. Therefore,

BIBD is not a flexible approach for parity declustering in large-scale systems.

3.3.2 PRIME and RELPR

Schwabe & Sutherland proposed a Ring-based data layout [88], which reduced the

computation complexity and the size of the data layout. Based on this ring-based data

layout, Alvarezet al [11] proposed PRIME and RELPR. Both PRIME and RELPR use

a direct computation approach to map user data to a physical location and have only

O(1) computation complexity. By slightly relaxing the maximal parallelism property,

the PRIME data layout comes very close to being ideal. PRIME requiresn to be a

prime number; RELPR relaxes this constraint by removing the distributed reconstruc-

tion requirement. There aren(n−1) stripes per rotation in PRIME layout andn∗φ(n)
1 stripes per rotation in RELPR data layout. Algorithm 1 describes how to map a user

1φ(n) counts the number of positive integers less than n that are relatively prime to n.
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data unit to its physical disk position whenn is prime and Algorithm 2 describes the

scenario whenn is not a prime number. The input of the algorithm is the logical stripe

unit numbera and the algorithm calculates its physical disk number, the disk offset

and those of the corresponding parity unit.

Algorithm 1 PRIME

z= ⌊ a
mn
⌋;

y = (z mod(n−1))+1;

disk(a) = ay modn;

o f f set(a) = ⌊a
n
⌋+ f z;

parity−diski(a) = (((⌊ a
m
⌋+1)m+ i)∗y) modn;

parity−diski(a) = (z+1)k− f + i;

Algorithm 2 RELPR

Require: φ(n) counts the number of positive integers less than n that are relatively

prime to n;

Require: Y = {y0,y1, ...,yφ(n)−1|0 < yl < n∧gcd(yl ,n) = 1 f or 0≤ l < φ(n)};
Require: g = gcd(n,m);

z= ⌊ a
mn
⌋;

l = z modφ(n);

j = ⌊ a
m∗ (n/g)

⌋ modg;

disk(a) = (a+ j)yl modn;

o f f set(a) = ⌊a
n
⌋+ f z;

parity−diski(a) = (((⌊ a
m
⌋+1)m+ i + j)∗y) modn;

parity−diski(a) = (z+1)k− f + i;

Figure 3.2 shows an example of PRIME with n=5, k=4 and f =2. Figure 3.3 shows

an example of RELPR with n=6,k=3 and f =1.

3.3.3 Nearly Random Permutation Based Mapping

Merchant & Yu proposed a parity declustering data layout based on a nearly random

permutation [71]. This data layout is created by randomising the mappings for each

stripe. The mapping created for each stripe is based on an almost random permuta-

tion generated by shuffling the identity permutation. Because of the randomness of

generating the data layout, finding the address of a logic block needs the position of
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Figure 3.2: PRIME data layouts. n=5; k=4; f =2 (figure from [11]).
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Figure 3.3: RELPR data layouts. n=6; k=3; f =1, φ(n) =2 (figure from [11]).

each block to be traced repeatedly after each shuffle. The time to find the address is

O(logB+ logn), where there are B blocks per disk andn disks in the cluster. Although

this data layout is applicable to any combination ofn andk, it is not a run-time efficient

scheme whenn is large.

3.3.4 Permutation Development Data Layout

Schwarzet al. also proposed a permutation based data layout called Permutation De-

velopment Data Layout (PDDL) [89]. PDDL assumes thatn disks can be virtually

divided intog stripes and a spare disk. Each disk is assigned a virtual disknumber

between 0 andn. PDDL uses abase permutationas an initial mapping for the first

row of stripe units. For all other rows, PDDL adds the row number to the disk num-
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ber obtained from the base permutation. Figure 3.4 illustrates an example of PDDL

mapping two virtual stripes (k =3) and one virtual spare disk to seven physical disks.

This method is efficient in both computation complexity and storage, but again, not all

configurations can implement PDDL because of the lack of a base permutation.
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Figure 3.4: PDDL mapping. Mapping two virtual stripes and one virtual spare disk to

seven physical disks (figure from [89]).
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3.3.5 String Parity Declustering Data Layout

Ganget al. [31] proposed a layout calledstring parity declustering data layout, which

incorporates the advantages of both orthogonal data layoutand weighted parity declus-

tering data layout. In this paper, a physical interconnect is called a string. The data

layout is first initialised using a random layout. A simulated annealing algorithm [53]

is then used to optimise the data layout by setting a balancedreconstruction work-

load on each disk as the objective. The simulated annealing algorithm proceeds by

swapping the positions of two units picked from the array at random. Obviously, the

data layout simply generated by a simulated annealing algorithm does not guarantee to

tolerate a single physical interconnect failure. In order to survive a physical intercon-

nect failure, some constraints are placed on layout initialisation and transformation to

guarantee that no physical interconnect contains more thanone unit from one stripe.

Although this string parity declustering data layout is able to survive a physical

interconnect failure and also has the advantage of a parity declustering data layout,

the approach is random and the way to generate the data layoutis time consuming.

Moreover, the size of a rotation is random and unknown.

3.4 Distributed Hot Sparing

On-line spare disks, also called hot spares, allow the reconstruction of failed disks

to start immediately, reducing the window of vulnerabilityduring which another disk

failure would result in data loss. If the spare space is on dedicated disks, these spare

disks are idle most of time and do not participate in the normal operation of the system.

In order to enhance system performance in normal operation,Memon & Mattson [68]

proposed distributed hot sparing, which distributes the capacity of the hot spare disks

over the whole disk array, as shown in Figure 3.5. Using distributed hot spares has

the following advantages: (1) it allows all disks in the diskarray, including the disk

that would otherwise have been a dedicated spare, to serve requests, improving system

performance; (2) because each disk is partially empty, eachdisk failure requires less

work to reconstruct the data of the failed disk; and (3) it allows reconstruction of

several disks at the same time so that the rebuilding speed isnot restricted by the

write disk bandwidth when the parity declustering ratio is low. The disadvantage of

distributed hot sparing is that the reconstructed data musteventually be copied back to

a permanent replacement for the failed disk, which creates extra work for the system.
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However, since the copying back can be done during system idle time, it will not affect

system performance.
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Figure 3.5: Distributed Hot Sparing. This figure illustrate a RAID 5 disk array with

distributed hot sparing. ‘D’ denotes a data stripe unit, ‘P’ denotes a parity stripe unit,

and ‘S’ denotes a spare stripe unit (figure from [68]).

In the data layout of the distributed hot sparing system described above there is a

spare stripe unit in each stripe. This scheme works well for adata layout that has a

stripe width equal to the number of disks. Unfortunately, this simple solution cannot

be directly applied to parity declustering data layouts. Because parity declustered data

layouts set the number of disks larger than the stripe width,having a spare unit in each

stripe results in a waste of storage space. To solve this problem and simplify the map-

ping, Holland [41] proposed to allocate spare space in contiguous bands, as shown in

Figure 3.6. The allocation of spare space is usually done statically to simplify mapping

logic addresses to physical addresses. When a disk failure occurs, the problem is to

assign the spare units as replacements for the units on the failed disk. Holland [41]

proposed an algorithm to assign distributed hot spare unitsto the data units on a failed

disk. Depending on the particular failed disk, the algorithm first lists the complement

disks (namely the disks that are not involved in the stripe that the unit belongs to) for

the units on the failed disk. It then assigns a unit from a complement disk to that unit.

It is inevitable that there are conflicts during the assignment. This is because part of the

complement disks of different units are the same, in the spare unit assignment process,

unit that get assigned a spare unit later might find that all the spare unit on its comple-

ment disks has been assigned. The algorithm has to resolve this conflict by adjusting

previous assignment. It keeps checking for conflicts and adjusting the assignment ac-
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cordingly. In a large system, this checking and re-assignment approach could become

very complicated.

Spare space for the above data and parity

Disk 0 Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3 Disk 4 Disk 5

Spare space for the above data and parity

data and parity space

data and parity space

Figure 3.6: Allocating spare space in contiguous bands (figure from [41]).

3.5 Simulation of Storage Systems

This section reviews the simulation models build for storage systems, including simu-

lation models of RAID systems and those of FC networks.

3.5.1 Simulation Models of RAID System

There have been a number of simulation tools developed for the purpose of storage

system performance evaluation, such as Pantheon [102], Disksim [16], RAIDFrame

[28], and DASim [95].

The Pantheon storage system simulator [102] was developed at Hewlett Packard. It

is a simulator for performance modelling of parallel disk arrays and parallel computers.

It has been used in a number of projects, such as the TickerTAIP parallel RAID archi-

tecture [17], the HP AutoRAID advanced disk array technology [103], and AFRAID

[85]. Pantheon’s simulation modules are written in C++, compiled and linked together
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to make a single Pantheon executable program. The storage system components mod-

elled in the Pantheon simulator include a module for controlling experiments, a host,

an IO loader, a device driver, a disk channel and a disk drive.Unfortunately, Pantheon

is not available for use outside Hewlett Packard for commercial reasons, so it could not

be considered for use in the work described in this dissertation.

DiskSim [32] was developed at the parallel data laboratory of Carnegie-Mellon

University (CMU). It is an efficient and highly configurable disk system simulator. It

includes modules that simulate disks, intermediate controllers, buses, device drivers,

request schedulers, disk block caches, and disk array data organisations. The most im-

portant feature of DiskSim is that its disk drive module simulates modern disk drives in

great details and has been carefully validated against several production disks. How-

ever, as DiskSim focuses on disk simulation, it does not provide many interconnection

network models, especially the latest developed serial technologies like FC, SAS and

SATA.

RAIDframe [28], another storage system simulator developed at the parallel data

lab of CMU, is a framework for rapid prototyping and evaluation of redundant disk

arrays. Using a graphical programming abstraction and a mechanised execution strat-

egy, RAIDframe allows users to quickly construct working prototypes which can be

immediately evaluated in each of three environments: a device driver running against

real disks, a user process running against real disks, or an event-driven simulator. Cur-

rently the architecture models implemented in RAIDframe include RAID levels 0, 1,

4, 5, 6, parity declustering [41], distributed sparing [42], and interleaved declustering.

However, as RAIDframe focuses on the impact of data placement of RAID system on

performance, like DiskSim, it does not provide many facilities for users to evaluate the

impact of interconnection networks and RAID controllers onperformance.

The DASim [95] is a discrete-event simulator written in C++.The purpose of

DASim is to study the performance of different RAID implementations, for example

RAID 5, EVENODD and RM 2. DASim generates multiple physical requests for

logical requests using an execution plan, which is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)

determined by the type of logical request: the RAID level, the mode of operation. The

disk model of DASim is called DTSim (Disk Timing Simulator) which provides disk

timing information specified by DiskSim. Like other RAID simulators, DASim has no

means of modelling back-end interconnection networks.

In summary, existing RAID system simulators focus on studying the impact of

RAID algorithms and disk access time, therefore, they have limitations on exploring
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the impact of other components in modern RAID systems, such as the other functions

of the RAID controller and the interconnection network.

3.5.2 Simulation Models of FC network

Publicly available FC network simulation models include SANSim [101] and SimSAN

[91].

SANSim [101], developed at the Data Storage Institute of NUS, is an event-driven

FC SAN simulation tool. SANSim is aimed at studying the performance of fibre chan-

nel storage area network. It consists of four main modules: I/O workload module, host

module, storage network module and storage system module. SANsim implements

the FC protocol stack at a very low level, which allows the simulator to generate very

accurate results. However, this low level simulation also makes SANsim very slow.

Therefore, to run a large benchmark such as SPC-1 is very timeconsuming.

SimSANs [91], standing forSimulating Storage Area Networks, is another toolkit

for designing, modelling, simulating, and evaluating SANs. It is written in C++ and

based on the OMNeT++ [75] discrete event simulation framework. SimSAN has im-

plemented major SAN related protocols, such as SCSI (SAM, SBC, SPC), FCP, and

Fibre Channel (FC-FS, FC-LS, FC-GS, FC-SW). Its intended use is to explore I/O

path performance limits from the architectural standpoint. However, like SANSim,

SimSAN also implements the FC protocol stack in a very detailed way, leading to a

very slow simulation speed.

In conclusion neither SANSim nor SimSAN is suitable for evaluating the back-end

network of a RAID system that is running a large benchmark workload.

3.6 Summary

This chapter has presented a survey of research work that is related to this disserta-

tion. This work includes storage system performance modelling and evaluation, RAID

system reliability studies, RAID system data layout designand simulation of storage

systems.

There has been a vast body of research work on modelling and evaluating storage

system performance, including those on RAID system performance and those on FC

network (SAN) performance. Previous RAID system performance modelling work

focused on the performance of parallel disks and the effect of cache policies. None
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of them has considered the effect of the back-end network. Asthe number of disks

connected to the system keeps increasing, the effect and scalability of the back-end

network cannot be ignored any longer. The performance of FC networks has also been

studied. However, the scalability of the back-end network has only been studied under

large sequential workloads, the result of which cannot be applied to real world storage

system design.

Research on RAID system reliability generally includes twocategories: analysis

of system reliability and work to improve system reliability. Previous system relia-

bility analyses shows that in addition to disk failures, physical interconnect failures

also account for significant percentages of storage subsystem failures. Physical inter-

connect failures result in multiple disks from the same interconnect appearing to be

missing from the system. However, current work on improvingreliability is focused

on designing efficient RAID 6 codes, which can survive only two disk failures.

Because of their advantage in degraded and rebuilding mode,parity declustering

data layouts have been extensively researched. This chapter has reviewed existing par-

ity declustering data layout, including BCBD, BIBD, PRIME(and RELPR), nearly ran-

dom permutation mapping, PDDL and string parity declustering data layouts. Among

these data layouts, the first five cannot survive physical interconnect failures or bursty

disk failures. The string parity declustering data layout combines the advantages of

both orthogonal and parity declustering data layouts. However, its generation is ineffi-

cient and the size of a rotation is random and unknown.

Distributed hot sparing has the advantage of improving system performance. In

addition, it helps to eliminate write bottlenecks during disk reconstruction for parity

declustering data layouts. The existing distributed hot sparing assignment algorithm

for parity declustering data layouts uses re-assignment tosolve the conflicts in the as-

signment process. This approach could become very complicated and inefficient when

the system scale is large. Therefore, it is important to design an efficient distributed

hot spare assignment algorithm for parity declustering data layouts.

There have been a number of simulation tools developed for the purpose of storage

system performance evaluation, such as Pantheon, Disksim,RAIDFrame, and DASim.

However, these simulators focus on studying the impact of RAID algorithms and disk

access time, therefore, they have limitations when exploring the impact of other com-

ponents in modern RAID systems, such as the other functions of the RAID controller

and the interconnection network. FC network simulators, SANsim and simSAN, have

been designed to investigate the performance of storage area networks (SAN), but they
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have operated at a very detailed level of simulation with a very large ratio of real time

to simulation time, which make simulation under real benchmarks impractical. In con-

clusion, there is a lack of suitable simulation tools for modern RAID system design.



Chapter 4

The SIM RAID Simulation Model

This chapter presents the design and implementation of the RAID system simulation

model SIM RAID. In general, there are three different ways to evaluateperformance:

analytical modelling, empirical measurement, and simulation. The stochastic nature of

realistic traffic streams and the complex interactions between commands coupled with

the presence of multiple disks, large caches and sophisticated RAID controller designs,

means that analytical modeling is insufficient to evaluate RAID system performance

[100]. Empirical measurement ensures correctness and completeness of results by run-

ning benchmarks on an actual system; however, building the experimental framework

in the real world is very expensive. Thus, simulation approaches are chosen as the

main research method in this dissertation. Much of the contents of this chapter has

been published in [57] and [27].

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: firstly, the simulation model

development environment, the Hierarchical computer Architecture design and Simu-

lation Environment, HASE, is introduced, including its facilities and capabilities to

model RAID systems; secondly, the design and implementation of SIM RAID are pre-

sented; thirdly, the simulation process of the model is described; fourthly, the valida-

tion of SIM RAID is presented; and lastly, the performance of the model is discussed.

4.1 HASE

HASE is an integrated simulation development environment that allows for the rapid

model development and exploration of computer architectures at multiple levels of ab-

straction [25]. There are three reasons why HASE was chosen as the model construc-

tion framework for this PhD project. Firstly, it provides a full framework to support

62
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modelling of computer systems, including both an underlying Discrete Event Simula-

tion (DES) engine and a graphical user interface (GUI). Thisframework facilitates the

processes of creating, debugging, and running discrete-event simulation models. Sec-

ondly, the programming language of HASE is based on C++ (called Hase++, which is

a superset of C++ with predefined functions describing the basic operations common

to most simulation models). This C++ based programming language allows both low-

level programming as well as object-oriented design. Lastly, it has been successfully

used in a number of research studies including those by Alam [10] and Marurngsith

[65], which confirms its capability for simulating computersystems at different levels

of abstractions.

This section introduces the facilities and capabilities ofHASE for modelling stor-

age systems. Firstly, an overview of HASE is provided. Following that, HASE entity

and hierarchical design, the HASE DES engine, HASE event scheduling and time ad-

vancing, and HASE clock mechanisms are introduced in detail.

4.1.1 Overview of HASE System

HASE consists of two levels of software: the underlying DES engine and the GUI.

The underlying DES engine provides functions for inter-process communication, event

scheduling and simulation synchronisation, while the GUI provides functionalities for

parsing, editing, displaying and post-mortem animation. Figure 4.1 depicts a screen

shot of the HASE application window while loading SIM RAID.

The basic model components of HASE areentities. Entities contain a number of

ports through which entities are linked. Simulation eventsare passed from one entity to

another through the ports. HASE uses three types of file to specify a simulation: EDL

(project.edl), ELF (project.elf) and Hase++ (entity.hase) files. The EDL file describes

the components of the architecture, their ports and parameters, the links between them

and the hierarchical structure (in essence the logical structure of the experiment). The

ELF file contains information relevant to the physical display, i.e. where components

and ports are positioned on the screen, and any variables to be displayed. When creat-

ing the display, HASE uses icons in GIF format to represent the components on screen.

The Hase++ files specify the behaviour of each of the entities. Simulation model de-

velopment in HASE follows a four-step process: (1) model design, (2) construction

of a simulation executable, (3) experimental control to setparameters and to run a

simulation and (4) tracing and post-mortem animation.
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Figure 4.1: HASE screen shot

Figure 4.2 shows the software architecture of HASE and the process of creating

and running a simulation model. The first step in creating a model in HASE is to de-

fine the architecture of the system being modelled (project.edl file), the corresponding

displaying file (project.elf file) and the entity behavioural files (.hase files), as shown

in Figure 4.2 (a). The model can then be loaded by HASE prior tothe simulation being

run. During the loading process, the HASE GUI and its embedded parser translate the

definition of the model into an intermediate representationand also display on screen a

graphical view of the model with its predefined icons (Figure4.2 (b)). Prior to building

the executable file, HASE generates a set of C++ files from the intermediate represen-

tation and the entity behaviour files (.hase file), as shown inFigure 4.2 (c). These C++

files are then complied and linked with user object files and HASE library object files

to generate the executable simulation file (Figure 4.2 (d)).The executable simulation

file acts as a platform for running simulation experiments. The input file is the user’s

parameter file. The system parameters are configured by updating this parameter file

before simulation. Figure 4.2 (e) shows the simulation experiment process. A trace

file that records the simulation run profile can be created during the simulation for

animation and model verification purpose.
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Figure 4.2: HASE software architecture and model construction process
1

4.1.2 HASE Entity and Hierarchical Design

The basic components of a HASE simulation model are entitiesthat communicate by

passing events via Ports. Each entity is composed of states,parameters and ports. The

states and parameters of an entity define its properties at a particular point in time along

with its internal attributes. The ports are the routes through which communication

events are passed between entities; they are connected withports of other entities in

the STRUCTURE part of the EDL file through uni-directional links. The behaviours

of the entities, such as creating, sending and processing events, are defined in the

entity name.hase file. An entity can be defined as a normal discrete event entity or a

clocked entity (Section 4.1.5).

In addition to the basic entity, HASE provides for hierarchical model design by us-

ing a compound entity (COMPENTITY) or a design template to create a higher level
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entity. The COMPENTITY groups together entities and/or other higher level entities

(the COMPENTITY’s descendants), along with their interconnections, into one entity

in a child-parent fashion, allowing the operation of the lower level components to be

abstracted out. When a project is first opened, a compound entity is displayed on screen

by its own icon. Left clicking on this icon changes the display to show the next level of

detail (i.e. a descendant may itself be a compound entity). A design template describes

functional relationships among entities and also providesthe means of connection be-

tween them. HASE design templates include BUSENTITY, NETWORKENTITY and

MESHnD entity [63].

4.1.3 The HASE++ DES Engine

HASE entities run in separate lightweight threads during simulation. The HASE++

DES engine is the core that creates, manages and synchronises these threads. Its func-

tionality includes generating the lightweight threads foreach entity, scheduling events

and synchronising simulation time [63]. The DES engine is implemented as a multi-

threaded C++ library that provides core components for implementing the simulation

logic of a model. All parts of the HASE++ library are written as classes and their facili-

ties are presented as a set of headers. The HASE++ library is highly modular, and inde-

pendent of the HASE applications (namely the simulation models). This independence

of the HASE++ library enables it to be developed without relying on any components

of the HASE environment and applications. On the other hand,HASE model develop-

ers gain the advantage of rapid model development by using the HASE++ library that

is integrated into the model in the building process.

The HASE++ library includes nine basic classes: entities, threads, semaphores,

ports, simulation events, event predicates, event queues,the DES system, and a DES

Manager. Among these classes, the DES system class manages the creation, regis-

tration, scheduling and resource sharing of multiple entity threads, with the functions

provided by threads and semaphores classes, while the DES Manager maintains simu-

lation time and manages event queues. The entity and port classes are the base classes

for implementing an entity. The simulation event class implements the simulation

events passed between entities, while the event predicate provides functions for com-

paring events. The event queue class manages the queue of simulation events, like

adding, inserting and deleting events from the queue.
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4.1.4 Event Scheduling and Time Advancing

HASE maintains two events queues: afuture events queueand adeferred events queue.

The future queue stores events that contain timestamps referring to the time in the fu-

ture when these events are expected to occur, whereas the deferred queue stores events

that cannot be dispatched at the specified timestamps because the receiving entities are

not yet ready to get any events. Events are sorted in both queues in ascending order of

their timestamps.

HASE maintains a global simulation time, which represents an absolute or relative

moment in time when the simulated events occur. This simulation time is initialised

to zero at the start of the simulation. HASE++ uses a next-event time algorithm to

advance to the next simulation time. A schematic diagram of HASE events scheduling

and time advancing is shown in Figure 4.3. During a simulation run, entities create

simulation events with a timestamp which represents the time when the event is sup-

posed to happen. These events are pushed into the future event queue in ascending

order of their timestamps. The DES engine pops up the event that has the smallest

timestamp from the future event queue. HASE then updates theglobal simulation time

to the timestamp of this event. Therefore the simulation time is advanced to the time

specified by the timestamp of the most imminent event in the future queue rather than

being progressed on the basis of a fixed time unit.

Following the updating of the simulation time, the scheduled event can either

be dispatched to the receiver or inserted into the deferred event queue depending

on whether the receiver is ready or not. In a handshake situation, when a blocking

send/receive is implied, the receiver is normally ready to receive, therefore, the event

is directly dispatched to the receiver (put into its event buffer). In a non-blocking situ-

ation, when events can be snooped at any point in time, the receiver will not be ready

until a certain point (like next clock phase), so this event will be inserted into the de-

ferred queue. Once the receiver is ready to receive the event, it will be dispatched to

the receiver. After receiving an event, an entity will process this event and will keep

creating new events. This process continues until either a set of pre-specified stopping

conditions is satisfied, or a terminate signal is scheduled from one of the participat-

ing entities. This next-event time algorithm effectively saves computational resources

by jumping the simulation time from event time to event time and enables the HASE

DES engine to efficiently support simulations that use a handshaking communication

protocol.
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Figure 4.3: HASE events scheduling

4.1.5 Extensible Clock Mechanism

As most projects are simulations of synchronous systems, typically computer systems

in which entities need to be clocked, HASE provides a number of built-in extensible

clock mechanisms [63]. A clock in HASE serves two purposes: (1) to simulate the

clock in the real-life version of the system being simulated; and (2) to synchronise the

simulation code of the entities against ticks of the clock, in order to ensure an orderly

transfer of data between entities.

The clock facilities are presented through the Sync library. The Sync library con-

sists of aClock class and a number of abstractClockedclasses (including classes

for one-phase clocked models (Clocked), two-phase clockedmodels (Biclocked) and

multi-phase clocked models (PLL and Multiclocked)). The clock class represents the

component that emits the tick signals and the Clocked classes represent the basic be-

haviour of synchronous components. During simulation, each clocked entity first reg-

isters with the clock entity from which it wants to receive the tick signal. The clock

entity sends a tick to each of the registered clocked entities and waits until it has re-

ceived the status of each clocked entity before sending the next tick. This process
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continues until the end of a simulation; this occurs when theclock entity detect er-

rors in the simulation or the normal termination routinestopSimulationhas been called

by an entity. More details of the HASE clock mechanisms and implementation of a

multiple clock mechanism can be found in [63].

To define a clocked entity involves two steps. The first step isto invoke these

clock mechanisms in the ENTITY lib in the project definition file, which includes (1)

declaring the Clock entity and the abstract Clocked entity in the ENTITY lib; and (2)

defining an entity as a Clocked entity by using the EXTENDS option in the definition

of an entity to link the entity to the clock. The second step isto code the entity be-

havioural file as ann-phased file, wheren is the number phases that the user wants to

define for the entity.

Figure 4.4 illustrates an example of defining a Biclocked entity in HASE. The first

step in defining the CPU entity as a Biclocked entity is to declare a Biclocked CPU en-

tity in the ENTITYLIB of the project file, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a). The declaration

includes the declaration of a Clock entity, an abstract Biclocked entity, a Clockphase

entity and the CPU entity extended from Biclcked entity in the ENTITYLIB. The sec-

ond step is to code the CPU behaviour file as a two-phased entity by adding$phase0

and$phase 1in the .hase file, as shown in Figure 4.4 (b). The Biclocked entity keeps

track of the number of ticks sent by the clock entity. When thetick number is even, the

activities defined in$phase0are invoked, whereas when the tick number is odd, the

activities defined in$phase1are invoked.

EXTENDS (Biclocked)

ENTITYLIB(

(a) .edl file

)

)

...

ENTITY CPU(

ENTITY Clockphase sync()

$phase0

activities in phase0 ...

$phase 1

activities in phase1 ...

(b) .hase file

Abstrac Biclocked sync()

ENTITY Clock sync(  )

Figure 4.4: Defining a clocked entity in HASE (a) the ENTITYLIB defined in the .edl

file; (b) entity behaviour defined in the .hase file.
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4.2 SIM RAID Model Design

SIM RAID was initially developed for the Storlite project [45],which was a collabora-

tive industry-academia research project funded under the DTI /EPSRC LINK Informa-

tion Storage and Displays (LINK ISD) programme and led by Xyratex, a disk storage

company based in Havant. However, by the end of the Storlite project, SIM RAID

was still not completed. As an extension of Storlite, this PhD project has continued

to use the SIM RAID model as the simulation tool and both the functionalityand per-

formance of SIM RAID have been further enhanced. This section presents the design

and implementation of the SIM RAID simulation model, as well as the various model

enhancements. Firstly, an overview of SIM RAID is presented. Secondly, the trans-

portation level abstraction technique created for SIM RAID to shorten simulation time

is presented. Thirdly, the framework for modelling heterogeneous systems is intro-

duced. Fourthly, the design of each components of SIM RAID is introduced. Fifthly,

the method on how to model large scale systems is described. Lastly, the enhancements

to SIM RAID are summarised.

4.2.1 OVERVIEW OF SIM RAID

Chapter 1 introduced five trends in modern RAID systems architecture design. A suc-

cessful simulation model of storage systems should conformto these features. From

analysis of these features, four key characteristics enabling efficient simulation of

RAID system architectures can be identified. These are:

1. Benchmark generated workload: To create a simulation that provides a real-

istic performance estimate, it is necessary to provide a realistic traffic flow to it.

However, given dramatic increases in storage system scale,extremely large trace

files make trace file driven simulation of storage systems impractical. Thus a

benchmark that reflects a real life workload is preferred. A recently built bench-

mark Storage Performance Council Benchmark 1 (SPC-1) [5] issuch a bench-

mark meeting this requirement. It provides flows based on a statistical model

derived from analysis of recorded traffic flows from systems running in real live

settings. Therefore, the SPC-1 benchmark has been chosen asthe major bench-

mark. Iometer [47], which reflects sequential workloads andis still often used

in industry, is used occasionally in this dissertation for comparison purposes.

2. Parameterisable modular implementation: To enable a simulation model to
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be scaled, all the component parts must be fully modular to allow scaling by

the simple addition and removal of modules. This approach also allows simple

operational models to be used for devices not under investigation alongside in-

creasingly complex models of devices that are being tested.For instance, it helps

to model increasingly complex RAID controllers. This ’plugand play’ approach

enables faster simulation due to the reduction in complexity. Furthermore, mak-

ing each component of the model highly parameterisable enables design space

exploration using a wide range of parameters.

3. Framework for modelling heterogenous systems:To model heterogenous sys-

tems, SIM RAID sets a framework which separates the interconnection and de-

vice models. By separating these models, it is possible simply to replace either

the device behaviour model or the interconnect behaviour model without affect-

ing other parts of the system. This enables isolation of the parts of the system

under test for investigation purposes.

4. Transport level abstraction of interconnection protocols: Research work in-

troduced in Section 3.5.2 shows that exact simulation of FC-AL results in very

large ratios of simulation time over real time (on the order of 1,000,000). Since

it is necessary for a storage system simulation to be run for a“warm-up” time

of at least 5 minutes to remove start-up transients, exact simulation is not prac-

tical. Therefore, a set of abstraction techniques has been developed to extract

the behaviour of the interconnection protocol without losing accuracy; this is

introduced later as the “transport level abstraction”.

Figure 4.5 shows a logical overview of SIM RAID. As can be seen in the figure,

this model consists of five basic modules: a traffic generator, RAID controllers, disks,

an interconnection interface and an interconnection network. The simulation model

works as follows: the traffic generator generates volume level I/O commands in ac-

cordance with its rule-set; these are then sent to the RAID controllers. The RAID

controllers decode these commands into a set of disk operations and send these to the

disks for execution through the interconnection interfaceand network. The disk exe-

cutes the commands and send the results back to the RAID controllers. There is also an

“experiment controller” module used to initiate and control experiments and a “results

collector” for collection and reporting of experiment results.
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Figure 4.5: Overview of SIM RAID

4.2.2 Transport Level Abstraction Techniques

Previous research shows that direct simulation of the interconnection protocol (e.g.

FC Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL)) or word level simulation results in very large ratios of

simulation time over real time [101], which makes simulation using an SPC-1 bench-

mark workload impractical. Therefore, it is crucial to makean appropriate abstraction.

Since the purpose of SIM RAID is to investigate the impact of architecture and config-

uration changes on overall system performance, it is of moreinterest to focus on the

service time of disk commands than the transmission time of FC-AL data. To achieve

this goal, SIM RAID uses a number of abstraction techniques to form a new abstracted

interconnection protocol. This new interconnection protocol focuses on end-to-end

control and allows accurate representation of disk commandservice times without full

FC-AL simulation. Since it is much like the transport layer of the OSI reference model,

it is called a “Transport level abstraction”.

The abstraction approach consists of two techniques:

• Removing redundant and deterministic transmissions:As introduced in Sec-

tion 2.2.3, the basic unit of FC-AL communication is a 40-bitlong FC word

which is 8B/10B encoded and represents four 8-bit bytes. In an accurate discrete

event simulation, each communication word is handled as an event in the sys-

tem. Therefore, reducing the number of words transmitted will reduce both the

resources used and the time to handle these event. In doing so, and without af-
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fecting the simulation results, SIM RAID removed three types of communication

from the simulation.

Firstly, the IDLE data words which are transmitted in a real system to maintain

synchronisation in the clock recovery circuitry of the receiver have been sim-

ply ignored in the model as they serve no end-to-end communication purpose.

Secondly, deterministic communications that do not carry active data are imple-

mented in SIM RAID by means of a communication channel time lock instead

of by creating events. Since the topology of the system is known, the time that

would have been taken up by these transmissions is known. Therefore this time

can be set aside on the relevant communications links as the transmissions are

eliminated. Thirdly, SIM RAID combines the separated frames of the payload

data into just one transmission. In FC-AL, payload data is broken into frames

with a known structure. Each frame contains up to 2 Kbyte of payload data with

a frame header and footer, each of pre-determined length. Between frames of a

single communication there are also 6 fill-words transmitted which can be used

to deal with access control. As will be described below, SIM RAID has separated

the data path from the signal path in the communications network, thus allowing

access control to be taken out of band. Therefore these 6 fill words can be mod-

elled as an additional transmission delay for the combined data transmission.

• Single arbitration transmission: In a physical system a device with data to

send to another device will continually attempt to send it until it succeeds. In

the case of FC-AL, this results in continuous arbitration with the possibility of

rejection of connection even after arbitration is won. Obviously these processes

result in unnecessary communication events. To remove these repetitive trans-

missions, instead of using the regular data path, SIM RAID adds a signal path

into the model and makes the switch operate as a central access manager for

the arbitration. The central access control manager mimicsthe access order that

would be visible in a real system through tracking of all the communication

requests and the status of all devices in the system. In a realimplementation

this is not possible as all the devices are generic in nature and cannot be pro-

grammed with a system topology. However, in simulation it iseasy to build the

system topology into the switch. In order to eliminate all unnecessary commu-

nication associated with arbitrating FC-AL devices, a virtual central controller

entity was implemented in the simulation model. This entityis informed when
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a device wishes to arbitrate for access to the system via an artificially created

signalling link. Hence, a single message, containing the FC-AL address of the

sender along with the address of the intended recipient, is passed to the central

controller, which retains the information. This way, the central controller knows

at any time all FC-AL devices that want to arbitrate. This single message, hence

single simulation event, is a substitute for the thousands of messages sent in a

real system. As the central controller has full knowledge ofthe system (such as

topology information, history of connections and current list of desired connec-

tions), it is able to replicate the order in which they would be granted access in a

real system using the FC-AL protocol.

In the case of the JBOD and MBOD, the central management system is simple

to implement as it can deterministically follow FC-AL. In the case of the SBOD,

fair access must be managed differently as the FC-AL protocol was not designed

to operate in a switched manner. Since switch manufacturersguard their fair-

ness algorithms closely, a suitable algorithm has been developed as part of this

project, described in the SBOD fairness section below. In this way, a multitude

of simulation events on the data path are replaced by a singleaccess request

event on the signal path. A short study using a model without this mechanism

showed that the speed of a simulation tended very rapidly to become the same

as a full FC-AL simulation.

The FC-AL protocol is described in terms of a state transition in table [1]. This

dissertation has amended this transition table to remove sections that are present

to enable the system to cope with transmission errors and with different topolo-

gies. Moreover, it removes states that are transitional andexist only to allow an

FC-AL device to update internal variables. SIM RAID also removes the initial-

isation process from the state diagram as initialisation can be dealt with out of

band (Section 4.2.5.1). The amended transition diagram is shown in Figure 4.6.

4.2.3 Framework for modelling heterogeneous systems

As introduced in Chapter 1, storage systems are becoming increasingly heterogeneous.

Thus, SIM RAID is designed to be able to model heterogeneous storage systems. In

order to do so, the models of devices (RAID controllers and disks) and interfaces are

implemented as separate modules. These models are connected using a signal path

connection and a data path connection, as shown in Figure 4.5. The data path is used
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no space in the

Figure 4.6: State transition diagram for normal operation

to transmit active data at specified times (these times are specified to mimic the times

at which that data would be received in a real system). The signal path is used for

all the access control data that is transmitted asynchronously. The following access

control messages have been defined:

• FCUnitTimeout:sent by the initiator device to inform the interface that it has

data to send

• arbRequest:sent by the interface to inform the network switch that it hasdata to

send

• arbGranted: sent by the network switch to the interface informing that itis

allowed to send data

• GetData:sent by the interface to the initiator device to get the data to be sent

• DeleteData:sent by the interface to the initiator device to inform it that the data

has been sent to the target

• SetData:sends the data received by the target interface to the targetdevice

• UpdateDataStatus:sent by the initiator interface to the initiator device to indi-

cate that the communication is blocked because the target queue is full
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Figure 4.7 illustrates the process of sending data from a RAID controller to a disk

in an SBOD. When a device has data to send, it will send anFCUnitTimeoutto its

interface over the signal path. The interface module will then inform the central access

control manager (in this case embedded within the SBOD switch model) through an

arbRequest. When the connection can complete and all the other connections that

would take place before this one in a real system have occurred, the central controller

sends anarbGrantedto the interface module. The interface then sends aGetDatato the

device module indicating that access is granted and that therequired communication

should commence. Following that, the RAID controller sendsdata to the interface

through the data link. There is an appropriate delay to this data to mimic the access

grant processing delay existing in a real system.

Following this process, there is a set of actions that followthe Loop Port State

Machine defined for FC-AL [1]. Within this process, the signal SetDatais sent from

the interface to the device when the interface receives adataFC-AL word; this signal

identifies the transmitted data structure and allows the recipient to act upon the com-

mand received (either add it to its queue in the case of a disk or mark it as complete

in the case of a RAID controller). The central access controlunit is looking for the

secondclose(cls) word as this indicates that a communication is terminated.The cen-

tral controller is located within the SBOD switch as theclosewill always traverse the

switch and so is visible to this module. Once one communication is terminated, the

central controller is able to grant access to another pending communication. The final

signal is sent from the interface module to the device moduleDeleteDataupon receipt

of the finalcloseby the interface to indicate to the device that the communication has

terminated successfully.

4.2.4 Design of the Basic Modules

SIM RAID consists of five basic modules: a benchmark generator, RAID controllers,

network interfaces, interconnection networks and disks. This section describes the

design of each of these modules.

4.2.4.1 Benchmark Generator

The benchmark generator is able to generate two types of benchmark workload: the

SPC Benchmark-1 (SPC-1) workload [5] and the Iometer benchmark workload [47].

The SPC-1 benchmark represents a real-world Online Transaction Processing (OLTP)
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Figure 4.7: Disk command communication process Dashed lines represent the

transmission of a signal message over the signal path and solid lines represent the

transmission of data over the data path.

environment workload, whereas the Iometer benchmark represents a sequential work-

load environment. Figure 4.8 shows the structure diagram ofthe benchmark generator.

The benchmark generator includes two layers of software: the workload generator and

the workload splitter. During the simulation, the model canbe configured to use either

the SPC-1 benchmark or the Iometer benchmark. The workload generator generates

I/O commands based on the benchmark rules. These I/O commands are sent to the

workload splitter. The workload splitter sends the I/O command to the RAID con-

trollers based on the controller selection policy. Depending on the policy, it can evenly

split commands between both RAID controllers or just send commands to a single

controller.

4.2.4.1.1 SPC-1 Benchmark The SPC Benchmark-1 [5] is the first standard in-

dustry storage benchmark based on application driven tracedata and the first stan-

dard benchmark for Storage Area Networks (SANs). SPC-1 usesa highly efficient

multi-platform and multi-threaded workload to emulate theprecise characteristics of

multi-user I/O in a multi-application environment. The most prominent group of ap-

plications that display a “core” of common I/O characteristics is represented by OLTP

systems, database systems, or mail server applications. The “cores” of these appli-

cations are characterised by predominantly random I/O operations requiring queries

as well as update operations and simultaneous threads of sequential I/O processing.

Storage Performance council (SPC) also has two other type ofbenchmark: SPC-2 [6]
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Figure 4.8: Structure diagram of Benchmark Workload Generator

and SPC-3BR [7]. SPC-2 represents sequential workloads andSPC-3BR is a content

management benchmark to measure to the performance of backup/restore solutions.

Since most commercial storage systems are used for OLTP, SIM RAID chooses SPC-1

as the workload. SPC-2 and SPC-3BR will be included in SIM RAID later.

Elements of the I/O profile include: read/write ratio, I/O size, locality, re-reference

probability, sequentiality, and inter-arrival time. Central to the SPC-1 benchmark are

two scaling units: the Application Storage Unit (ASU) and the Business Scaling Unit

(BSU).

The SPC-1 benchmark synthesises a community of users running on storage that is

organised into three logically separate Application Storage Units (ASUs), as would be

encountered in a real-world installation. ASU-1 is adata store, holding raw incoming

data from the application system. It contains four kinds of I/O stream. ASU-2 is a

user store, holding information processed by the application system.It contains three

kinds of I/O stream. ASU-3 represents alog written by the application system. It only

contains one I/O stream. BSUs represent the I/O load imposedby the application’s

user population on the ASUs. Each BSU represents the aggregate I/O load created by

a specified number of users. In the SPC-1 benchmark, one SPC-1BSU corresponds

to a community of users who collectively generate up to 50 I/Orequests per second
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(IOPS). The workload profile of each I/O stream that comprises the SPC-1 aggregate

load is summarised in Table 4.1. All transfer addresses are aligned to 8 logic blocks.

To measure performance, the SPC-1 benchmark increases the offered IOPS by in-

creasing the number of BSUs. The SPC-1 benchmark specifies that the reported aver-

age response time must not exceed 30 milliseconds (ms) for all test stages, otherwise

the measurement is invalid. Therefore, most of the results from the experiments re-

ported in this thesis are given in terms of the maximum BSU that can be used whilst

maintaining an average response time of less than 30ms.

ASU 1

IOstream 1 2 3 4

Transfer

alignment (KB) 4 4 4 4

Transfer

Size (KB) 4 4 SMIX a 4

Rd Fraction 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5

Intensity 0.035 0.281 0.07 0.21

ASU 2 ASU 3

IOstream 1 2 3 1

Transfer

alignment (KB) 4 4 4 4

Transfer

Size (KB) 4 4 SMIX SMIX

Rd Fraction 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.0

Intensity 0.018 0.07 0.035 0.281

Table 4.1: SPC-1 I/O stream parameters

aSMIX = Table:{4,0.40} {8,0.24}{16,0.20}{32,0.08}{64,0.08}

4.2.4.1.2 Iometer Benchmark Iometer is an I/O subsystem measurement and char-

acterisation tool. It issues a fully sequential workload tothe storage system and keeps

the outstanding number of I/O requests fixed at 75. Iometer tests determine two sys-

tem parameters: I/O requests Per Second (IOPS) and throughput. Since this disserta-

1A logic block = 512 bytes.
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tion uses Iometer to investigate network scalability undersequential workloads, system

throughput is used as the metric.

4.2.4.1.3 SPC-1 Benchmark Generator As introduced in Section 4.2.4.1.1, the

workload of the SPC-1 benchmark is measured by the number of BSUs. Each BSU

represent 50 I/Os per second collectively generated by the eight I/O streams. To gener-

ate 50 I/O commands for each BSU every second, SPC-1 streams adopt the biclocked

model. Each second is divided into 50 two-phased cycles, with phase 0 taking 1.0

ms and phase 1 taking 19 ms. In each cycle, there is one I/O command collectively

generated from the eight SPC-1 streams. Phase 0 of each cycleis used for generating

the I/O commands which conform to the stream definition. Phase 1 of each cycle is

used to send the I/O commands to the SerialIO module. Since there is only one I/O

command for eight streams, each stream has a random number generator to control

command generation. Before generating an I/O command, eachstream generates a

random number. Only when this random number is larger than the intensity param-

eter will an I/O command be generated. Usually, the workloadof the simulation is

larger than one BSU. To save computing resource, there is only one instance of each

stream rather than having eight stream instances for each BSU. In phase 0 of each

cycle, each streams repeats the aforementioned command generation process for each

BSU and stores these I/O commands. In phase 1, each stream sends out the commands

generated in phase 0 with equal intervals between each command.

The SerialIO module receives the commands from each stream in phase 0 ofthe

next cycle and stores them in a queue. In phase 1, SerialIO sends these commands

to the workload splitter with a delay equal to timestamp of the command plus a cycle

period and the front end network transmission time. Table 4.2 lists the parameters of

the SPC-1 generator.

Parameter Note

Load BSU The number of SPC-1 BSUs

ASU capacity The data capacity of the simulated system

Table 4.2: Parameters of the SPC-1 benchmark generator

4.2.4.1.4 Iometer Benchmark Generator The essence of IOmeter is to keep the

outstanding commands fixed at 75. At the start of a simulation, the Iometer benchmark
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generator generates 75 sequential commands and send them tothe RAID controllers.

Once it receives a complete acknowledgement from the RAID controller, the gener-

ator generates a new sequential command. The parameters of the Iometer generator

are listed in Table 4.3. In practice, as the Iometer generator needs to receive acknowl-

edgements from the RAID controllers, the Iometer generatoris implemented in the

workload splitter file.

Parameter Note

Transfer size The transfer size of each command

Read Fraction The fraction of read commands

Outstanding IO Fixed at 75 for Iometer

Table 4.3: Parameters of the Iometer benchmark generator

4.2.4.2 RAID controller

The model of the RAID controller is built based on the hardware architecture intro-

duced in Section 2.2.2. According to the architecture and functionality of RAID con-

trollers, the model of the RAID controller is divided into seven modules, as shown in

Figure 4.9. These modules are linked together by the RAID controller behaviour file.

The role of each module is as follows:

• Command store: Stores the received volume level commands and decomposes

them into disk commands according to the RAID algorithm used.

• FIFO Queue: Emulates the time spent in the main processer of the RAID con-

troller, including the command decomposition time and the time to store a com-

mand.

• Cache Table: Emulates the behaviour of cache; write throughand write back

cache policies have been implemented.

• Read/Write Queue: Manages the disk commands that have sent FCUnitTimout

to the interconnection interface but have not yet been sent to disk.

• Read/write Blocked Queue: Manages the disk commands that cannot be sent to

disk because the disk queue is full.
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• Read/write Scheduled Queue: Manages the disk commands thatare in the pro-

cess of being sent to disk.

• Write Mirroring Controller: Controls write data mirroringbetween RAID con-

trollers.
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Figure 4.9: Diagram of RAID controller model

The main functionality of the RAID controller is to serve thevolume-level com-

mands received from the benchmark generator. This process works as follows (Fig-

ure 4.9 (1)-(7)): upon receiving a volume level command, theCommand Store module

stores the volume command and decomposes it into disk commands according to the

selected RAID protection level and operation mode. These disk commands are then

pushed to the FIFO queue, which has a time based exit strategyto mimic the time taken

for command decoding. Once the time has advanced sufficiently, disk commands are

inserted into the cache table. If there is a hit, the Command Store will be informed

that the disk command is completed; otherwise the disk command will be sent to the

Read/Write Queue. Once the disk commands are pushed to the Read/Write Queue
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(Figure 4.9 (3)), theFCUnitTimeoutwill be sent to the interface. AfterGetDatais

received from the interface, the disk command will be poppedfrom the Read/Write

Queue and pushed to the scheduled queue (Figure 4.9 (4)). If the command cannot

be sent to disk because the disk queue is full, the interface will inform the controller

by sending anUpdateDataStatussignal. The command will then be pushed to the

Blocked Queue (Figure 4.9 (6)). It will be sent to disk again once the disk queue is

no longer full. Figure 4.9 (8)-(10) shows the data flow of receiving a disk command

response. When a disk response is received, SIM RAID first gets the disk command

pointer from the scheduled queue based on its disk number, address and command

type. It then informs the cache table and Command Store that the disk response has

been received for that disk command.

4.2.4.2.1 Command Store The main functionality of the Command store is to de-

compose incoming volume commands to corresponding disk commands and keep track

the status of each volume commands. To fulfill this functionality, the command store

keeps all outstanding volume commands in a hash table. Upon receiving a volume

command, the command store assigns a unique sequential number to this volume com-

mand and stores the command in the hash table by using this number as the hash key.

Based on the logic block address (LBA) of this command, the command store then de-

composes the volume command into the corresponding disk commands following the

operation rules described in Section 2.1.2 and the pre-defined data layouts. The system

parameters that control this decomposition are listed in Table 4.4. The generated read

disk commands and write disk commands are stored in two separate tables, with the

stripe number and stripe unit number as the indexing key. Once the decomposition

is completed, the command store sends the disk read commandsand the disk write

commands that form a full stripe write to the FIFO queue and waits for the response.

When a disk command response is received, this disk command is deleted from the

hash table. In the case of a partial stripe write, once the command store receives re-

sponses for all the read commands of that stripe, it sends write commands to the FIFO

queue. The volume command is then deleted from the command store after all disk

commands have completed.

4.2.4.2.2 Cache Table Cache has been widely used in modern RAID systems to im-

prove system performance. In a real RAID system, the cache isdivided into fixed size

blocks of 4kbytes. Blocks are linked to form disk level accesses of multiple blocks (i.e.
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Parameter Values

RAID level RAID 5 or RAID 6

Operation Mode normal, degraded or rebuilding

Size of Stripe Unit 4kB, 8kB, 16kB, 32 kB or 64 KB

Strip width any number

Table 4.4: Command Store Parameters

linked to form stripe units). Since all disk accesses are at stripe unit level, the cache line

size is set to the size of the stripe units. In order to reduce the time to search the cache,

the whole cache is implemented as a two-dimensional array ofmaps. Each map is

called a cache set, which consists a number of cache lines. All cache sets have the same

number of cache lines. The first dimension index of the array is the disk number while

the second dimension index is (address/STRIPEUNIT SIZE)%NUMBEROF MAPS,

where NUMBEROF MAPS is a parameter representing how many cache sets each

disk has; it can be configured by the user. For instance, Cachetable[1][3] represent

the third cache set of the first disk. A cache line is the basic unit of the cache table.

Each cache line has multiple flags showing its status. It alsohas a disk command

pointer which points to the uncompleted disk command that hit this cache line. Fig-

ure 4.10 shows the structure of the cache table. The parameters of the cache table

include cache size, cache policy and NUMBEROF MAPS, are shown in Table 4.5.

Parameter Values

Cache Size any number larger than 0

Cache Policy write-through or write back

NUMBER OF MAPS any number

Table 4.5: Cache Table Parameters

The cache table implements two cache policies: write-through and write-back. Ta-

ble 4.6 and Table 4.7 list the cache operations when a disk command is inserted into

it under the write-through policy and write-back policy respectively. The cache oper-

ation depends on three conditions, namely whether the cachelocation exists, the disk

command type and the cache status. The cache table adopts a Least Recently Used

(LRU) replacement policy. Whenever a cache line is accessed, its timestamp is up-

dated. When a disk command with a non-existent address is inserted into the cache
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D0 D2D1 D3

Cache line{
   (enum) clean_flag (clean_dirty)
   (enum) command_status
   (double) time_of_last_access
   (double) time_of_first_access
   (uint)      frequency
   (list Disk_command*)}

Cache map
 address/stripe_unit_size)%number_of_maps is the  key  

Disk_command pointers points to the

disk command in the Command store

Each cache set has a pended disk
command list associated, which 
are those that depending on the 
address belonging to the cache 
map, but can be inserted to the 
cache because there is no cache 
line available for them

Cache set

Figure 4.10: Structure of the cache table

table, it searches for the clean cache line that has the oldest timestamp. In addition to

the cache lines, each cache set also contains a pending disk command list. When the

cache location for a disk command does not exist and there is no free cache line avail-

able, this disk command is pushed into the pending command list. When the response

from a disk command is received, the cache line is marked clean and the command is

removed from the disk command list.
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Cache Command Cache Operation

Location Type Clean Allocate Mark Cache Send Command Add to Return

Exists Cache Dirty Hit To Disk Finished List Result

Yes Read Yes × × √ × √ × hit&send

No × × × × × √
hit&send

Write Yes × √ × √ × √
hit&send

No × × × × × √
hit&send

No free Read
√ √ × √ × √

hit&send

linea Write
√ √ × √ × √

hit&send

No Add the command to the pending command list associated with corresponding map

Table 4.6: Cache Operation of Inserting a Disk Command under Write Through Policy

aFree cache lines refer to both unused and clean ones. The program will first check if there is an unused cache line. if not, itwill take the first clean line.
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Cache Command Cache Operation

Location Type Clean Allocate Mark Cache Send Command Add to Return

Exists Cache Dirty Hit To Disk Finished List Result

Yes Read Yes × × √ × √ × hit&send

No × × × × × √
hit&send

Write Yes × × √ √ √ × hit&send

No × × × × × √
hit&send

No free Read
√ √ × √ × √

hit&send

linea Write
√ × √ √ √ × hit& send

No Add the command to the pending command list associated with corresponding map

Table 4.7: Cache Operation of Inserting a Disk Command under Write Back Policy

aFree cache lines refer to both unused and clean ones. The program will first check if there is unused cache line. if not, it will take the first clean line.
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4.2.4.2.3 Write Data Mirroring SIM RAID can be configured to work either with

or without write mirroring.The write mirroring controllercontrols the write data mir-

roring process. When the RAID controller is working with write data mirroring (Sec-

tion 2.2.2.4), the process of sending disk commands to disk happens only after the

necessary data has been sent to the other controller. Under the write-back cache pol-

icy, when a volume-level command is received from the host, the command store starts

to decompose it. In the meantime, the write mirroring controller sends it to the other

controller, as shown in Figure 4.9 (a)-(d). Once acknowledgement of the mirroring has

been received and time has advanced sufficiently to pop the commands from the FIFO,

disk-level read commands are sent to the disks (Figure 4.9 (2)-(7)). After the responses

to the read commands are received from the disks, the disk-level write commands are

generated. Before sending these write commands to the disks, the parity commands

are mirrored to the other controller (Figure 4.9 (e) (c)(d)). Once the parity commands

have been acknowledged, the disk-level commands are sent tothe disks. Under the

write-through cache policy, only the generated disk-levelwrite commands need to be

mirrored and the process also follows Figure 4.9 (e) (c)(d).

The process of receiving mirrored data is simpler. When it receives a mirrored

volume command (under write-back cache policy), the receiving controller first stores

it in its command store, then decomposes it and stores it to the cache table (Figure 4.9

(A)-(D)). When a disk-level command is received, since the controller does not need to

decompose it, the disk command is just stored in the cache table (Figure 4.9 (A)(B)).

4.2.4.3 Interconnection interface ENTITY

Each device maintains its own interconnection interface unit to the communication

network. The interconnection interface ENTITY consists ofa number ports connected

together by FCport.hase. The interface ENTITY communicates with the FC device

and the network ENTITY. For the FC interface it usually contains two ports with each

of them being connected to the network to provide communication path redundancy.

Figure 4.11 shows its structure and communication interface. Each port is an indepen-

dent object implementing its own Loop Port State Machine (LPSM). This implemen-

tation facilitates both changing the number of ports for a device and changing to the

state transition table for new protocols. The LPSM works with accordance with the

Transport Level Abstraction techniques introduced in Section 4.2.2. Communication

with the FC device and the network was introduced in section 4.2.3. The parameters

of the interconnection interface ENTITY are listed in Table4.8.
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data_input1

Port[0]

LPSM

Port[1]

LPSM

sig_to_FC_device

sig_from_FC_device

data_to_FC_device
data_from_FC_device

FC_Port

sig_output0
sig_input0

sig_output1
sig_input1
data_output1

data_output0
data_input0

Figure 4.11: FC Port ENTITY

Parameter Definition

port bandwidth

numberof ports the number of ports that the interface has

port selectionpolicy Single, Alternate or Random

Table 4.8: Interconnection Interface Parameters

4.2.4.4 Interconnection Network ENTITY

Figure 4.12 shows the structure and interface of the Interconnection Network Entity.

It has a number of PORTS (including both signal path and data path ports) each of

which connects to an interconnection interface ENTITY. This network ENTITY is

configurable either as a switch or a hub. This allows the unit to mimic the behaviour

of the three main system topologies, JBOD, MBOD and SBOD. Theinterconnection

network entity controls the arbitration of the interfaces and their connections. The

parameters of the interconnection network entity are the number of ports it has and its

architecture, as shown in Table 4.9.

Parameter Value

architecture SBOD or MBOD

numberof ports

Table 4.9: Interconnection Network Parameters

4.2.4.4.1 Fairness Control In SIM RAID the central arbitration manager is embed-

ded within the SBOD switch and so is able to see the FC-AL communications as well

as the management signalling. This allows it to monitor ongoing communications and

determine when a connection is terminated. When a new request for arbitration is re-

ceived, a counter of the number of outstanding arbitration requests between a given
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Network ENTITY

sig_input0

data_output0
data_input0

sig_output1

sig_input1

data_output1
data_input1

sig_output0

Figure 4.12: Interconnection network ENTITY

source and target is incremented. If the connection can be made immediately, the

switch responds with a permission signal and the source is able to initiate FC-AL com-

munications with its target. At this point the counter is decremented. This process

is synchronised using the HASE clock to match the timings of areal SBOD FC-AL

system. Once a communication is terminated, it is necessaryto determine if a new

connection can be established. There are 4 options that are tested in the sequence in-

dicated in the flow diagram of Figure 4.13. Note that an arbitration request can only

be granted if the switch ports for both the source and target devices of that arbitration

request are not currently involved in an active communication. To ensure fairness in

the system, it is also necessary to decide which of two outstanding arbitration requests

is granted in the 2nd and 4th scan actions in Figure 4.13. Thisis achieved through the

concept of priority of access.

At initialisation, each port of the switch is given a priority list. This is initialised

to have all the ports in numerical order starting with the next numbered port. For this

discussion, the port owning the priority list is known as the1st port. When a port is

granted access to the 1st port (the accessing port being known as the 2nd port) the

2nd port’s number is sent to the bottom of the priority list. When searching for an

arbitration request to grant in scan actions 2 and 4, ports are scanned in the order in

which they appear in the priority list. This system helps to ensure fairness of access

and to prevent starvation.
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Scan art_counter[old_target][x] for ports that old target

can connect to. If there are any connect them, forward
ARB grant to old target, mark old target as new source
and new target as target of new connection

connected
Is old source

Scan art_counter[old_source][x] for ports that old source

can connect to. If there are any connect them, forward
ARB grant to old target, mark old source as new source
and new target as target of new connection

Is old target
connected

Scan art_counter[x][old_target] for ports that old target

can connect to. If there are any connect them, forward
ARB grant to new source, mark new  source as source
and old target as target of new connection

Switch sees a
CLS on an active
link

Is it the 2nd
CLS

Forward CLS to recipient and 

remove switch connection

Scan art_counter[x][source] for ports that can connected to
old source if there are any connect them, forward ARB_grant

to new source, mark new source as source and old source as 
target for new connection

Keep track of CLS

and wait for 2nd CLS

Y N

YN

N Y

N Y

Is old target

connected

Figure 4.13: Flow diagram of connection termination
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4.2.4.5 Disk ENITTY

The normal disk is modelled as a queue with maximum length ofmaxqueuesize

which is a parameter of the model. Data is obtained from experimentation on real

disks to determine the response time of the disks. In this experiment, different work-

loads are injected to disks to gather information of the response time of each disk com-

mand. It first gathers the trace data of each disk commands including the time stamps,

the number of commands currently in the queue, the sequentiality of these commands,

the command type and the information on whether a disk cache is used. The statistic

of response time is the then generated from these trace data.The mean response time

for each set of parameters ( the number of commands currentlyin the queue, the se-

quentiality of these commands, the command type and whethera disk cache is used)

is then calculated. The disk response time is organised to a table and the indexes are

those aforementioned parameters. When the disk model receives a disk command, it

will check the table to determine the response time for that command based on its type,

the number of commands in the diks queue, the sequentiality of those commands and

whether disk cache are used.

The disk entity uses a signal path and a data path to communicate with its intercon-

nection interface, as shown in Figure 4.14.

Disksig_input
data_output

data_input

sig_output

Figure 4.14: Disk ENTITY

4.2.5 Modelling Large-Scale RAID Systems

Large scale RAID systems usually consist of more than one FC loop and RAID con-

troller. Each FC loop comprises two FC switches for redundancy and a number of

disks. The raid controllers connect to each FC loop through an FC dual port. In order

to model such a complicated large scale system with least effort, SIM RAID deploys

a hierarchical model design method by using the COMPENTITY template provided

by HASE and the basic modules described in Section 4.2.4. Three types of compound

entity are defined: RAIDController system, Disksub system and FCLoop, as shown

in Figure 4.15. The RAIDController systems COMENTITY comprises two types of
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basic entity: a raid controller entity andn FC dual port entities, wheren is the num-

ber of loops in the system. The Disksubsystem COMPENTITY consists of a disk

entity and an FC dual port entity. Each FCLoop COMPENTITY comprise two FC

switches and a number of Disksubsystem entities. In addition, a model initialisation

protocol is designed to allocate an FC address to each component, which avoids allo-

cating FC addresses manually in the EDL file. This initialisation process is launched

at the beginning of the simulation. This initialisation process also builds the topol-

ogy information in the RAID controller and the switch. With these compound entities

and the model initialisation protocol, simulating a RAID system with multiple RAID

controllers and FC loops is just a matter of instantiating the corresponding number of

RAID controllers and FC loops and connecting them in the structure part of the EDL

file. The following subsection described the initialization protocol in more detail.

RAID System

FC Dual

Port

Disk

Disk sub−system COMPENTITY

FC Dual

Port

Disk

Disk sub−system COMPENTITY

FC Switch FC Switch

FC Dual

Port

FC Dual

Port

RAID Controller

RAID_Controller_System COMPENTITY

To FC Loop n

FC_Loop COMPENTITY

Figure 4.15: Hierarchical Model Design
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4.2.5.1 Model Initialisation Process

In the FC-AL protocol, initialisation occurs at system start-up and may then be insti-

gated by any device in the system at any time to overcome perceived errors. Initial-

isation must terminate any ongoing communications with immediate effect (to be re-

started after initialisation); it must also perform address assignment. The initialisation

of FC-AL systems has four stages: negotiation of an initialisation master, assignment

of previous addresses, assignment of hard addresses and finally assignment of soft ad-

dresses. The previous address assignment phase is used during re-initialisation and

allows previously connected devices to maintain a constantaddress across the initiali-

sation.

In SIM RAID the initialisation process is different. Firstly, there is no negotiation

of a master; this role is taken by the RAID controller. Secondly, the initialisation

only occurs at the start-up of the model and its purpose is to simplify the address

allocation process and build the network topology information in the SBOD switch

and the RAID controllers. The initialisation process is started by the pre-designated

main RAID controller. This main RAID controller starts the initialization process by

sending predefined primitive messagesStartInitialisationto the FC switches of its first

FC loop through the FC dual port, as shown in the first step of Figure 4.16. After

receiving this message, the main switch2 sends a primitive messageGetDeviceTypeto

all RAID controllers and disks connected to it (Step 2 in Figure 4.16). After receiving

GetDeviceType, all RAID controllers (including the main RAID controller)and disks

connected to that switch send back their device type throughmessageSetDeviceType

(Step 3 in Figure 4.16). Based on the device type (RAID controller or disk), the main

switch allocates FC addresses to the RAID controllers and disks, and then sends the

FC addresses to them throughSetAddressmessages (Step 4 in Figure 4.16). While

forwarding the address to the device, each FC port also records its own FC address.

After receiving their FC addresses, all devices connected to that switch acknowl-

edge receipt by sending messagesAcceptAddressto both switches of that FC loop with

their allocated addresses included (Step 5 in Figure 4.16).Since theseAcceptAddress

messages are sent to both switches in the loop, the non-main switch also gathers the

device FC address information at this step. The main switch then sends the address

of each disk connected to it to all controllers so that the RAID controllers are able to

get the disk information (Step 6 and 7 in Figure 4.16). The controllers acknowledge

2One of the two SBOD switches of each FC loop is designated as the main switch
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receipt of all disk addresses by sendingAcceptDiskAddress, which is the last step of

the initialisation process for this FC loop. If there is morethan one FC loop in the

system, the main RAID controller then launches this same process for each loop, one

by one. It is worth noting that all these initialisation messages are sent through the

signal path. In so doing, all devices and FC ports in the system get an FC address.

In addition, the RAID controllers and the SBOD switches gather all the address and

topology information of the system for later simulation use.

SetDeviceType

1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6

7

8

StartInitialisation

GetDeviceType GetDeviceType

SetDeviceType

SetAddressSetAddress

AcceptAddress AcceptAddress

InformAddress

EndInform

AcceptDiskAddress

Controller

RAID FC

Dual

Port

FC

Dual

Port

SBOD

Switch

Disk

Figure 4.16: Model Initialisation Process

4.2.6 Summary of Model Enhancement

As stated at the beginning of this section, SIM RAID was initially developed for the

Storlite project. This PhD project has improved and enhanced the model’s functionality

and performance. In summary, the enhancements to the model include:

• Redesign and implemention of the RAID controller ENTITY. The original

RAID controller ENTITY had only the decomposition function. The current

module has added more functionality to the controller model.

• Redesign of the interconnection interface ENTITY.The original interconnec-

tion interface was designed as a complex compound ENTITY. Inthis design

each port was a separate ENTITY and ports were connected together by another

ENTITY. This kind of design is less flexible and scalable thanthat of the cur-

rent interface ENTITY. In addition, the current interface ENTITY reduces the
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number of simulation events compared with the original, resulting in faster sim-

ulations.

• Verification and correction of the communication protocol. There was an

error in the original communication protocol state transition design. If an FC

port received an “OPN” when the queue of the device was full, it sent a “CLS”

back to the initiator and “DeleteData” to the FC device. Thisdesign led to a false

deletion of commands in the FC device and resulted in a segmentation fault. This

error has been corrected in the SIM RAID model.

• Debugging and verification of the whole model.The SIM RAID model inher-

ited from Storlite project was in the early stages of development and had not

yet been debugged and verified. Each module of the model was therefore de-

bugged and verified (and also ported from Linux 9 to Fedora Core). The RAID

Controller and the Interface ENTITY were completely redesigned and the whole

model then tuned and validated.

• Improvements to the model’s simulation speed.This work included profiling

and tuning the model, improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the simula-

tion events scheduling class. After these changes, SIM RAID runs 4 times faster

than the original model.

4.3 Simulation Process

The SIM RAID model goes through five phases during the simulation process: pre-

simulation phase, model initialisation phase, start up phase, steady phase and termina-

tion phase. Table 4.3 describes these five phases in detail.

4.3.1 Simulation Results Collection

Simulation results are collected in the steady state. The average response time of the

system is collected every minute. The final average responseis the average of the all

the collected response times, which consists of tens of simulation runs with standard

deviation less than 0.5. Based on the system average response time, the maximum

SPC-1 BSU that has an average response time of less than 30 ms is then obtained. In

order to find the maximum number of SPC-1 BSUs for under 30 ms response time,

short simulations are first carried out to find a BSU number forwhich the response
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Phase Description

Pre-Simulation The model initialises its parameters by reading the values

from the parameter file and performs some error checks.

An error in this phase leads to abortion of the simulation

Model Initialisation The model performs the initialisation protocol described in

Section 4.2.5.1. In this phase each device is allocated an

FC address. In addition, the system topology information is

built in the RAID controllers and FC SBOD switches.

Start Up Each component of the model executes its normal operation

code. The benchmark generator sends out I/O requests and

the rest of the model services these requests in accordance

with its code. However, as the components have just started

running, they have not yet reached their steady state, for

example, the cache is not full yet.

Steady Each component of the model executes its normal operation

code and the model reaches the steady state. Measurements

are taken to collect experiment results, for example the av-

erage response time and utilization of each component.

Termination The model parameter file specifies a TerminationTime.

Once the simulation time reaches this termination point, the

model enters the Termination phase. Some statistical results

from the model execution are reported.

Table 4.10: Phases of SIM RAID Simulation Process

time is close to 30 ms over a short period. Long simulations are then carried out to

determine the average steady-state response time. To accelerate the searching process,

binary search was used to find the maximum number of SPC-1 BSUswith response

time not exceeding 30 ms.

4.4 Model Verification and Validation

SIM RAID has been verified and validated at two different levels.The first level in-

volves verifying and validating the design and implemention of each component. The

second level involves validating the whole simulation model against a real system at
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the application level. This section first presents the verification results of the SPC-

1 benchmark generator. It then presents the application level validation process and

results.

4.4.1 Verification of the SPC-1 Benchmark Generator

Table 4.11 lists the statistics on the total number of I/O commands generated by each

stream during a 60 second simulation. These figures are rounded to two digits. It can

be seen that the maximum error in the number of I/O commands per stream is less than

3%. Table 4.12 lists the statistics on a portion of each command size for the stream

that uses the SIM distribution. The maximum error in these statistics is less than 0.3%.

Table 4.13 lists statistics on the write command fractions.These statistics also have a

maximum error less than 3%. The above statistics show that the benchmark generator

is highly accurate.

Streams Actual Expected Error ( %)

IOS1 1 19356 19320 0.19

IOS1 2 166733 166745 -0.01

IOS1 3 38650 38640 0.03

IOS1 4 124570 124613 -0.03

IOS2 1 10019 9935 0.85

IOS2 2 42419 41538 2.12

IOS2 3 19190 19320 -0.67

IOS3 1 154666 155112 -0.29

Table 4.11: Statistics on Total Number of I/O Commands per Stream

4.4.2 Application Level Validation

SIM RAID has been validated against an IBM Enterprise Storage Server (ESS) F20

system [19] at the application level. As shown in Figure 4.17, the F20 system contains

64 36 GB 15k RPM disks. These disks are connected to a RAID controller through

four Serial Storage Architecture (SSA)3 loops, with each loop containing 16 disks.

3SSA is a high performance, serial connection technology fordisk drives. SSA is a full duplex
loop based architecture, with two physical read paths and two physical write paths to every disk drive
attached to the loop. Data is sent from the adapter card to thefirst disk drive on the loop and then passed
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Stream Command Actual Expected Error

Size (blocks) (%) (%) (%)

IOS1 3 8 39.81 40 -0.19

IOS1 3 16 24.24 24 0.24

IOS1 3 32 19.86 20 -0.14

IOS1 3 64 8.013 8 0.013

IOS1 3 128 8.080 8 0.08

IOS2 3 8 39.95 40 -0.05

IOS2 3 16 24.27 24 0.27

IOS2 3 32 19.98 20 -0.02

IOS2 3 64 7.806 8 -0.194

IOS2 3 128 7.983 8 -0.017

Table 4.12: Statistics on command size

IOS Actual Expected Error( %)

IOS1 2 11651 11633 0.15

IOS1 4 8669 8694 -0.29

IOS2 2 3955 4057 -2.51

Table 4.13: Statistics on write commands fraction

Each SSA loop connects to the RAID controllers through two Device Adapters (DA).

The total bandwidth of each loop is 320 MB/s. The RAID controller is coupled with

a read/write cache and a Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) unit. Cache is used to store both

read and write data to improve ESS performance as seen by the attached host systems.

The NVS is used to store a second copy of write data to ensure data integrity in the

case of a power failure or a RAID controller failure and the cache copy being lost. The

F20 system operates as follows. When a read request arrives,if the data is in the cache,

the data is sent back to the host straight away. Otherwise, a staging request is sent to

the device adapter (DA) to fetch the requested data from disk. This read operation is

the same as the read operation in the SIM RAID model. When a host sends a write

request, it sends the data to the cache of one controller and the NVS of the other. Once

the data is written to the cache, the request is considered completed. The cached copy

around the loop by the disk drives until it arrives at the target disk. Each read or write path on the loop
operates at 40MB/s, providing a total loop bandwidth of 160MB/s.
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of data will remain in the cache of the same cluster processorcomplex (CPC) until

the LRU algorithm of the cache (of this CPC) or NVS (of the other CPC) determines

that space is needed, and the data is scheduled to be destaged. All modified data for

the same track is sent to the device adapter at the same time tomaximize the destage

efficiency. This write operation is also similar to the SIM RAID write operation under

write back policy. The major difference that will affect theperformance is that the

IBM F20 system destages write commands when the cache line isreplaced whereas

SIM RAID does that immediately after the command is stored in thecache.

36GB

disks

15 KRPM 

on each

SSA loop

DADA DA DA

16 GB cache

RAID Controller

4 back−end SSA Loops

DA DA DADA

16

Figure 4.17: Architecture of the IBM ESS F20 System (from [19])

Since the system architecture and operation of SIM RAID are very close to IBM

ESS F20, this system was chosen as the validation standard for SIM RAID. It is also

worth mentioning that another reason to choose IBM ESS F20 system that the real

system that SIM RAID is based on has not yet been completed. SIM RAID was initially

built to evaluate Xyratex’s new generation product, Samurai. However, due to some

unforseen reasons, that project was terminated.

Although the system architecture and operation of SIM RAID are not totally iden-

tical to those of the IBM ESS F20 system, SIM RAID is very close to the IBM ESS 20

system in many aspects, including its RAID protection algorithm, disk features, cache

type (both use mixed read and write cache) read/write operations and cache replace-
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ment algorithm. Although SIM RAID models the FCAL protocol rather than the SSA

protocol, FC-AL working in MBOD mode is very similar to SSA inthe way that each

disk command has to pass through the loop. The major difference between the IBM

ESS F20 system and SIM RAID is that the former destages write commands when

the cache line is replaced while the latter does that immediately after the command is

stored in the cache. The former has the advantage of sending awhole track that is in

the cache to the disk at one time. Therefore, it can lead to a higher system performance.

Based on the IBM ESS F20 system architecture and its published SPC-1 results [3],

SIM RAID is configured using the parameters listed in Table 4.14.The maximum SPC-

1 BSU number of SIM RAID under such a configuration is 155, which is only 3.125%

less than that of the IBM ESS F20 system. The different cache destaging algorithm is

the main reason that SIM RAID performs less well than the F20 system. This validation

confirms that SIM RAID is capable of modelling RAID systems accurately.

Parameter Value

Total ASU capacity 1.12 TB

RAID type RAID 5

Stripe unit size 16 KB

Cache size 16 GB

Cache policy write back

Cache replacement policyLRU

number of disks 64

number of loops 4

switch work mode MBOD

FC port bandwidth 160 MB

Table 4.14: Total Number of I/O Commands per Stream

4.5 Model Performance Evaluation

A good simulation should be efficient in terms of both simulation speed and memory

usage. This section presents the model performance evaluation results, including both

simulation speed and memory requirement.
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4.5.1 Simulation Speed

Figure 4.18 shows the simulation time multiplier (number oftimes real time for sim-

ulation run) with respect to workload and disk numbers for SIM RAID. It can be seen

that workload is the main factor that affects the simulationspeed. As the workload

increases, the time multiplier increases linearly. Increasing the number of disks in the

system also increases the time multiplier slightly, since it takes more time to synchro-

nise these disks. For the simulation of a small size RAID system (7 disks) under full

workload (namely maximum workload with average response time less than 30 ms),

the time multiplier is 3.9. That of a large size RAID system (72 disks) is 52. Compared

with other FC simulators, SIM RAID has sped up the simulation speed by a factor of

1000.
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Figure 4.18: Time multiplier vs. load for the system under test

4.5.2 Model Memory Requirement

Figure 4.19 shows the physical RAM memory and virtual memoryusage by SIM RAID

with respect to workload and number of disks. These data are collected from the clus-

ter job report. The physical memory used by SIM RAID is determined by the workload

when the workload is small. However, as the workload increases, the physical memory

usage will keep constant until the workload exceeds the fullworkload that the simu-

lated system can serve. Increasing the number of disks increases the memory usage

slightly, whereas the virtual memory used by SIM RAID is simply determined by the
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number of disks. The virtual memory usage stays constant as the workload increases,

unless the workload exceeds the full workload of the simulated system. The reason that

the memory and virtual memory usage increase dramatically once the workload ex-

ceeds the full workload of the system is that once this happens, the volume commands

that cannot get served in time are queued in the command store. This accumulation

of unserved volume commands means that running SIM RAID needs more physical

memory and virtual memory. For simulation of a large-size RAID system under full

workload (namely maximum workload with average response time less than 30 ms),

SIM RAID needs about 67 MB memory and 1.4 GB virtual memory, whichis just a

small portion of the memory of a modern desktop machine. Therefore, it is fair to say

that SIM RAID is also very efficient on memory usage.
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Figure 4.19: Memory requirement vs. load of SIM RAID ; (a) physical memory re-

quirement; (b) virtual memory requirement

.

4.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced the design and implementation of the SIM RAID sim-

ulation model. Firstly, an overview of the HASE model development environment

and its facilities was presented. Secondly, the design and implementation details of

the SIM RAID simulation model were presented. Thirdly, the simulation process of

SIM RAID was described. Fourthly, model verification and validation result were pre-
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sented. Lastly, the performance of the SIM RAID model was evaluated. The use of

SIM RAID to study the scalability of the back-end network of the RAID system is

presented in next chapter.



Chapter 5

Scalability of the Back-end Network

The design and implementation of the storage system simulator SIM RAID were de-

scribed in Chapter 4. This chapter studies the scalability of the back-end network of

storage sub-systems in terms of the number of disks that can be linked to the network.

In particular, Fibre Channel (FC) Switched Bunch of Disks (SBOD) [30] has been

chosen as the research subject, since it represents the current state of the art in scalable

back-end RAID systems. This chapter aims to answer the following two questions:

first, given a number of disks, which factors affect back-endnetwork bandwidth re-

quirements of disks; second, given an interconnection network, how many disks can

be connected to the system. The contents of this chapter havebeen published in [59]

and [58].

Due to the cost associated with making a dedicated test system, analytical and sim-

ulation approaches are used in this chapter. In the first approach, a queueing network

model is built for storage sub-systems to study how the limited network bandwidth

affects the performance of scaled-up systems under a small random workload. This

analysis identifies the key factors that affect that networkscalability. In addition to the

queueing model, an equation to calculate the bandwidth needed to mirror write data is

derived using a probability model. The purpose of the analytical study is to guide the

simulation study rather than provide accurate results, since it is hard to predict disk be-

haviour under real-world workloads by using a purely analytical approach. In the sec-

ond approach, simulations with various combinations of SIM RAID model parameters

are conducted to study network scalability. The simulations are first configured with a

network bandwidth that is higher than any currently available to study the factors that

affect the bandwidth requirement for a given number of disks. After obtaining these

results, the bandwidth is then reduced to study the saturation characteristics. Both

105
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Iometer and SPC-1 benchmarks are used. Iometer represents asequential workload

environment, whereas SPC-1 represents a real-world OnlineTransaction Processing

(OLTP) environment workload.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.1presents the analytical

model; Section 5.2 provides the experimental methodologies; Section 5.3 presents the

simulation results and discussions; lastly, Section 5.4 concludes the chapter.

5.1 Analytical Model

To simplify the analysis, the following assumptions are made in the analytical model:

• All disks have the same parameters. The Seagate Cheetah 15K.3 FC disk was

chosen, since it is widely used in enterprise level RAID systems.

• The access address of each user request is aligned to the stripe unit boundary.

• Disk commands are uniformly distributed over all disks.

Figure 5.1 shows the queueing network model of a RAID system.To facilitate

the analysis, a number of variables are defined (Table 5.1). In contrast to previous

work, besides the conventional components such as controllers, caches and disks, the

interconnection network delay is also included in this model. The controller is simply

modelled as aG/D/1 queue. A fixed delay is added to every volume command. The

controller cache is modelled as a splitter. Only disk write commands and disk read

commands that miss in the cache are sent to the disks. The network is modelled as a

G/G/1 queue with average service rateµ1. The controller can use a dual port to con-

nect to the disks, but for the purpose of simplicity, it is just modelled as one network; it

is easy to predict the scalability of a dual port system once the result for a single port is

known. Each disks is modelled as aG/G/1 queue with an average service rateµ2. The

aggregate service rate of the disk array is thereforeNµ2. Obviously, the more disks in

the array, the higher the bandwidth required. In order to support N disks, the network

service rateµ2 must be larger than the aggregate service rate ofN disks. Thus, the

maximum number of disks that a network can support to get the best performance is

µ1/µ2. The disk service rateµ2 depends on the disk command size, workload features

and disk characteristics. Given that the disk transfer rateis 50 MB/s, it is easy to deter-

mine that a 2G FC port can support at most 4 disks under large sequential workloads,

though it is not so straightforward for random access workloads. The following section

will analyse the transmission process under a small random read workload in detail.
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Figure 5.1: Queueing network model of storage sub-systems

Variables Description Values

N number of disks

D number of data disks in a stripe

M number of parity disks in a stripe

λ1 volume commands arrival rate

µ1 network average service rate

µ2 disk average service rate

p cache miss rate

V size of a I/O request (Bytes)

S size of a stripe unit (Bytes)

Sack size of the acknowledgement in the write mirroring(Bytes)

a alignment address (Bytes)

Rx transmission rate of the SBOD port 2.125 Gbpsa

Tdsk average seek time of disks 3 ms

Trl average rotation latency 2 ms

Rdpt port transfer rate of disks 400 MB/s

Rdm average disk media rate 50 MB/s

Tv volume command completion time

Tx transmission time of a disk command

Td disk service time for a disk command

Table 5.1: Model Variable Definitions

aThis is usually called 2G FC
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5.1.1 Case Study - Small Random Access

For a random access workload, in order to improve the IOPS, the RAID systems will

simultaneously serve as many I/O requests as possible. Two situations are considered,

as shown in Figure 5.2. When there are not too many disks, the back-end network

will be fast enough to send all disk commands to the disks before a disk command

is completed. Thus, the number of simultaneous I/O requestsbeing served is
N
⌈V/S⌉ ,

namely all data disks are serving I/O requests simultaneously. The average response

time of a disk I/O request isTv = Td + Tx (Figure 5.2 (a)). Thus, the IOPS of the

system is
N
⌈V/S⌉ ∗

1
(Td +Tx)

. If there are too many disks in the system, the network is

still busy sending disk commands to other disks when a disk command is completed

(Figure 5.2 (b)). The response time of a disk I/O request is thenTv = N∗Tx. Due to the

saturation of the network, some disks are idle; the number ofactive disks is
Td

Tx
. Thus,

the number of simultaneous I/O requests being served is
Td

Tx
∗ 1
⌈V/S⌉ and the IOPS of

the system is
Td

Tx
∗ 1
⌈V/S⌉ ∗

1
N∗Tx

. In summary, the IOPS of the system is:

IOPS =



















1
Td +Tx

∗ N
⌈V/S⌉ N ∗Tx < Td or N = 1

Td

Tx
∗ 1

N∗Tx
∗ 1
⌈V/S⌉ N ∗Tx≥ Td and N> 1

(5.1)

whereTd =
S

Rdpt
+

S
Rdm

+Tdsk+Trl , andTx =
10S+22∗40∗S/2048
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Figure 5.2: Transmission process of disk commands (a) depicts the situation that

NTx < Td; (b) depicts the situation that NTx≥ Td

110S is the length of an encoded S-Byte disk command in bits;
22∗40∗S/2048 is the length (in bits) of the frame headers and idle words between frames to transmit
an S-Byte disk command.
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Figure 5.3 depicts the IOPS with respect to the number of disks in a system under

8 KB random read workloads with the stripe unit size equal to 8kB, 16 kB, 32 kB

and 64 kB respectively. It can be seen that as the number of disks increases, the IOPS

will increase until the number of disks reaches 136, 71, 41 and 21 respectively. The

selection of the stripe unit size has a significant effect on network scalability. A smaller

stripe unit size allows a larger system size. Nevertheless,compared with a sequential

workload, more disks can be accommodated under a random workload with the same

network. Because there is a seek and rotation process for random accesses, the disk

service rate for random accesses is lower than that for sequential accesses.
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Figure 5.3: IOPS vs. number of disks under random read workloads bandwidth=

2.125Gbpsand V = 8 kB.

The above analysis shows that the more disks there are in a RAID system, the more

network bandwidth is required to support the system. Moreover, workload feature

and stripe unit size have a significant effect on the bandwidth requirement. However,

under a synthetic workload, it is difficult to predict the number of disk commands that

can be served by a RAID system. Simulations were therefore carried out to find out

the relationship between the system size and bandwidth requirement under an SPC-1

benchmark workload. Furthermore, the effect of cache size and RAID algorithm have

also been explored through simulation.
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5.1.2 Bandwidth for Write Mirroring

In a system with two controllers, write data mirroring can beused to prevent data

loss (Section 2.2.2.4). Since a write-back cache policy is usually employed in modern

RAID systems to improve performance, this section analysesthe network bandwidth

required to mirror write data under the write-back policy.

There are four types of data transmitted between the two controllers:

• Volume-level write commands;

• Parity units for each stripe of the write commands;

• Command completion messages of the write commands;

• Acknowledgements of the above messages;

Given the distribution of the command sizes, the average size of a volume-level

write command is:

V =
n

∑
i=0

Vi×Pi (5.2)

wherePi is the distribution of the sizes of volume-level write commands.

The average number of parity units is determined by the average number of stripes

in each write command:

Ns =
S/a−1

∑
i=0

1
S/a
×
(

D−1

∑
j=0

1
D
×
⌈

j +Ndi−1
D

⌉

+1

)

(5.3)

Thus, the average number of parity units for each volume-level write command is:

Np = M×Ns (5.4)

The command completion message and all acknowledgement messages have the

same lengthSack. Thus, the average mirroring data for each volume-level write com-

mand is:

Km = V +M×Ns+Sack× (Ns+3) (5.5)

Taking the FC transmission overhead into account, for a workload that generates

W volume commands per second, the bandwidth to transmit the write mirroring data

is:

40W ·Pwrite×
(

22× Km

2048
+

Km

4

)

(5.6)

wherePwrite is the fraction of volume-level write commands.
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Since the data to be transmitted between two controllers is independent of the com-

munication network, equation 5.5 can also be applied to compute the communication

cost for other types of network.

5.2 Experimental Set Up

This sections describes how experiments were set up to investigate network scalability.

Firstly, the parameters that might affect the network scalability are discussed. Sec-

ondly, the system architectures used in the experiments areintroduced. Lastly, the

experimental procedure is presented.

5.2.1 Parameters of Interest

Based on the analysis in section 5.1, the experiments explored the effects of the fol-

lowing four parameters:

• Workload feature. Simulations were conducted under Iometer benchmark and

SPC-1 benchmark respectively. As described in section 4.2.4.1, the Iometer rep-

resents a sequential access workload, and the SPC-1 benchmark represents an

OLTP environment workload.

• Cache size.The cache was increased from zero (no cache) to 16 GB to investi-

gate the effect of increasing cache size.

• Stripe unit size. Five conventional stripe unit sizes: 4 KB, 8 KB, 16 KB, 32 KB

and 64 KB, were tested.

• RAID Algorithm. The bandwidth requirements of RAID 5 and RAID 6 were

studied.

5.2.2 System Architecture

Experiments were first carried out using architectures containing only one RAID con-

troller with a single FC port and one SBOD to study the scalability of the back-end

network in systems without write mirroring (Figure 5.4 (a)). Later experiments used

architectures containing two controllers with a dual FC port connected to each of them

and two switches to study the bandwidth requirement for write data mirroring (Fig-

ure 5.4 (b)). The system size was expanded by increasing the numbers of SBOD ports
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and disks. The experiments began with a network bandwidth higher than any cur-

rently available, to investigate the effects of aforementioned parameters on bandwidth

requirements of disks. The bandwidth was then reduced to study saturation charac-

teristics. Table 5.2 lists the setting of the parameters that were fixed throughout the

experiments.

SBOD

(a) (b)

controller
cache Switch

SBOD

controller
cache

controller
cache

Switch
SBOD

Switch

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Figure 5.4: Architectures for experiments In (a) the controller communicates with

disks through a single FC port and one SBOD; in (b) dual FC port and two SBODs are

used. The two controllers communicate with each other and disks through the FC port

and SBODs.

Parameters Value

file capacity 2 TB

cache policy write back

cache replacement policy LRU

maximum disk queue length 20

Table 5.2: Parameter Settings in the Experiments

5.2.3 Experimental Procedure

For each set of input parameters, a sequence of performance measurements is gener-

ated in a single simulation run. Since only steady-state performance is interesting, the

initial transient phase from the sequence is eliminated. The remaining steady-state se-

quence is partitioned into subsequences. The performance measurements presented in

this dissertation are the averages of the subsequence mean estimates, which consist of

tens of simulation runs with standard deviation less than 0.5.
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In order to find the maximum number of SPC-1 BSUs for under 30 msresponse

time, short simulations were first carried out to find a BSU number for which the

response time is close to 30 ms over a short period. Long simulations were then carried

out to determine the average steady-state response time. Toaccelerate the searching

process, binary search was used to find the maximum number of SPC-1 BSUs with

response time not exceeding 30 ms.

5.3 Simulation Results

This section presents the simulation results. Firstly, thefactors that affect the back-end

network bandwidth requirement of the disks are investigated. Secondly, the scalability

and saturation characteristics of the back-end network arediscussed. Lastly, simulation

results on bandwidth required for write data mirroring are presented, as well as results

on network scalability.

5.3.1 Factors Affecting Bandwidth Requirement

This section studies the effect of four parameters on the back-end network bandwidth

requirement of disks.

5.3.1.1 Effect of Workload Feature

The impact of workload feature on bandwidth requirement wasfirst investigated. Fig-

ure 5.5 (a) shows the network bandwidth requirement under the Iometer and SPC-1

benchmark workloads. It can be seen that for the Iometer workload, when the sys-

tem is smaller than 16 disks, each disk requires about 0.5 Gbps of network bandwidth.

This confirms the analysis in Section 5.1. With a 50 MBps data transfer rate and the

8B/10B encoding method, 1 Gbps is able to support two disks. Due to the fact that

Iometer keeps the outstanding IOs fixed at 75, it is not able tokeep the disks 100%

busy when there are too many disks. Moreover, because a disk command received in

the idle state takes longer to complete, in these simulations the bandwidth requirement

and performance begin to level out at 16 disks. For SPC-1, each disk requires only

about 0.2 Gbps bandwidth. Figure 5.5 (b) shows that for both cases the disk utilisation

is close to 1. The reason that the disks require less bandwidth under the SPC-1 work-

load is that for most of the time the disks are seeking, not transmitting, which is not the
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case for the sequential Iometer workload. Since it is easy tocompute the bandwidth

requirement for Iometer, the rest of this chapter will only discuss the SPC-1 workload.
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Figure 5.5: Effect of workload Stripe unit size = 64 KB. (a) bandwidth requirement; (b)

disk utilisation.

5.3.1.2 Effect of Cache Size

Figure 5.6 shows the effect of cache size on the network bandwidth requirement with

respect to the number of disks in the system. It can be seen from Figure 5.6 (a) that

systems without any cache require less network bandwidth than systems with cache,

whereas there is no significant difference between systems with 2 GB caches and sys-

tems with 16 GB caches. This can be explained by the disk utilisation shown in Fig-

ure 5.6 (b). When there is no cache in the controller, in orderto meet the SPC-1 maxi-

mum 30 ms average response time requirement, disks can only be 90% busy, whereas

systems with cache are able to provide service with an average response time less than

30ms with the disks 100% busy. When the disks are 100% busy, given a certain num-

ber of disks, the number of disk commands they are able to serve is determined by

the workload and stripe unit size. Therefore, once the disksare 100% busy, adding

more cache only increases the system performance, but does not increase the back-end

network bandwidth requirement.

5.3.1.3 Effect of Stripe Unit Size

Figure 5.7 (a) shows the back-end network bandwidth requirement of cached systems

under a number of conventional stripe unit sizes with respect to system size. The reason

to use cache is to drive the disk utilisation close to 100%, asshown in Figure 5.7 (d).It
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Figure 5.6: Effect of cache size Stripe unit size = 16 KB; RAID level = RAID 5; workload

= SPC-1 benchmark workload.

can be seen that the stripe unit size has a significant effect on the bandwidth require-

ment. Systems with larger stripe unit size require more back-end network bandwidth to

support the system. This is because a large portion of the SPC-1 benchmark workload

is 4 KB random access, as described in Section 4.2.4.1. This random access is decom-

posed into one disk command in the case of a read access or fourdisk commands in

the case of a write access. As the number of disk commands transmitted across the

back-end network is the same, a large stripe unit size requires more bandwidth. How-

ever, regarding performance, 32 KB rather than 4 KB is the optimal stripe unit size, as

shown in Figure 5.7 (b). This is because with large stripe unit size, each disk command

brings more data into the controller, leading to a higher read hit rate (Figure 5.7 (c)).

Nevertheless, if the stripe unit size is too large,e.g.64 KB, the disks spend much more

time processing disk commands, leading to some reduction inperformance. Therefore,

32 KB is a good performance balance point.

5.3.1.4 Effect of RAID Algorithm

Figure 5.8 shows the effect of the RAID algorithm. It can be seen from Figure 5.8

(a) that in systems without any cache, RAID 5 needs more bandwidth to support the

same number of disks, whereas if systems contain enough cache, there is no significant

difference in the bandwidth requirement of RAID 5 and RAID 6.This can also be

explained by the disk utilisation, shown in Figure 5.8 (b). As described in Chapter 2,

RAID 5 takes four disk accesses for a small write request, whereas RAID 6 takes six
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Figure 5.7: Effect of stripe unit size Cache size = 2GB; RAID level = RAID 5; Workload

= SPC-1 benchmark workload.
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disk accesses. In order to meet the SPC-1 maximum 30 ms response time requirement,

RAID 6 has to keep the disks less busy than RAID 5. Therefore, fewer disk commands

are sent to disks in RAID 6 systems than in RAID 5 systems. Thus, less back-end

network bandwidth is required. However, if the system contains enough cache,e.g. a

RAID 5 system with 2 GB cache and a RAID 6 system with 8 GB cache,the disks

in both RAID 5 systems and RAID 6 systems work 100% busy. Giventhe stripe unit

size and workload, the same number of disks is able to serve the same number of

disk commands no matter whether the system is configured as RAID 5 or RAID 6.

Therefore, there is no significant difference between the back-end network bandwidth

requirement for RAID 5 and RAID 6. The reason that RAID 6 with 2GB cache needs

slightly less bandwidth is that a 2 GB cache is not enough for aRAID 6 system to

provide service with maximum 30 ms average response time while disks work 100%

busy.
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Figure 5.8: Effect of RAID Algorithm

5.3.2 Network Saturation Characteristic

Figure 5.9 shows the scalability and saturation characteristics of RAID systems with

2G FC networks. It can be seen that 11, 16, 32, 64 and 118 disks are the saturation

points for 64 kB, 32 kB, 16 kB, 8 kB and 4 kB stripe unit size respectively. After the

system size reaches this point, there will be no further gainin the Max SPC-1 BSU

number by adding more disks to the system. Before the networksaturates, the disk

utilisation is close to 1. Adding more disks to the system will increase the network

utilisation. Once the network utilisation is close to 1, adding more disks to the sys-

tem only reduces the aggregate disk utilisation. Therefore, the system cannot serve
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more requests. However, at this point, adding disks has a good side effect of speed-

ing up the corresponding response speed. The simulation results shows that after the

network saturates, adding disks to the system will cause theresponse time to decrease

(see Figure 5.10). This figure shows an instability because of measurement inaccuracy

in experiments. The average response reported in this figureis the maximum aver-

age response time that does not exceed 30 ms. Due to small experiment errors and

measurement inaccuracy, this maximum average response time measured for different

experiments which uses different number of disk shows an instability. These satura-

tion points are smaller than the analytical result for the small random accesses. This

is because SPC-1 is a mixed workload of 38.6% sequential access and 71.4% random

access, and the disks serve requests faster than under pure random access workload.

Therefore, under an SPC-1 benchmark workload fewer disk canbe accommodated in

the same network. Moreover, a smaller stripe unit size has better network scalability

and overall system performance. By comparing Figure 5.7 (b)and Figure 5.9, it can

seen that when there is no back-end network bottleneck, 32 KBis the optimum stripe

unit size. However, given 2G bandwidth, 4 KB stripe unit sizeachieves maximum

system performance. Considering that for the near future back-end network costs will

be greater than disk costs, smaller stripe unit sizes shouldbe considered in designing

scalable storage systems.

Figure 5.11 shows the scalability of a 4G FC2 network in a cached system with

16-kB stripe units compared to that of a 2G FC network. It can be seen that when the

network is not saturated, using 4G FC instead of 2G FC does notlead to any obvious

increase in system performance, because the disk performance determines the overall

system performance. However, the saturation point of a 4G FCnetwork is nearly twice

of that of a 2G network. The maximum performance that a 4G network can achieve is

therefore twice that of a 2G network.

5.3.3 Bandwidth Requirement for Write Data Mirroring

Figure 5.12 depicts the bandwidth required to transmit write mirroring data, including

both simulation results and analytical results. This bandwidth requirement includes

the bandwidth to transmit and receive write mirroring data.The simulation results

match closely with the analytical results. Due to the small inaccuracy of simulation

model,there a small difference between the simulation results and analytical results.

2The bandwidth is 4.25 Gbps
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Note that the result represents the minimum bandwidth requirement for the system

with larger cache size. This is because adding more cache requires more data to be

mirrored, which in turn requires more bandwidth. Nevertheless, it provides a useful

way to estimate the system bandwidth requirement.
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5.3.4 Network Scalability in Systems with Write Data Mirror ing

Figure 5.13 shows the network scalability of a 2G FC dual portSBOD3 in a system

with write data mirroring. Fixed port selection and alternating selection mechanisms

are considered. In the former mechanism, each controller sends FC words through

only one of the dual ports and the other port is used to receivemirroring data, while

in the latter mechanism, the controller will send commands through each of the dual

ports alternately. As a result, the former scheme leads to the four FC ports not being

fully used, and the number of disks in a system is restricted to 11, 28, 52 and 84 with

stripe unit size being 64 kB, 32 kB, 16 kB and 8 kB respectively. The 4 kB case is not

shown in Figure 5.13; for 4 KB stripe unit size the system sizecan be up to a full loop

size of 124 for both port selection mechanisms (FC-AL can only support 126 devices

in a loop; as the two RAID controllers use two ports, only 124 disks are in a full loop).

In contrast, the latter scheme allows the number of disks to be 21, 38, 64 and 118

respectively. The results also show that even under this scheme, the utilisation of each

port of the two controllers can only be about 85% due to contention among ports.

5.4 Summary

This chapter has studied the scalability of the RAID system back-end network through

analytical and simulation approaches. The analysis identifies the key factors that affect

that network scalability and provide guideline for the simulation study. In particular,

it has solved two problems: (1) it has determined the factorsthat affect the back-end

network bandwidth requirement of the storage system; and (2) it has identified the

network scalability and saturation points for a number of conventional system config-

urations.

The major results achieved include:

• The bandwidth requirement per disk is primarily determinedby workload fea-

tures and stripe unit size. Cache size and RAID algorithms have very little effect.

• The number of disks that a system can scale to is limited by theback-end network

bandwidth. A smaller stripe unit size has better scalability than a larger one.

Table 5.4 lists the network bandwidth requirements and the maximum number of

disks that a 2G FC port can support for a number of conventional system configu-

3In total there is 4*2.125 Gbps bandwidth available for controllers as each controller connects with
a dual FC port.
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Figure 5.13: Scalability of 2G FC dual port SBOD in systems with write data mir-

roring Cache size = 2 GB. The network bandwidth available is 8 Gbps since each

controller is connected to a 2G FC dual port.
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rations. Considering that the workloads represent real-life workloads, such accurate

simulations provide practical guidance for RAID system design.

Stripe Without mirroring With mirroring

unit bandwidth disks bandwidth disks

size requirement supported requirement supported

per disk (Gbps) by each 2G FC per disk (Gbps) by each 2G FCa

64KB 0.1913 11 0.3146 5

32KB 0.1135 16 0.1967 9

16KB 0.0602 32 0.1114 16

8KB 0.0311 64 0.0638 29

4KB 0.0171 122 0.0367 31

Table 5.3: Network Scalability Summary

aThis is what a 2 Gbps FC can support. The values shown in Figure5.13 are 4 times larger than these

values since it displays the number of disks that two 2Gbps FCdual ports can support.



Chapter 6

Improving the Reliability of Large

Scale RAID systems

Chapter 5 studied the scalability of RAID systems from the performance perspective.

In particular, it studied the scalability of the back-end network. This chapter studies the

scalability of RAID systems from the reliability perspective. In particular, it proposes

several approaches to improve system reliability and scalability, including a novel par-

ity declustering data layout that can survive dependent disk failures caused by physical

interconnect failures or correlated disk failures, a system architecture and rebuilding

mechanism for fast disk reconstruction, and an efficient distributed hot spare allocation

algorithm for general parity declustering data layouts.

As introduced in Chapter 1, physical interconnect failuresand correlated disk fail-

ures cause multiple disks to go missing from the system. If the system is simply or-

ganised using a RAID 5 or RAID 6 data layout, the system will lose data service when

such failures happen. An orthogonal RAID system, which mapsreliability groups or-

thogonally to the physical interconnect, so that only one disk is affected when such a

physical failure occurs, can survive physical interconnect failures. However, it has very

bad degraded and rebuilding performance. Parity Declustering data layouts offer good

degraded and rebuilding performance by setting the number of disks within a RAID

group to be larger than the stripe width and distributing stripes over all the disks. This

chapter thus presents a parity declustering data layout called Parity deClustering Data

layout for Surviving Dependent disk Failures (PCDSDF). This data layout combines

the advantages of both parity declustering and orthogonal data layouts.

As system reliability is inversely proportional to the diskreconstruction time, im-

proving the disk reconstruction speed leads to a higher system reliability. Although

124
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there has been a variety of research carried out on disk reconstruction algorithms, ways

to improve the disk reconstruction speed from the system architecture aspect have not

been studied. This chapter describes the design and evaluation of a system architecture

for fast disk reconstruction.

Lastly, to solve the write speed bottleneck during disk reconstruction under general

parity declustering data layouts, an efficient distributedhot spare allocation algorithm

for general parity declustering data layouts is proposed1. This algorithm avoids the

conflict and adjustment problems of assigning distributed hot spare space to data units

that exist in previous algorithms.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 presents the

PCDSDF data layout; Section 6.2 describes the system architecture and rebuilding

mechanism for fast disk reconstruction; Section 6.3 presents a distributed hot spare

allocation algorithm for general parity declustering datalayouts; Section 6.4 describes

the experimental set up; Section 6.5 presents the performance evaluation results achieved

by using simulation on SIM RAID; Section 6.6 summarises the chapter. To facilitate

discussion, Table 6.1 defines the variables used in this Chapter.

Variable Definition

n Total number of disks

k stripe width, namely the number of disks per stripe

f number of redundant stripe-units per stripe

α Declustering ratio,(k− f )/(n− f )

D Disks per shelf

L Number of shelves

Table 6.1: Variable Definitions

1NetAppTM is applying for patents for the PCDSDF data layouts and the distributed hot spare allo-
cation and assignment algorithm.
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6.1 Parity Declustering Data Layout For Surviving De-

pendent Disk Failures

This section presents a novel parity declustering data layout called Parity deClustering

Data layout for Surviving Dependent disk Failures (PCDSDF)2. This data layout com-

bines the advantages of both parity declustering and orthogonal data layouts - it can

not only survive dependent disk failures resulting from physical interconnect failures

or correlated disk failures, but also has a good degraded-mode and rebuilding perfor-

mance. The generating process of PCDSDF is simple, deterministic and efficient in

terms of both storage and time. The size of a rotation, which is the minimum number

of stripes that form an evenly balanced parity declusteringdata layout, is small.

To simplify the discussion, shelf failure is used as an example of a dependent disk

failure. In addition, for simplicity,f is restricted to 1 in the following discussion. It

is also assumed that each shelf contains the same number of disks. To survive a shelf

failure, the disks that participate in a stripe must be selected from different shelves.

The total number of such combinations is
(L

k

)

×Dk, whereL is the number of shelves,

k the stripe width, andD the number of disks contained in each shelf. WhenL, k and

D are large, this number is very large. The proposed PCDSDF data layout reduces the

number of stripes required per rotation and its generation is deterministic. This section

first describes the simple PCDSDF scheme which works for the scenario where the

number of shelvesL is equal to the stripe widthk, k is not larger than the number of

disks in each shelfD, andD is a prime number. Following that, the complete PCDSDF

is presented; this works for any disk array configuration.

6.1.1 Simple PCDSDF

First, a simple case in whichk = L, k≤ D andD is a prime number is considered. A

novel block design technique calledindex permutationis developed to combine disks

from different shelves together. In the data layout generated by this block design, for

each rotation, each disk shares the rebuilding workload with all disks that are not in

the same shelf. In addition, any two disks appear in the same stripe only once in one

rotation. The simple PCDSDF block design process containsD iterations and each

iteration containsD sub-block designs. Assume that shelves are numbered from 0 to

2In this dissertation both disk failures caused by physical interconnects failures or correlated disk
failures are defined as dependent disk failures
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L−1 and the disk in each shelf has an index number from 0 toD−1 (the real disk

number of thejth disk in theith shelf isi ∗D+ j). The principle of the design is that

for the ith iteration and thejth sub-block design, the( j +m∗ i)%Dth disk (namely the

disk with index number equals to( j +m∗ i)%D) is selected from shelfm.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the process of the simple PCDSDF block design. It gives an

example where there are three shelves and each shelf contains three disks, as shown

in Figure 6.1 (a). Each disk has a index number within a shelf and a global disk

number. Index numbers are numbered from 0 toD− 1 and the global disk number

are numbered from 0 toL∗D−1.The objective of the block design is to create a data

layout in which stripe units that form a stripe are selected from three different disks

and each of these disks is from a different shelf so that it cansurvive both a single

disk failure and a single shelf failure. Figure 6.1 (b) demonstrates the aforementioned

index permutation technique. As seen in Figure 6.1, the block design includes three

iterations and each iteration generates the layout for three stripes. The right side of

Figure 6.1 (b) lists the disk index number and disk number that the stripe resides on. In

the first iteration, wheni is equal to 0, disks with the same index number are combined

to form a stripe group. The index number combinations of the disks that the stripes

reside on are (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1) and (2, 2, 2) respectively. Inthe second iteration,

wheni is equal to 1, disks that have the index number of disks from adjacent shelves

differing by 1 are combined together. Namely it generates disk combinations (0, 1, 2),

(1, 2, 0) and (2, 0, 1) respectively. In the third iteration, wheni is equal to 2, the index

number of disks from adjacent shelves to be combined together differ by 2. Namely

it generates disk combinations (0, 2, 1), (1, 0, 2) and (2, 1, 0) respectively. To tell

the difference between disks of difference shelf, the indexnumber shown the the block

design are denoted as shelfnumber.indexnumber. Figure 6.1 (c) shows the data layout

of a rotation generated by associating stripes with those combinations allocated to the

first available stripe unit (i.e. one that has not been allocated to any stripe) on the disk

to the corresponding stripe.

Algorithm 3 describes the process of the simple PCDSDF blockdesign. The input

to the algorithm is the number of disks per shelfD and the number of shelvesL. The

output of the algorithm is a two-dimension arrayindexvectorwhich stores the block

design. Each array element is an array of disk index numbers,which are the index

numbers of disks on which each stripe resides.

The simple PCDSDF has the following properties:

Theorem 1.
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Algorithm 3 SimplePCDSDF (D, L, indexvector[D∗D][L])
1: for i = 0 toD−1 do

2: for j = 0 toD−1 do

3: for m= 0 to L−1 do

4: indexvector[ j +D∗ i][m]⇐ ( j + i ∗m)%D

5: end for

6: end for

7: end for

(i) The number of stripes in each rotation is D∗D and each disk contains D stripe

units.

(ii) The number of stripes in each rotation is the minimum number of stripes required

to achieve a balanced rebuilding workload.

(iii) When D is a prime number and k≤ D, each disk shares an equal amount of the

rebuilding workload with all disks that are from different shelves.

(iv) When D is a prime number and k≤ D, in each rotation, any two disks from

different shelves appear in the same stripe once and only once.

(v) The declustering ratio is
1
D

.

Proof.

(i) According to the Simple PCDSDF algorithm, there are D iterations and each

iteration buildsD stripes. Therefore, the number of stripes in each rotation is

D∗D. Since each stripe containsk stripe units and there areD∗k disks in total,

each disk contains
D∗D∗k
(D∗k)

= D stripe units in each rotation.

(ii) Assume that the number of stripes per rotation isS, then the number of stripe

units per rotation on each disk is
S∗k

n
. When a disk fails, it needs to readk−1

stripe units to reconstruct each stripe unit on the failed disk. Hence, the to-

tal number of stripe units to be read per rotation for the diskreconstruction is
S∗k∗ (k−1)

n
. This reconstruction load should be evenly distributed over the

(L−1)∗D surviving disks that do not reside in the same shelf as the failed disk.

Thus, each of these surviving disks needs to read
S∗k∗ (k−1)

n∗ (L−1)∗D
stripe units. Ac-

cording to the assumption of the simple PCDSDF scheme, the number of shelves
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L is equal to the stripe widthk. Also, n is equal toL∗D, which isk∗D. There-

fore, the number of stripe units that each surviving disk needs to read is
S

D∗D
.

Since the minimum number of stripe units that each survivingdisk needs to read

is 1, the minimum value ofS is D∗D. This proves that the number of stripes in

each rotation of simple PCDSDF is the minimum number of stripes required to

achieve a balanced rebuilding workload.

(iii) This proof is outlined in Appendix A.

(iv) According to property (iii), any two disks from different shelves share the re-

building workload, namely they appear in the same stripe. According to property

(ii), to rebuild a failed disk, 1 stripe unit must be read fromeach surviving disk

for each rotation. Thus, in each rotation, any two disks fromdifferent shelves

appear in the same stripe once and only once.

(v) Because each disk shares an equal amount of the rebuilding workload with any

disk that is from a different loop, each disk shares its rebuilding workload with

(k−1)∗D disks. Therefore, the parity declustering ratio is
(k−1)

(k−1)∗D
= 1/D.

6.1.2 Complete PCDSDF

Simple PCDSDF deals with the situation whenD is a prime number,L = k (the number

of shelves is equal to the stripe width), andk≤ D. However, real systems are more

complicated. This sub-section considers a data layout which relaxes the constraints of

Simple PCDSDF. The following three cases are considered.

• L > k

WhenL is larger thank, namely the number of shelves is larger than the number

of disks required for each stripe, a two-step block design can be performed.

The first step is to perform a shelf-level block design, whichselectsk shelves

from L shelves such that each shelf appears the same number of timesand each

shelf shares the same rebuilding workload with the other shelves. This can be

done by using the BCBD, BIBD or PRIME/RELPR algorithm. The second step

is to perform a disk-level block design for the disks in each shelf combination

by using simple PCDSDF. Figure 6.2 shows an example of this two-step block

design. In this example, there are four shelves, with each shelf containing three
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disks, and the stripe widthk equal to 3. The first step of the block design is to

conduct the shelf-level block design. BCBD is used to selectthree out of four

shelves in this case. Step 1 of Figure 6.2 (b) lists all these shelf combinations.

The second step of the block design is to conduct a simple PCDSDF design for

disks in each shelf combination, as shown in Figure 6.2 (b) step 2. Figure 6.2 (c)

shows the final data layout on the disks.

• D is not a prime number.

The property of sharing the rebuilding workload with all disks from different

shelves only stands for prime numberD. If D is not a prime number, each disk

only shares the rebuilding workload with certain disks, resulting in bottlenecks

during disk reconstruction. Figure 6.3 (a) gives such an example. In this ex-

ample, there are four shelves and each shelf contains four disks. It can be seen

that using a simple index permutation for the block design will result in disk

0 and disk 2 in shelf 0 only sharing their rebuilding workloadwith disk 8 and

disk 10 in shelf 2, not with disk 9 and disk 11. Similarly, disk1 and disk 3 in

shelf 0 only share their rebuilding workload with disk 9 and disk 11 in shelf 2,

not with disk 8 and disk 10. To avoid this, the number of shelves connected

by index permutation must be not larger than the smallest prime factor ofD,

denoted asPD. If k is larger thanPD, k shelves needs to be divided into mul-

tiple sub-groups, with each sub-group containingPD or less thanPD shelves,

as shown in Figure 6.3 (b). Disks in each sub-group are first combined together

using index permutation. Following that, the sub-groups are combined together.

If there are more thanPD sub-groups, those sub-groups must also be divided

into sub-groups again so that performed onPD or less thanPD shelves.

• k > D

Whenk is larger than D, simply applying the index permutation technique over

k shelves will result in a scenario where some disks always appear in the same

parity groups, resulting in an uneven reconstruction load distribution. To deal

with this situation, thek shelves are evenly divided into a number of sub-groups

such that each sub-group containsD or less thanD shelves, as shown in Fig-

ure 6.4. This is implemented by first connecting the disks within each sub-group

and then connecting those sub-groups together using the index permutation tech-

nique. To avoid a rebuilding bottleneck, it is essential that the number of sets to
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(a) An example of how simple index permutation can cause bottleneck  when D is not a prime number
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be connected is not larger thanD. Therefore, if in the second step the num-

ber of sub-groups is still larger thanD, those sub-groups are further aggregated

into sub-groups. This process is repeated until the number of sub-groups to be

connected is equal to or less thanD.

Combining the mechanisms discussed above leads to the proposed complete PCDSDF

algorithm (Algorithm 4) which works for any disk array configuration. The first step of

the complete PCDSDF is to organise the overallL shelves into a number ofk-element

shelf sub-sets using BCBD, BIBD or PRIME/RELPR3. Then, for each shelf combina-

tion, the disk-level block design algorithm is invoked.

Assume thatPD is the smallest prime factor ofD (PD= D if D is a prime number).

If k is larger thanPD, thenk shelves are first divided intoSsubsets with each containing

PD or less thanPD shelves. For each of these subsets, the index permutation technique

(namely the simple PCDSDF algorithm) is called to combine disks together for each

stripe. IfS is larger than 1, this step is repeated until one sub-set remains.

Table 6.2 lists the number of stripes per rotation generatedby the complete PCDSDF

algorithm for a conventional stripe width 8, and compares itto a complete block design

(requiring
(L

k

)

×Dk stripes). The number of shelves is also equal to 8. It can be seen

that using the PCDSDF algorithm, the number of stripes per rotation is significantly

reduced.

D PCDSDF
(L

k

)

×Dk

1 8 8

2 256 256

3 6561 6561

5 625 390625

7 2401 5764801

11 121 214358881

Table 6.2: Number of Stripe Per Rotation

6.1.3 Reliability Analysis of PCDSDF

This subsection analyses system reliability by considering disk failures and shelf fail-

ures. Assuming that the failure rates of disks and shelves are exponentially distributed

3Depending onL andk, to reduce the number of combinations
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Algorithm 4 Complete PCDSDF
1: OrganiseL shelves intok-element shelf sub-sets (also called groups).

2: PD⇐ the smallest prime divisor ofD.

3: for eachk-element shelf sub-setdo

4: G⇐ k

5: while G > 1 do

6: Evenly divideG groups intoSsub-sets such that each sub-set containsPD or

less thanPD groups.

7: for sgIndex= 0 toS−1 do

8: K1⇐ number of groups in the sub-setsgIndex.

9: SimplePCDSDF(itemsPerGroup, K1, indexvector).

10: for i = 0 to indexvector.size()−1 do

11: for j = 0 toK1−1 do

12: connectindex⇐ indexvector[i][ j];

13: for l = 0 to itemsPerGroup−1 do

14: disk⇐ diskso f groups[ j +sgIndex∗K1][connectindex][l ];

15: diskson subgroup[sgIndex][i].push(disk);

16: end for

17: end for

18: end for

19: end for

20: diskso f groups⇐ diskson subgroup;

21: G⇐ S.

22: end while

23: end for
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and the failures are independent, the failure rate of a RAID system that deploys only a

simple RAID 5 data layout is computed in Equation 6.1. In sucha system, two kinds

of failure can cause the system to lose data service: having another disk failure from

the same protection group after a disk fails and having a shelf failure4. Thus, the total

system failure rate is the sum of the failure rates of these two failures.

Failure rateRAID5 =
n

MTTFdisk
∗ (k−1)MTTRdiskRAID5

MTTFdisk
+

L
MTTFshel f

(6.1)

The MTTF of the system is then the inverse of the system failure rate, as shown in

Equation 6.2.

MTTF RAID5 =
1

n
MTTFdisk

∗ (k−1)MTTRdiskRAID5

MTTFdisk
+

L
MTTFshel f

(6.2)

If the RAID system deploy the PCDSDF data layout, it can survive both a single

disk failure and a single shelf failure. The failures that can lead to a system failure

include:

• having another disk failure from other shelves in the same protection group after

a disk fails5;

• having another shelf failure after a shelf fails;

• having a disk failure and then a shelf failure by a shelf that does not contain the

failed disk;

• having a shelf failure, and then a disk failure by a disk that is not mounted in the

failed shelf.

The total system failure rate is the sum of the failure rates of the above failures, as

4the probability of having just one shelf failure is

(L
1

)

MTTFshel f
∗(1− 1

MT TFshel f
)L−1. As

1
MTTFshel f

is very small, the probability of having just one shelf failure is approximately
L

MT TFshel f
.

5Because the PCDSDF data layout can survive a single shelf failure, another disk failure from the
same shelf will not lead to system failure.
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shown in Equation 6.3.

Failure ratePCDSDF =
n

MTTFdisk
∗ (n−D)MTTRdiskPCDSDF

MTTFdisk

+
L

MTTFshel f
∗ (L−1)MTTRshel f

MTTFshel f

+
n

MTTFdisk
∗ (L−1)MTTRdiskPCDSDF

MTTFshel f

+
L

MTTFshel f
∗ (n−D)MTTRshel f

MTTFdisk

(6.3)

whereMTTRdiskPCDSDF =
MTTRdiskRAID5 ∗ (k−1)

n−D
, because PCDSDF is a parity

declustering data layout and theoretically the disk rebuilding speed can improve by
(n−D)

(k−1)
times since all disks except those in the same shelf participate in the disk

reconstruction.

The MTTF of the system that deploys PCDSDF data layouts is then the inverse

of Equation 6.3. Figure 6.5 compares the MTTF of PCDSDF with that of RAID 5

with respect to the number of shelves. It can be seen that the MTTF of the system is

significantly improved by deploying a PCDSDF data layout.

6.2 System Architecture for Fast Disk Reconstruction

As described in Chapter 1, although there has been a lot of research on fast disk re-

construction algorithms, the focus has been on the algorithm itself and not on ways to

improve the disk reconstruction speed from the aspect of system architecture design.

This section describes a system architecture and rebuilding mechanism for fast disk

reconstruction based on parity declustering data layouts.

6.2.1 System Architecture

A large scale RAID system usually consists of multiple loopswith each loop contain-

ing a number of disk shelf enclosures. Figure 6.6 shows a typical architecture of a

modern large-scale RAID system.
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6.2.2 Minimising the Effect of Limited Loop Bandwidth durin g Disk

Reconstruction

In OLTP work environments, the disk workload in normal operation mode is mainly

random, but the disk rebuilding workload is sequential. Therefore, more loop band-

width is required to support the reconstruction workload. If all disks are organised

into a single parity declustered layout and they all participate in a reconstruction, then

loop bandwidth which is otherwise sufficient in normal mode might become a bottle-

neck. In order to eliminate the loop bandwidth bottleneck, the disk array is divided

into a number ofParity deClustering (PC) groups, as shown in Figure 6.7 . Each PC

group selects the same number of disks from each loop. The block layout for one

PC group is independent from any other PC group. When a disk (or two) fails in a

PC group, only disks in that PC group participate in the reconstruction. The size of

a PC group (the number of disks in each PC group) is a function of the number of

loops, the loop bandwidth and the average user workload during reconstruction. By

choosing an appropriate PC group size, it should be possibleto minimise the effect

of the loop bandwidth bottleneck while simultaneously realizing the benefits of parity

declustering.

Algorithm 5 describes how to buildP PC groups in a disk array such that each PC

group (containingNPC disks) is distributed across all loops to achieve the maximum

loop bandwidth during disk reconstruction.

6.2.3 Data Structure of A PC Group

As described in Section 2.1.1.1, the basic storage unit in a typical RAID system is a

stripe unit. The minimum collection of stripe units (including both data units and parity

units) over which the parity unit is computed is called astripe. The number of disks

in a stripe is called thestripe width. Most prior work on parity declustering has used

a stripe as the basic unit to be distributed over disks. However, this approach suffers

from the disadvantage that a disk seek might be required for each stripe unit during the

rebuild process. As a result, reconstruction might not be able to exploit the sequential

disk bandwidth to its maximum. To address this issue, astripe groupis defined in this

dissertation as the basic distribution unit. A stripe groupis a number of contiguous

stripes. Contiguous stripe units on each disk within a particular stripe group are called

chunks. Stripe groups are distributed across all disks in a PC group. The minimum

number of stripe groups that form an evenly balanced parity declustering data layout
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PC group 3

Loop 0

Loop 1

Loop 2

shelf 0 shelf 1

PC group 0

PC group 1

PC group 2

Figure 6.7: Division of a Disk Array into PC groups In this example, there are three

loops and the disks in these loops are divided into four PC groups, with each PC group

selecting the same number disks from each loop.

Algorithm 5 Build Parity Declustering Groups cross All Loops
1: for Each loop jdo

2: D[ j]← 0 {D[ j] is the smallest disk number that has not been assigned to any

PC group}
3: end for

4: loop← 0

5: for i = 0 toP−1 do

6: k← 0

7: while k≤NPC do

8: PCG[i][k]← D[loop]

9: k← k+1

10: D[loop]← D[loop]+1

11: loop← (loop+1)%L

12: end while

13: end for
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is called arotation. Figure 6.8 shows the structure of a stripe group and a chunk while

Figure 6.9 shows the data layout of a PC group which contains anumber of rotations

where each rotation consists of a set of stripe groups. In this example, stripe groups

with stripe width equal to four are distributed over seven disks, with each stripe group

containing six stripes. Once the stripe groups achieve a balanced rebuilding workload,

namely a rotation, the same data layout is repeated to form another rotation.

D0_0 D0_1 D0_2 D0_3 P0

D1_0 D1_1 D1_2

D2_0 D2_1

D3_0

P1 D1_3

D2_3D2_2P2

D3_3D3_2D3_1P3

D4_1D4_0P4 D4_2 D4_3

a chunk

D6_3D6_0 D6_1 D6_2 P6

stripe 0

stripe 1

stripe 2

stripe 3

stripe 4

stripe 5

stripe 6

P5D5_0 D5_1 D5_2 D5_3

Figure 6.8: Structure of a stripe group and a chunk This stripe group consists of

6 stripes. The placement of parity units is right asymmetric. This placement can be

changed to any other type of placement according to the requirement.

6.2.4 Disk Reconstruction Algorithm Design

According to Holland, a good disk reconstruction algorithmshould have the following

properties [42]:

• The algorithm should absorb as much as possible of the array’s bandwidth that

is not absorbed by the user I/Os.

• The algorithm should preserve the sequentiality of the reconstruction process.

• The algorithm should work on relatively small sets of paritystripes at any one

time. (The stripes under reconstruction have to be locked toprevent simultane-
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Figure 6.9: Data structure of a PC group k=4, n=7. Each stripe group contains six

stripes. In this example the parity units for each stripe group are placed on one disk.

According to the requirement, they can rotate within each stripe group using the parity

placement schemes described in Section 2.1.3.
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ous overlapping user writes. Working on a small sets of parity stripes reduces

the frequency of user access conflicts with reconstruction operations.)

As described in Section 2.1.4, there are two basic disk reconstruction algorithms:

a stripe-oriented algorithm and a disk-oriented algorithm. The stripe-oriented disk re-

construction algorithm involves one (or multiple) process(es) that sequentially rebuild

the units on the failed disks. The rebuilding process first identifies the stripe units

belonging to the stripe being rebuilt and then sendsread commands to the surviving

disks. After reads to all surviving stripe units have completed, this process XORs the

units and then dispatches the write command to the replacement disks. The drawback

of the stripe-oriented reconstruction algorithm is that itcannot fully utilise the disk

bandwidth that is not used by user requests. In contrast to the stripe-oriented algo-

rithm, the disk-oriented reconstruction algorithm (proposed by Holland and Gibson

[42]), instead of having a number of parallel reconstruction processes associated with

stripes, createsn (the number of disks in a disk array) processes. Each of thesepro-

cesses is associated with a disk. The process associated with each surviving disk reads

data units on that disk in order and then submits them to the RAID controller. Once

all the data belonging to a particular stripe is ready, the RAID controller executes the

XOR operation. The process associated with the replacementdisk continually issues

write commands to send the reconstructed data to the replacement disk. With this disk-

oriented approach, the recovery process can fully utilise the array bandwidth, leading

to a significant reduction in disk rebuilding time, with onlya small increase in the user

response time.

Because of its advantages, a disk-oriented reconstructionalgorithm was chosen

for further development, modified to suit the system architecture. The reconstruction

algorithm includes two types of process. The first type manages reading the necessary

stripe units from the surviving disks. The second type manages writing reconstructed

stripe units to the disks (to a replacement disk or distributed hot spares). The reading

process works as follows:

It is worth noting that for a parity declustered data layout,not all units on each

disk are needed for reconstruction. The stripe units to be read depend on which disk

failed. Before starting the reconstruction process, it is necessary to build a table that

records which chunks/stripe units are needed. A centralized buffer is used to store the

partial XOR results for the stripe units read from survivingdisks (i.e. before the unit

to be written has completed). This centralized buffer is called a free buffer. Besides

these free buffers, each surviving disk has its own private buffers to store units that
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Algorithm 6 Disk-oriented Reconstruction Reading Process
1: For each surviving disk

2: repeat

3: Find the next lowest-numbered unit on this disk that is needed for reconstruc-

tion.

4: Issue a low-priority request to read the indicated unit intoa buffer.

5: Wait for the read to complete.

6: Submit the unit’s data to a centralized buffer manager for XOR, or Block the

process if the buffer manager has no memory to accept the unit

7: until all necessary units have been read

have been read but not yet submitted to the free buffer. In previous research work,

the reconstruction algorithm submits a stripe unit to the free buffer as long as there

are free buffer units available. However, in the system defined in Section 6.2.3, each

chunk consists of multiple stripe units. Therefore, using the same strategy to manage

the free buffer might result in a deadlock for two reasons:

• One disk may be faster than the others (due to imbalanced workload or different

disk characteristic) and these disks will keep reading stripe units for different

stripes. These partially-completed stripes might end up consuming all the free

buffers. On the one hand, the reconstruction process will end up waiting for

the remaining units for these stripes, while on the other, disks might be blocked

because of unavailability of free buffers.

• Because each stripe group contains more than one stripe, if free buffer capac-

ity is small, the stripes of a certain stripe group may use allthe free buffers.

While these stripes are waiting for the rest of their stripe units, other disks might

be blocked due to the unavailability of free buffers. An example is shown in

Figure 6.10. In this example, there are five disks and stripe groups with stripe

width equal to three are distributed over these five disks (each colour represents a

stripe group). The free buffer contains only one buffer unitand each disk has one

private buffer unit. Assume that diskc has failed. Each disk reads the lowest-

numbered unit that is needed for reconstruction. After the units are read, they

will be submitted to the free buffer. Diska and diskb submit stripe units for

stripe 0 which are XORed. The write unit is then sent to the replacement disk.

As there are no more free buffer units available, diskd is blocked from submit-
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ting unit d3. After the reconstruction of stripe 0 is completed, the free buffer

unit is released and diskd submits unitd3 to it. Diska andb keep reading the

next unita1 andb1. As the free buffer is full, diska and diskb are now blocked

from submitting. Because unitd3 belongs to stripe 6 and the other unit of stripe

6 isb3, the free buffer is waiting for the submission of unitb3. However, as disk

b is blocked, it cannot readb3 from the disk, which leads to a deadlock.

The deadlock problem is solved by restricting the number of free buffers that each

disk can use. Since each stripe only needs one buffer unit (ortwo buffer units if RAID 6

is used), the disk that submits the first stripe unit for a stripe is counted as the disk that

is using that free buffer unit. To prevent deadlock, the number of free buffer units that

each surviving disk can use is restricted to FREE BUFFER
NUM OF SURVIVINGDISKS. The number of

free buffer units must be larger than the number of survivingdisks. If the number of

free buffers used by a disk reaches this threshold, this diskwill be blocked until one

of the free buffers that it is using gets released. The stripeunit submission algorithm

works as follows:

Algorithm 7 Submission of ready units to free buffers for disk i
Require: FB[i]=0;

MAX FB = FREE BUFFER/NUM OF SURVIVINGDISKS;

1: if ∃ stripe within the free buffer that the unit read from the diskbelongs tothen

2: Submit the unit to that stripe for XOR operation

3: else ifFB[i]≤MAX FB then

4: Allocate a stripe to unit and queue reads for all other units for that stripe.

5: FB[i]++;

6: else

7: Block this reading process

8: end if

Once the write units of a stripe have been sent to the replacement disk and the

controller receives the response, the free buffer units will be released. The disk using

those free buffer units will be able to unblock the reading process.

Holland’s dissertation concluded that, in general, using aboutthree timesas many

reconstruction free buffers as there are disks is sufficientto achieve the full benefits of

a disk-oriented reconstruction algorithm. With the stripegroup based data layout, this

means that reconstruction needs 3∗n∗ sizechunk, wheren is the number of surviving
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Figure 6.10: Example of rebuilding process deadlock (a) shows the data layout on

the disks; and (b) shows the contents of free buffer and disk private buffer at three

stages. Assuming that disk c fails, at stage 1, each disk read the first stripe units it

needs to read to its own private buffer. At stage 2, disk a and disk b submit the unit in

their private buffer to the free buffer, but disk d and disk e are blocked from submitting

because the free buffer is full now. At stage 3, disk d submits the unit in its private to

the free buffer which belongs to stripe 6, and disk a and disk b read the next necessary

unit into their private buffer. As stripe 6 consists of unit b3, c3 and d3, c3 cannot be

rebuilt unless unit b3 is also submitted. However, at this stage disk b has just read unit

b1 from disk into its own private buffer and is now blocked because of the full free buffer.

Therefore, the rebuilding process enters deadlock.
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disks. When the chunk size is large, a lot of memory can be consumed by the recon-

struction process. The effect of the free buffer size is investigated in the section 6.5.2.4.

6.3 Distributed Hot Sparing

This section presents an efficient distributed hot spare allocation and assignment al-

gorithm for a general parity declustering data layout. Distributed hot sparing was

proposed to improve performance, reduce disk reconstruction time and prevent the

writing disk from becoming a bottleneck during reconstruction [68]. In a data layout

that deploys distributed hot sparing, the following two properties are desired.

1. Distributed sparing: all disks contain the same number ofspare stripe units.

2. Efficient sparing: after reconstruction of the failed disk(s) there will be no spare

space left.

Deriving a distributed-sparing layout for a declustered organisation involves two

steps. The first step is to statically reserve disk space as spare space. The term “stat-

ically” means that the disk space reserved does not depend onwhich disk has failed.

To simplify the mapping and data management, a contiguous storage area with fixed

disk offset is chosen as the spare space. Assume that the system can tolerate failure

of f disks. Assuming that each disk containsr chunks in each rotation, iff disks

fail, r ∗ f chunks are lost from each rotation, wherer is the number of chunks of a

rotation on each disk. Theser f chunks should be evenly distributed across the sur-

viving n− f disks. If r f is not an integral multiple ofn− f , to avoid storage space

wastage, a number of data rotations are allocated in contiguous storage space and the

corresponding spare space is allocated as a contiguous arearight after the data area.

The number of data rotations combined isNf =
LCM(r f ,n− f )

r f
and the number of

rows of free chunks isNs =
LCM(r f ,n− f )

n− f
. Figure 6.11 shows a data layout where

Nf data rotations are combined andNs rows of spare chunks are associated with them.

The second step is to assign the reserved spare chunks to the lost chunks on the

failed disks as replacements. This step is dynamic and depends on which disk has

failed. Logically, this assignment occurs only after a diskhas failed. Holland claimed

that in practice the assignment can be pre-computed for every possible disk failure to

ensure that the assignment will not delay the reconstruction. However, if the system

deploys a RAID 6 protection mechanism, there aren∗ (n−1) possible assignments.
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Figure 6.11: Distributed Hot Spare Structure r is the number of chunks of a rotation.

Nf is the number of data rotations to be combined together and Ns is the number of

rows of chunks for the spare unit space.

Thus, it is more practical to compute the assignment after a disk failure. In this dis-

sertation an efficient spare units assignment algorithm is presented which works for

any evenly balanced declustered data layout, as shown in Algorithm 8. This routine is

invoked to build the map between spare chunks and lost chunksbefore the reconstruc-

tion process starts. Unlike Holland’s assignment algorithm, which restrictsf to 1, this

algorithm can also work on a data layout that can survive 2 disk failures. When there is

more than one disk failure, it will assign the spare chunks toeach failed disk in order.

During the assignment for the first failed disk, it will assume that all the other disks

work well, including the failed disk that has not yet been considered (namely the failed

disk that has not got its spare chunks). After the assignmentfor the first failed disk,

the algorithm will assign spare chunks for chunks on the second failed disk, including

those in the spare region.

The first step in assigning spare chunks for a failed disk is tocollect all the stripe

groups affected by the failure, as in Line 2 of the Algorithm.Following this, all the

complement disks(namely the disks that do not participate in a stripe group) are listed

for each affected stripe group, as shown in Line 3. To surviveanother disk failure after
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reconstruction, the spare chunk for a particular failed chunk must reside on one of the

complement disks of the stripe group to which it belongs. If acertain disk is included

in the complement disk set of a failed chunk, this chunk is called being related tothat

disk. The following steps assign spare chunks for each failed chunk. The assignment

process is based on two heuristics: (1) first assign spare chunks from the disks that

have minimum failed chunksrelatedto it and (2) among the chunks that arerelatedto

a particular disk, first assign spare chunks for those that are related to the minimum

number of disks. Line 8 to Line 11 of Algorithm 6 implement this process. First,

it lists the chunksrelated to each surviving disk. Second, it selects the disk that has

the minimum number ofrelated chunks, denoted asdmin, and sorts those chunks in

ascending order by the number of complement disks to which they arerelated. Third,

to ensure that replacement chunks are evenly distributed over all surviving disks, the

number of spare chunks to be assigned fromdmin is restricted to be the minimum (U/N,

spare chunks ondmin), whereU is the unassigned failed chunks andN is the number

of remaining disks from which spare chunks can be assigned. The number of spare

chunks to be assigned fromdmin is denoted asMax. Fourth, the algorithm assignsMax

spare chunks to its firstMax related chunks. Lastly, diskdmin is removed from the

surviving disk set and the complement disk set of all failed chunks. Moreover, chunks

that have been assigned a spare chunk are removed from the related chunk list of each

surviving disk. This assignment process is repeated until all failed chunks have been

assigned.

Figure 6.12 gives a simple example of the distributed hot spare assignment process

for a parity declustering data layout. Figure 6.12 (a) liststhe original block design of

the data layout and Figure 6.12 (b) depicts the data layout. As mentioned before, to

avoid wasting storage space, two data rotations are combined together to share three

rows of contiguous spare space. Figure 6.12 (c) lists the affected stripe groups and their

corresponding block design (assuming that disk d2 has failed). To distinguish stripe

groups of different data rotations, a chunk is represented by “rotation number.stripe

group number”. Figure 6.12 (d) shows the complement disks ofthe affected stripe

groups and the chunk lists that are related to each survivingdisk. As each disk has

the same number of related chunks, disk d0 is simply selectedas the first disk from

which spare chunks will be assigned. Based on the rule in Algorithm 8, spare chunks

from disk d0 are assigned to chunks 0.6, 0.7 and 0.96 respectively. Figure 6.12 (e)

shows the updated complement disks and the chunks related toeach surviving disk

6Since each stripe group only loses one chunk, stripe group number is used to represent that chunk
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Algorithm 8 Assign spare chunks to rebuilding chunks
1: for each failed diskf di do

2: Group all affected stripe groups (chunks that reside on diskf di) into a setC.

C = {C0,C1,Ci...,Cr−1|∃dm∈Ci}; these chunks include both chunks that origi-

nally reside onf di and those allocated to it as hot spare chunks;

3: Group the complement disks of the affected groups in to a setB. B = {B|∃C ∈
C,B = Ψ−C};

4: List the chunks that are “related” to each surviving disk;

5: N=number of surviving disks;

6: U=total number of affected chunks;

7: while N > 0 do

8: Select the disk that has the minimum number of chunks related, denoted as

dmin;

9: Sort the chunks related todmin by the number of complement disks to which

they are related;

10: Calculate the number of chunks to be allocated on diskdmin as

Max=minimum(U/N, spare chunks ondmin);

11: Assign spare chunks to the firstMax sorted chunks related todmin from disk

dmin;

12: Remove diskdmin from complement disk set of all chunks.

13: Remove chunks that has been assigned a spare chunk from the related chunk

list of each surviving disk;

14: U ⇐U−Max;

15: N⇐ N−−;

16: end while

17: end for
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after the assignment from disk d0. It can be seen that disk d0 and chunks that have

been assigned the spare chunks have been removed from this figure. As each disk

still has the same number of chunks related, disk d1 is selected for spare assignment.

Among the chunks related to it, chunk 1.9 is related to only one complement disk, so

chunk 1.9 is first assigned a spare chunk from disk d1. As the other chunks related to

disk d1 are related to the same number of disks, the spare chunks left on disk d1 are

assigned to chunks 0.3 and 0.4. To save space, the rest of the assignment process is

not drawn in Figure 6.12. Figure 6.12 (f) shows the final data layout that includes both

data rotations and spare space filled with lost chunks.

6.4 Experimental Set Up

SIM RAID was used to evaluate the performance of the three approaches proposed

in this chapter. This section describes how experiments areset up. The experiments

described in this chapter include the three parts:

• to evaluate the performance of PCDSDF;

• to explore the design space of the system architecture for fast disk reconstruction;

• to evaluate the effect of the distributed hot spare allocation and assignment algo-

rithm.

As the size of a PC group (the number of disks in each PC group) is affected by

multiple specific factors such as of the number of loops, the loop bandwidth and the

user workload during reconstruction, it is trivial to investigate it through simulation.

Therefore, this dissertation does not carry out experimentto investigate the size of a

PC group or the number of PC groups in a system.

Figure 6.13 shows the system architecture configured for theexperiments. For the

purpose of simplicity, it contains only one controller and one SBOD switch. As the

intent of the experiment is to compare different declustering data layout and adding

cache does not change the performance trend, the experimentdoes not include cache.

In so doing, it also saves some simulation time as the system can achieve a larger

throughput if cache is used , which implies a longer simulation time. In the experiments

carried out to evaluate the performance of PCDSDF, the disksare logically divided into

different shelves. All the experiments deploy distributedhot sparing. For PCDSDF, the

hot spare is located in the disk slot that is located in the same shelf as the failed disk.
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Figure 6.12: Distributed Hot Spare Assignment n=5, k=3, f =1; Assume that disk d2

is failed. The number in each disk represents the stripe group number. As two rotations

are combined here, rotation number.stripe group numberis used to identify a stripe

group. 0.6 means stripe group 6 of rotation 0.
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For other parity declustering data layouts, the proposed distributed hot spare allocation

and assignment algorithm is used. Table 6.3 lists the setting of the parameters through

the experiments.

shelf 1

Disk

RAID

Controller

SBOD

Switch

shelf 0

Disk

Disk

Disk

Figure 6.13: System architecture for the experiments

Parameter Value

disk capacity 10 GB

cache policy no cache

maximum disk queue length 20

RAID level RAID 5

size of stripe unit 16 KB if not specified in the experiment

stripe units per chunk 16 if not specified in the experiment

number of PC groups 1

Table 6.3: Parameter Settings in the Experiments

6.5 Performance Evaluation Results

This section presents performance evaluation results. Firstly, the degraded and rebuild

performance of PCDSDF is presented, with comparison with those of RAID 5 and

RELPR. Secondly, the effects of the design parameters of the system architecture on
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fast disk recovery are examined. These design parameters include the parity declus-

tering ratio, the chunk size, the private buffer size of the surviving disks and the free

buffer size. Lastly, the advantage of using distributed hotsparing is shown.

6.5.1 PCDSDF Performance Evaluation

This subsection presents the performance of the PCDSDF layout, including system

reliability, and degraded-mode and rebuild performance.

6.5.1.1 Performance In Degraded Operation Mode

Figure 6.14 shows the system throughput and maximum response time in normal op-

eration mode and degraded operation mode compared to a RAID 5and RELPR (sec-

tion 3.3.2) data layout. PCDSDF is able to maintain a good degraded-mode perfor-

mance for both single disk failure as well as shelf failures.With one disk failure,

the degradation of throughput for PCDSDF is less than 6%, which is even better than

RELPR. With one shelf failure, the system throughput is still at 83% of that of nor-

mal operation mode. Moreover, for PCDSDF there is only a slight increase in the

maximum response time in degraded operation mode.
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mode. ‘D’ represents degraded operation mode with one disk failure. ‘S’ represents
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6.5.1.2 Disk Rebuilding Performance

Figure 6.15 shows the disk rebuilding speed and the average response time for user

I/Os during reconstruction with respect to the number of disks per shelf. It can be

seen that as the number of disks per shelf increases, the rebuilding speed for PCDSDF

increases almost linearly, which is comparable with RELPR. However, the rebuilding

speed for RAID 5 remains the same. Increasing the user I/O workload from 50% of

the throughput to 75% decreases the rebuilding speed by about 40%, but increases the

average response time of user I/Os by 40%. As the number of disks increases, the disk

rebuilding speed increases by 4 times, whereas the average response time of user I/Os

increases by only 30%. Using 4 stripe units worth of private disk buffers instead of

2 units increases the rebuilding speed by about 30%, but the increase in the average

response time is less than 20%.

6.5.2 Design Space Exploration of Fast Disk Reconstruction Archi-

tecture

This sub-section investigates the effect on disk rebuilding speed as a result of varying

various system parameters: the parity declustering ratio,the chunk size, the surviv-

ing disk private buffer size and the free buffer size. To discount any impact due to

user I/Os, the experiments discussed in this sub-section have no user workload during

reconstruction.

6.5.2.1 Effect of Parity Declustering Ratio

Figure 6.16 shows the rebuilding speed and loop bandwidth requirement for the PRIME

and RELPR data layouts for different declustered group sizes while keeping the stripe

width k fixed at 8. As expected, increasing the number of disks in the system results in

a linear increase in the rebuilding speed as well as the loop bandwidth required. Com-

pared with PRIME, RELPR gains less reconstruction speedup because its rebuilding

workload is not evenly distributed across all disks.

6.5.2.2 Effect of Chunk Size

Figure 6.17 shows the effect of chunk size (in terms of the number of stripe units). The

experiment is carried out without any user I/O input. It can be seen that the chunk size

should neither be too small nor too large. Due to the nature ofthe parity declustering
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Figure 6.15: Rebuilding Performance L = k=8, f =1. ‘0.5’ means that the input work-

load is 50%of the throughput in degraded mode and ‘0.75’ means that the input work-

load is 75%of the throughput in degraded mode. ‘RU’ means the number of stripe units

of each disk private buffer.
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layout, reconstruction I/Os might have to access non-contiguous blocks on disk. If

the chunk size is small a lot of time is spent in seeking, whichlowers the rebuilding

speed, whereas if the chunk is too large, the reconstructionparallelism is reduced. The

simulation experiments showed that 16 stripe units per chunk is the optimal value for

the 16kB and 32 kB stripe unit size, whereas 8 stripe units perchunk gives the best

performance for 64 kB stripe unit size.
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Figure 6.17: Effect of chunk size n=17, k=8, ru = 8. PRIME and distributed hot spare

data layout. ’SU’ denotes the size of the stripe unit.

6.5.2.3 Effect of Surviving Disks’ Private Buffer Size

Figure 6.18 shows the effect of the private buffer size of thesurviving disks (in terms

of the number of stripe units) on the disk rebuilding speed. It can be seen that increas-

ing the private buffer size from one stripe unit to two increases the disk rebuilding

speed significantly. This is because using two stripe units buffer size results in more

efficient sequential reads, whereas a one stripe unit buffersize results in missed revo-

lutions. Further increasing the surviving disk private buffer size only increases the disk

rebuilding speed slightly.

6.5.2.4 Effect of free buffer size

Figure 6.19 shows the effect of free buffer size on the rebuilding speed. In this exper-

iment, the rebuilding speed under three configurations is tested: free buffer size equal

to 2∗ (n−1) ∗Chunk Size, (n−1) ∗Chunk Sizeand
1
2
∗ (n−1) ∗Chunk Size. It can

be seen that increasing the free buffer size increases the disk rebuilding speed. As the
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number of disks increases, the incremental reconstructionspeedup achieved increases

with a larger free buffer size.
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6.5.3 Evaluation of Distributed Hot Sparing

Figure 6.20 compares the rebuilding speed and average response time of user requests

under distributed hot sparing using the allocation and assignment mechanisms pro-

posed in this chapter with traditional dedicated hot sparing. It can be seen that as the

number of disks increase the rebuilding speed using a distributed data layout (solid
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line) increases linearly, whereas the rebuilding speed using a dedicated hot spare (dot-

ted line) remains almost constant. Thus, distributed hot sparing effectively solves the

write bottleneck. Furthermore, the average response time of user requests under dis-

tributed hot sparing increase by less than 1 ms.
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Figure 6.20: Distributed hot sparing vs. dedicated hot sparing k=8, ru=4, f = 1.

Workload is 50%of the maximum workload in degraded mode. The parity declustering

data layout is generated by PRIME.

6.6 Summary

This chapter has proposed several approaches to improve system reliability and scala-

bility.

Firstly, a novel data layouts called PCDSDF that can survivedisk failures caused by

physical interconnect failures or correlated disk failures is proposed. PCDSDF com-

bines the advantages of both parity declustering and orthogonal data layouts - it can

not only survive dependent disk failures resulting from physical interconnect failures

or correlated disk failures, but also has good degraded-mode and rebuilding perfor-

mance. The generating process of PCDSDF is simple, deterministic and efficient in

terms of both storage and time. The size of a rotation is small. Analysis shows that de-

ploying PCDSDF data layouts can significantly improve system reliability. Moreover,

the simulation results presented in this chapter show that the performance of PCDSDF
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is comparable to other parity declustering data layouts such as PRIME. It is worth

noting that NetApp is planing apply US patent for PCDSDF.

Secondly, a system architecture and rebuilding mechanism aimed at fast disk re-

construction is designed. This architecture is based on parity declustering data layouts

and a disk-oriented reconstruction algorithm. To get a fastrebuilding speed, it uses

stripe groups instead of stripes as the basic distribution unit, so that it can make use of

the sequential nature of the rebuilding workload. Correspondingly, the original disk-

oriented reconstruction algorithm is amended to suit this architecture. Moreover, it

divides the whole disk array into a number of parity declustering groups to solve the

loop bandwidth bottleneck, a problem during the disk reconstruction. The design space

of system factors such as parity declustering ratio, chunk size, private buffer size of

surviving disks and free buffer size have been explored in the performance evaluation

section, which will provide a guideline for storage system design.

Lastly, an efficient distributed hot spare allocation and assignment algorithm for

general parity declustering data layouts has been developed. This algorithm avoids

conflict problems in the process of assigning distributed spare space for the units on

the failed disk. Simulation results show that it effectively solves the write bottleneck

problem. At the same time, there is only a small increase in the average response

time of user requests. This algorithm has been applied for USpatent with application

number 12247877 [60].
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Conclusion

This chapter summarises the contents of this dissertation and identifies its notable con-

tributions. Furthermore, this chapter outlines the futureprospects and direction of this

research.

7.1 Thesis Summary

RAID systems face unprecedented challenges from data intensive applications such

as image processing, transaction processing and data warehousing. To provide the

required capacity, the scale and complexity of RAID systemsare growing at an un-

precedented rate. As the scale of RAID systems increases, designers face both perfor-

mance and reliability challenges. These challenges include limited back-end network

bandwidth, physical interconnect failures, correlated disk failures and long disk recon-

struction time.

Because simulation is more flexible than empirical measurement and is more accu-

rate than analytical modelling, it was chosen as the main research method to be used for

the work described in this dissertation. Based on the simulation model inherited from

the Storlite project [45], a discrete event driven simulator for RAID systems has been

developed, called SIM RAID. SIM RAID is based on HASE [25], which provides the

underlying DES engine. HASE also provides a GUI for the rapiddevelopment of the

model. SIM RAID uses benchmark generated workloads; both the SPC-1 benchmark

and the Iometer benchmark are implemented in SIM RAID. A modular implementation

allows models to be easily scaled. Each component of SIM RAID is highly parame-

terised, which enables it to explore a wide range of design space parameters. To im-

prove the simulation speed, a set of abstraction techniqueswas developed to extract the

162
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behaviour of the interconnection protocol without losing accuracy. Finally, to meet the

technology trend toward heterogeneous storage architectures, a framework has been

developed to easily model different types of device and interconnection technique.

SIM RAID was used first to study the scalability of the back-end network. In partic-

ular, FC SBOD [30] was chosen as the research subject, because it represents the cur-

rent state of the art in scalable back-end storage sub-systems. The simulation model

was initially configured with a network bandwidth that is higher than any currently

available to study the factors that affect the bandwidth requirement of disks. These

factors include workload feature, cache size, stripe unit size and RAID algorithm. The

bandwidth was then reduced to study network saturation characteristics and to provide

an answer to the question: given an interconnection network, how many disks can be

connected to the system?

Following the network scalability study, system scalability was studied from the

aspect of reliability. In particular, three approaches have been proposed to improve

system reliability, and these will eventually improve system scalability. Firstly, a novel

data layout is proposed called PCDSDF. PCDSDF combines the advantages of orthog-

onal data layouts and parity declustering data layouts so that the system can survive

multiple disk failures caused by physical interconnect failures or correlated disk fail-

ures with a good degraded and rebuilding performance. Secondly, a system archi-

tecture and a rebuilding mechanism for fast disk reconstruction were designed and

evaluated. This architecture is based on parity declustering data layouts and disk-

oriented disk reconstruction algorithm. To get a fast rebuilding speed, it uses stripe

groups instead of stripes as the basic distribution unit so that the system can make

use of the sequential nature of the rebuilding workload. Correspondingly, the original

disk-oriented reconstruction algorithm is amended to suitthis architecture. Moreover,

it divides the whole disk array into a number of parity declustering groups to solve the

loop bandwidth bottleneck problem during disk reconstruction. The design space of

system parameters such as parity declustering ratio, chunksize, private buffer size of

surviving disks and free buffer size have been explored in the performance evaluation

section, to provide a guideline for storage system design. Lastly, an efficient distributed

hot spare allocation and assignment algorithm for general parity declustering data lay-

outs has been developed. SIM RAID has been used to evaluate system performance

when using these approaches.
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7.2 Key Contributions

The key contributions of this dissertation to the field of storage system design are as

follows:

Firstly, SIM RAID is an efficient performance evaluation tool for modern RAID

systems. Although other simulation tools have been developed for RAID system study,

such as Disksim [16] and RAIDFrame [28], they just focus on the performance of

RAID algorithms and disk performance and lack of the capability of studying other

components of RAID systems. SIM RAID contains all the essential components of a

modern RAID system, including RAID controllers, caches, interconnection interfaces

and networks, and disks. SIM RAID is highly configurable and parameterised, which

enables it to easily explore a wide range of design space parameters. The abstraction

techniques developed for the network communication protocol improve the simulation

speed by 6 orders of magnitude compared with other FC networksimulators without

losing accuracy. Its framework, designed for modelling heterogeneous systems, allows

models to be easily and rapidly extended and scaled. The accuracy of SIM RAID has

been validated against a real system at application level, showing that it is accurate to

within 5%. Finally, running SIM RAID only needs a very small amount of real memory

and virtual memory. All these features makes SIM RAID an efficient performance

evaluation tool for modern RAID systems. The research presented in this dissertation

has confirmed its capability as a tool for studying RAID systems.

Secondly, the scalability of the back-end network of RAID systems has been stud-

ied using FC SBOD as the research subject. This research answers two questions:

(1) given a number of disks, which factors affect the back-end network bandwidth re-

quirements of disks? and (2) given an interconnection network, how many disks can

be connected to the system? Through simulation, it was foundthat the bandwidth re-

quirement per disk is primarily determined by workload features and stripe unit size,

with cache size and RAID algorithms having very little effect on this value. Moreover,

the number of disks that a system can scale to is limited by theback-end network band-

width. A smaller stripe unit size has better scalability than a larger one. The maximum

number of disks that a 2G FC port can support for a number of conventional system

configurations was provided. Such accurate simulations provide practical guidance for

storage sub-system design.

Lastly, three approaches to improving the reliability and scalability of RAID sys-

tems have been proposed. The first is a novel data layout called PCDSDF. PCDSDF
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combines the advantages of orthogonal data layouts and parity declustering data lay-

outs, so that it can not only survive multiple disk failures caused by physical inter-

connect failures or correlated disk failures, but also has agood degraded and rebuild

performance. The generating process of PCDSDF is deterministic and time-efficient.

The number of stripes per rotation (namely the number of stripes to achieve rebuild

workload balance) is small. Simulations performed on SIM RAID confirm that the

performance of PCDSDF is comparable to other parity declustering data layouts, like

RELPR. Reliability analysis shows that deploying PCDSDF data layout can signifi-

cantly improve system reliability, which will eventually improve system scalability.

The second is a system architecture and rebuilding mechanism for fast disk recon-

struction. The design of this architecture is based on parity declustering data layouts

and a disk oriented rebuilding algorithm. Unlike previous research which has focused

on system performance during disk reconstruction, the design of this architecture fo-

cuses on improving the disk rebuilding speed. The design space explored using SIM -

RAID provides a guideline on how the system design parameters affect the system

performance and rebuilding speed, which is useful for future RAID system design.

The third is an efficient distributed hot spare allocation and assignment algorithm

for general parity declustering data layouts. This algorithm works for any evenly dis-

tributed parity declustering data layout. The assignment of distributed spare space

avoids conflict problems in the process of assigning distributed spare space for the

units on the failed disk. Simulation results shows that it effectively solves the write

bottleneck problem. At the same time, there is only a small increase in the average

response time of user requests.

7.3 Future Directions

This section outlines the future prospects and directions for the work described in this

dissertation. These future research directions include extending SIM RAID to operate

on the Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) network protocol, research on how to perform disk

array resizing under parity declustering data layouts, designing an efficient copy-back

scheduling mechanism and using Solid State Disks to improvesystem performance

and reliability.
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7.3.1 SAS Network Model Implemention

Besides FC, the main current alternative storage systems back-end network protocol

is SAS [94]. It is therefore important to have an SAS model in SIM RAID in order to

study future RAID systems. The framework of SIM RAID will allow an SAS model to

be easily added without changing other components of the model.

SAS is very similar in nature to FC-AL, not particularly surprising as both are

mechanisms to move SCSI commands from a command source to a target and to re-

turn the corresponding responses. In SAS there is no arbitration process to manage

access to the shared communication resource. This comes from the original intent of

SAS being used for point-to-point communication in which there is no contention for

communication resource. However current SAS technology includes the use of ex-

panders to allow switching of SAS signals between multiple SAS devices. Rather than

using an arbitrated access protocol a SAS device simply transmits an OPN request.

If the expander is able to connect the necessary devices, this is done and the OPN is

forwarded to its intended target. If it is not possible to connect the devices, the OPN

is rejected and the rejection is sent to the source of the OPN.From then on commu-

nication is remarkably similar to FC-AL, with a ready transmission followed by data

transfer and a close. The main differences are in initialisation and in timing. Initially it

will be necessary to set the arbitration delay to zero, thus leaving the arbitration process

of the abstraction having a similar effect to the OPN transmit followed by connection

or rejection of SAS. The initialisation time must also be adjusted following protocol

analysis so that the time required for this matches a real SASsystem. The main rea-

son that it is possible to amend the abstraction developed inthis dissertation to work

with SAS is that both FCAL and SAS are methods of moving SCSI commands from a

controller to a storage device. Therefore, it is possible toamend it for SAS protocol.

7.3.2 Disk Array Resizing under Parity Declustering Data La yout

It is very common to change the capacity of storage systems due to the changing of

user requirements, especially to increase the capacity. This process of changing sys-

tem capacity is calleddisk array resizing. It is easy to change the system capacity

when non-parity declustering data layouts like RAID 5/RAID6 are deployed. De-

pending on the requirement, a new disk can be added to an existing protection group

or a new protection group can be added. For the former approach, the system needs to

recalculate the parity information. For the latter approach, the system can directly use
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the new storage space. However, it is very challenging to perform this resizing under

parity declustering data layouts. The system is usually configured with a large parity

declustering group to achieve a good degraded and rebuilding performance. Thus, it is

not very common to add a complete new parity declustering group to the system. The

only choice is then to add new disks to an existing parity declustering group. When a

small number of disks such as a shelf of disks are added to the system, the system has

to re-arrange the data layout and move some data to the new disks so that the work-

load and the rebuilding workload can be evenly distributed over all disks. This data

layout re-arrangement needs a long time and a large amount ofsystem resources as

the parity declustering data layouts over different numberof disks are very different.

Research on how to minimise or reduce the amount of data to be moved and further

reduce the system resource used for this data layout re-arrangement will be very useful

for designing a flexible system.

7.3.3 Efficient Copy-back Scheduling Algorithm

This dissertation proposes an efficient distributed hot sparing allocation and assign-

ment algorithm to eliminate the write bottleneck during disk reconstruction. After the

failed disk are replaced with a new disk, the data reconstructed on the distributed spare

space should be eventually copied back to the replacement disk. It is important to have

a scheduling algorithm which can efficiently copy these databack to the replacement

disk and minimise its effect of the system performance.

7.3.4 Using Solid State Disk to Improve the System Performan ce

and Reliability

As described in Section 2.2.1.2, Solid State Disks (SSDs) use DRAM memory backed

by battery or flash memory to store persistent data and have anaverage access time of

less than 0.15 ms, which is 250 times faster than that of hard disk drives. As the price

of SSDs keeps decreasing, there is increasing interest in using SSDs in RAID systems.

They could be used in several ways: as a new layer of large cache, to store hot data or

simply as substitutes for hard disks. However, which approaches is the most effective

way to improve system performance and reliability is as yet unknown. Thus, it would

be interesting to build SSD models in SIM RAID and study how to use them effectively

in RAID systems.
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7.4 The Future of RAID Systems

As observed at the beginning of this dissertation, the scaleand complexity of RAID

systems are growing at an unprecedented rate. Future RAID systems are going to be

larger and larger. A good example of such a large system is an archive system currently

being planned for a generic broadcasting company. The purpose of this system is

to store all the video and audio files that the company has produced, which is 500

PBytes of data. About 20% of this data is going to be stored on disks and the rest

will be stored on tape. That means that 100 PBytes of data needs to be stored on disk.

Assuming that disks with capacity of 1 TBytes are used, more than 100,000 disks will

be needed to store this data and redundancy information, andmore than 7000 shelves

will be needed to house these disks. Assuming that failed disks can be rebuilt using

all the disk bandwidth, it will take six hours to rebuild a 1 TBytes disk. Assuming the

MTTF of the disks and shelves is 500,000 hours, the MTTF of this system will only

be about 70 hours if RAID 5 (assuming conventional 7+1 RAID 5)is used to protect

the system. However, using the techniques described in thisdissertation can reduce

the rebuilding time and improve the system reliability. In particular, the system can

be divided into a number of PC groups, and each PC group implement the PCDSDF

data layout and the architecture for fast rebuilding. By so doing, the system reliability

can be significantly improved. For example, if 56 disks are selected from 8 shelves,

with each shelf contributing 7 disks to form a PC group, then using PCDSDF, not only

will the system be able to survive a shelf failure, but the disk rebuilding speed will be

improved by a factor of 7. In terms of MTTF, then based on equation 7.1:

Failure ratePCDSDF =
n

MTTFdisk
∗ (nPC−D)MTTRdiskPCDSDF

MTTFdisk

+
L

MTTFshel f
∗ (k−1)MTTRshel f

MTTFshel f

+
n

MTTFdisk
∗ (k−1)MTTRdiskPCDSDF

MTTFshel f

+
L

MTTFshel f
∗ (nPC−D)MTTRshel f

MTTFdisk

(7.1)

wheren=100,000,nPC=56, D=7, k=8, MTTFdisk=500,000,MTTFshel f=500,000,

MTTRdiskPCDSDF=6/7 andMTTRshel f=24,

the MTTF will be more than 17,000 hours. Clearly, techniquessuch as those described
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here will be essential in future very large scale RAID systems.



Appendix A

Proof of Simple PCDSDF Property II

We first introduce the following four lemmas:

Lemma 1. (x−y) mod D= ((x mod D)− (y mod D)) mod D

Lemma 2. (x+y) mod D= ((x mod D)+(y mod D)) mod D

Lemma 3. ∀i and j ∈ Z, 0≤ i < D, 0≤ j < D, andi 6= j

s.t. (i +∆) mod D6= ( j +∆) mod D,∆ is a integer.

Proof. Assume that(i +∆) mod D= ( j +∆) mod D, then

((i+∆) mod D−( j +∆) mod D) mod D=((i+∆)−( j +∆)) mod D= (i− j) mod D=

0.

Because 0≤ i < D, 0≤ j < D, we geti− j = 0, which is not true. Therefore,

(i +∆) mod D 6= ( j +∆) mod D.

Lemma 4. ∀i and j ∈ Z, 0≤ i < D, 0≤ j < D, i 6= j, ∆ ∈ Z, and 0< ∆ < D.

s.t. (i ∗∆) mod D6= ( j ∗∆) mod D,

Proof. Assume(i ∗∆) mod D= ( j ∗∆) mod D, then

(i ∗∆− j ∗∆) mod D= ((i− j)∆) mod D= 0.

As D is a prime number and∆ < D, we geti = j, which is not true. Therefore,

(i ∗∆) mod D6= ( j ∗∆) mod D.

Proof of Simple PCDSDF Property II: The proof translates to proving that∀ pairs

of disks m1.x and m2.y, wherem1 and m2 refer to the loop id/number andx

andy are the disk indexes,∃i and j, such that( j + m1i) mod D= x and ( j +

170
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m2i) mod D= y, which implies that disksm1.x andm2.y appear in the same

combination.

Assume that(y−x) mod D= ∆, where∆ ∈ [0,D−1]. From Lemma A we know

that∃i such that(i(m2−m1)) mod D= ∆. This i is what we are looking for.

From Lemma A we know that∃ j such that( j + m1i) mod D= x. Then( j +

m2i) mod D= ( j +(m1+m2−m1)i) mod D= ( j +m1i + i(m2−m1)) mod D=

(( j +m1i) mod D+(i(m2−m1)) mod D) mod D= (x+∆) mod D= y.
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